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Negro NDCC To MINISTERS ON THE MARCH1Tempers Flare
In Furn. Store
March On Main

Mrs. Christobel Johnson of the furniture for her house from
1114 Mississippi blvd., told the Sam Fortes and she never exTrying to get Negro veterans complaints.
Tri-State Defender that she pected such treatment. "At one
to march in the Veteran's Day This year our position will be
went to Sam Fortes' !urniture point Mrs. Johnson said Mr.
parade Nov. 11 shouldn't be so different from the position we
store to buy some furniture mad Fortes shouted; 'I'm sick and
hard to do this year now that held in the past years. There
wound up being verbally in- tired pf you niggers anyway!"
they know that the parade will will be approximately 2,000
sulted last week.
More words were passed. she
be fully integrated, with the members of the NDCC from
Mrs. Johnson. public school said and finally a salesman for
Memphis Post Legion No. 27, our seven high schools includteacher in the Memphis system the store settled the issue by
Negro, leading the parade and ing the respective bands. Along
said that she went to the furni- proclaiming the pad that had
the Negro National Defense with the American Legion Post
ture store to buy some furni- been sent to Mrs. Johnson's
Cadet Corps (NDCC) bringing No. 27 marching unit, the
ture for her home and she let house was meant for someone
ip the rear. There is also the Ladies Auxiliary of Post No. 27,
the company talk her into buy- else. The mixup had emanated
rospect that Major George L. Boy Scouts, Negro Nurses of
ing a pad for her coffee table. from the store.
Robinson, director of the NDCC E. H. Crump hospital and other
When the pad was delivered to "All this failed to ease the
will be on the Main st. review- units not named at this writing.
her home she found that it not pain of the harsh treatment
ing stand. (See Maj. Robinson's Now comrades, as the times
only didn't fit the table but it that I had suffered," Mrs.
column, "One Man's Opinion," change, may you change also
was the wrong color and con- Johnson said and she can't see
on page 5).
tour.
doing future business at the
and accept my appeal to you
The parade will show - off as veterans to not shun, but
She explained that she had store.
some 40 units with members of use the individual obligation
told the store the desired in- Mrs. Johnson said Mr. Fortes
veterans from all wars.
that belongs to us, Make prepaformation as to make and mod- tried to smooth the incident ovIn an effort to get more Ne- rations now to participate in
el of table before the order er by telling her that he had
been on edge that day and had
gro vets to parade in the class- the Veterans Day parade Nov.
was final.
ic, Grover C. Burson, corn- 11, 1960, wearing your uniform
"The only thing for me to do store problems. Mrs. Johnson
mander of the Post No. 27 has representing your branch of
was to take it back," she said, said she failed to see how
written the following letter: service with all citations. ,
"and that's when the trouble that affected her, a customer.
After spending her money, she
OPEN LEITER
Why Veterans Day, Veterans
began."
said she thought she was due
, Hello Comrades:
day to honor
"At first, when I called them
Again I am making my appeal Day, Nov. 11, is a
realize it is just as much their and nail for the past six back to tell them the pad was at least the common courtesy
the veterans of America; to SEVERAL OF MEMPHIS' ing hand in the fight to break
to you for your participation in
up the segregated lunch coun- fight as the kids' who have months. The pastors filled in all wrong, they told me that of getting what she ordered.
remember their sacrifices in leading ministers of all deMr. Fortes was out of the
the Veterans Day parade Nov.
nominations
were
on
parade
ters
in the downtown area. fought bias in the city tooth on the picket lines.
and to pay tribute to their
I hadn't even ordered a pad," store at the time Tri-State call11, 1960. In the past years war
last Monday to lend a helpThese are the ministers who
contributions in peace.
she said. "Then I decided to ed, but Edward Crane, vice
many of you have stated reaFormerly Armistice Day, the
take it back myself and get it president at the store offered
II •a•II•a a.•
•
•II• II II a 111••IV'
sons why you do not particistraightened out."
an explanation.
pate in the Veterans Day pa- name was changed to Veterans
Mrs. Johnson said she had "Please believe me when I
Day by an Act of Congress
rade. Namely,
paid cash for her furniture and tell you that there was nothing
I. That we as Negro vet- signed by the President June
when she started pulling out in the way of prejudice in the
"An
law
is
titled:
The
1954.
1,
rang were on the end of the
a III II II Mill as II IR ell II II • II • UI II I MIX
her money the sales people at incident," he said. "It was
parade. 2. That there were act to honor veterans on the
the store, not expecting cash, simply an argument between
GIVEN e MONTHS
of
November
of
day
eleventh
score,
putting
their
scoring
such a few of us in the parade.
looked "a little funny."
Wesley Mosby, 21, after average for the season at .000.
a store official and a custoThis is true mainly because each year ... a day dedicated
She said she took the pad met.. It was a misunderstandpleading
guilty
to
a
reduced
comLester
in
coaches
Yours
feel
that,
world
peace
"
alto
you stood on the corners, sat
back to the store and in the ing that our shipper, A. C.
charge of attempt to commit though beaten by very high
in the taverns grumbling and radeship, Grover C. Burson,
process of getting the order Ware, Negro, promptly took
a felony, was sentenced to scores in all of their games,
Legion
American
effort
Commander,
making
no
complaining,
straightened out was led to Mr. care of."
nine months at the Penal farm the experience would do the
to offer a remedy for your Post No. 27, 393 Beale at.
Sam
Fortes.
S. C, Pearl. employee of the
The Memphis Negro Junior last week by Judge Sellers. boys good.
By TOMMY L PARKER JR.
Sam Fortes immediately be- store said that he can't imagChamber of Commerce will Mosby had been indicted on a Rumor says that Douglass
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lee rated her for bringing the pad ine any racial slurs coming
present its annual "JayCee charge of grand larceny after and Manassas will lock horns
Mr. Fortas, ''because
Jazz Festival for Toys" at the. being accused of stealing $1151 in the Blues Bowl Game come Sturghill of 1372 Kerr, are back and told her in no uncer- from
tain terms that she "didn't during the store's long handin cash and jewelry from the Nov. 25 at Melrose Stadium some of the nicest
Flamingo Room, 8:00 p.
people who know what she was doing . . . ling of their customers, nothhome of Mrs. Ida Crane oi l There are many who think
Nov. 20.
anyone
would
want
to call she should have known what ing has ever happened like
JayCee Onzie Horne is pro- 2180 Howell. He had formerly'that if Manassas hadn't met
friends,
according
to
roomed
with
Mrs.
Crane.
their the hell she was ordering in Ulm
ducing the show. Mr. Horne is
Douglass so soon in the prep
Mr. Pearl said that the store
well keown to the musicians of STABS DAUGHTER
season that it would have been neighbors. But on Oct. 31, Hal- the first place," and other inthis city and of the nation. He Mrs. Ida Lee Rodgers, 38 of Douglass who would now hold loween night, an unforgettable suiting remarks, said Mrs. policy toward Negroes is the
same as it is for all customers
Universal Life Insurance Gilliam, vice president-director obtained his degree from the 1027 N. Second was picked up the prep crown. Well, all that incident happened to the couple Johnson.
Mrs. Johnson said she wail and named several top Negro
company of Memphis, Tennes- of agencies; T. J. Willis. vice Chicago Musical r:filcgo. Hr br rddice and ehar!eri with 'cullpe settled Nip. 25, if tt- who are expeclrig their fourth
shocked beyond words beca.ise personalities who trade with
see announces the purchase of presIderit'• assistant secretary; has arranged for Lionel Hamp- the stabbing of her 15-yuer- two teams meet. -Managua lei child soon,
she has bought practically all them.
3 per cent of'the stock of the J. A. Olive, vice president-as- ton, B. B. King, and numerous old daughter, who the mother already set for the post-season Mr. Sturghill had just reouisiana Life Insurance com- sistant secretary; Melvin Vin- other bands in the Memphis said had refused to go to classic. Douglass is a strong turned from work about 5:30
pany of New Orleans.
ing, treasurer; D. D. Shackel- and Chicago areas. Among his school. Police officials said possibility for the other team. p. m. when his wife sent him
yr• •
•
The announcement of the ford, vice president. All officers local accomplishments are ar- that Mrs. Hodges said that
Three-member State Parole to the Food Center at Bellevue
Marie,
Dorothy
daughter,
her
and
McLemore
to
return
a
rot
stock purchase was made this were elected to the Board of rangements for the Front Street
Board in Nashville denied
Visitation
week by Dr. A. Maceo Walker, Directors. Other members of Jazz Workshop. the Bob Mor- had not attended school for grant to Charlie Atkins last ten coconut that they had
been
had
and
week
over
a
Life
L.
Universal
are:
Directors
ris
band
of
Skyway
fame,
and
president of the
the Board of
week. Grant is in the state pen- bought the previous Saturday.
boy'
Insurance company and the H. Boyce, A. R. Walker, Rivers his own locally produced shows. spending her time with a
itentiary and being convicted of Mrs. Sturghill gave her huswomthe
said
Mrs. Eloise Mr. Horne is gathering the friend. Officials
fatal shooting of L. A. Ger- band the sales slip to prove that
newly elected president of the Frederick, II,
daughter. the
Louisiana Life Insurance com- Frederick and Mrs. Louise De- necessary talent to assure a an followed her
of Memphis in 1938. He is she purchased items with the
ard
Dorothy was treated for a serving out a life sentence.
good show.
joie.
pany.
LeMoyne college's fourth an- Student Council, Willie Shot.
total of $16 and the date of the
Gaston
John
Sheriff M. A. Hinds reported- purchases. On his way to the nual Alumni Visitation Day is well.
The Universal Life officials The Universal Life of Mem- All proceeds from this show, chest wound at
hospital.
ly wrote the board asking that store, on the lot, Mr. Sturghill scheduled for November 19. The other new feature is a
are happy to be affiliated with phis, Tennessee is a 37-year- will be used by the JayCees to
CHAMPS
Atkins' request for parole be
the officials of the Louisiana old institution with more than help finance
their annual CITY
Although they fell before the denied. The police official said said he saw three Negro youth This is the day that graduates project promoted by the EngLife who have managed excel- 19 million dollars in assets and Xmas party for underprivilegformer students return to lish Department. All LeMoyne
thundering hoofs of a deter- that Gerard's death was the coming out of the store. One and
lently the 0-year-old company more than 111 million dollars ed children.
the
campus
as guests of the graduates who majored in Engdropped
a
carton
of
cigarettes.
team
Bertrand
mined Father
"most brutal and vicious murwith assets of over 3 million of business in force. The comcollege to renew old acquaint- lish are invited to attend
OFFERED
Manassas Tigers
HELP
the
week
last
der I've ever seen."
dollars and insurance in force
ances and to mingle with stu- classes Saturday morning, Nowound up firmly entrenched
to transact
Witnesses said that Atkins Mr. Sturghill offered his as- dents and faculty. Approxi- vember 19.
totaling about 20 million dol- pany is licensed
prep
sistance. "Hey." he shouted.
in first place with the
business in Arkansas, Californwas waiting on Gerard to rob
lars,
230 alumni are expectVisitation Day begins at 8:30
football championship crown him and fled after shooting "Here's your cigarettes!" The mately
Louisiana,
MisKansas,
ia,
handles
Life
participate
in this big a. m. with registration and cofed
to
The Louisiana
Perhaps
fellows
began
to
run.
head.
their
on
snugly
Witnesses
Oklahoma,
Missouri,
sissippi,
home.
his
at
Gerard
industrial life, industrial health
event.
fee hour in Brownlee Hall. The
a little overconfident in their said they heard Gerard plead Later the manager and police
Tennessee and Texas. It offers
and accident, hospitalization
Two new features have been executive committee will conseason,
the
of
encounter
appeared
and
saw
him.
Mr.
Sturglast
shoot
not
to
killer
the
in
with
and ordinary life insurance. a complete line of policies
hill with the cigarettes in his added this year. One is a pan- vene for one hour at 8:30, and
Manassas failed to reckon with
weekly premium,
More than 100 persons are em- industrial
tide at Bertrand
rising
;hand.
They carried him to the el discussion built around the alumni will visit classrooms
the
doyed in the field and the hospitalization a n d ordinary
momengaining
back and charged him with aid- theme 'Operation LeMoyne.' from 8:30 to 10:30 a. m. A
that had been
Six members of the faculty and Thanksgiving chapel service
company's home office located life and endowments.
toward the end of the
ing
the theft, which had been
tum
will ex- will be conducted at Metropoliat 2107 Dryades street in New
The company holds an A plus
Thunderbolts
e
h
T
season.
carried out before his very staff and one student
of
campus tan Baptist Church at 10:30,
various
phases
plain
Orleans.
policyholders' rating by the The next
26-19.
champs
eyes. They took him down, tellmass meeting. city- dumped the
The newly elected officers of Dunne's International Insurance wide will be held Nov. 10 at The Lester Lions ended their CLEVELAND, Ohio — (UPI)l ing him, he said, that he didn't life at LeMoyne. Scheduled to and the panel discussion will
the Louisiana Life replacing Reports, and the last examina- the South Side Baptist church, first and probably the most - Construction will hit a rec- need the coconut and sales appear on the panel are Dean get underway at 11:40 a. m.
Floyd Bass, Rev. John C. Mic- in the Lecture Hall. An alumni
the Louisiana tife officials who tion of its affairs as of Decem- 3209 Ford rd. Theme: "They dismal of all their coming sea- I ord $57.2 billion next year, four slip.
kle, Dr. Clifton Johnson, Mrs. business session is slated for
resigned, in addition to the ber 31, 1957 showed the com- Sat in for you, now stand up sons in the prep football lea- per cent above construction
Mrs. Sturghill said that she
inof
because
64-0.
mainly
previously named president, pany to be superbly managed for them."
year,
Douglass
this
,
Charles P. Roland, Coach Jer- 12:30 p. m. in the Lecture Hall.
Die by losing to
private construction, began to worry about her hus- ry C. Johnson. Miss Martell° The college will serve lunch to
creased
are: B. G. Olive, jr., first vice and in excellent financial congame
saaight
fifth
the
was
band when her neighbor callRecently in the effort to It
president • secretary; H. A. dition,
failed to Steel Magazine predicted.
the president of the all visiting alumni at 1:30 p. m.
knock down the segregated in wnich Lester had
ed her to the phone and told Trigg and
like
her
husband
her it sounded
lunch counters in Memphis,
on the line. He told her the
aimed primarily at the stores
story and that he had been findowetown, 25- persons from the
ed $51 for being an accessory
Raleigh area volunteered
to
lend a whole picket shift on the
after the f•et.
downtown stores.
Judgetrial, Mrs.
thet
Mrs. Maxine Smith, leading
reducSturghill saaidt
light in the fight, said that she
ed the fine to $26 when it was
wishes the spirit of volunteerfound out that was all she had.
Road is a
ing to be pickets would take
Walker Home Civic club re- sides on Norton
Mr. Sturghill, a resident of
WashT.
Booker
graduate of
more of a hold on the rest of
to the decorative and ington High school and a very , Memphis for 13 years, said
turns
views, and made it clear that the organizations in Memphis
POLITICAL WOUNDS
nt
srthheimfi.rgHteiniscideem
"Flamingo Ballroom" active member in the Fort:1i otfh aittsthkisindwafo
the civic and religious circles. On- spacious
The Presidential campaifn friendship could go by
"Queen
Road PTA.
stage its annual
American Finishing
hat closed this week got a board, rather than their deep- ly last Monday over a dozen to
Each participant is soliciting ployed at
d
n
denominations
a
Ceremony"
ministers
of
all
dyed
Crowning
political
positions.
Negro
Sturghill is from PanMrs.
Co.
bit rough toward the end.
beher
toward
support
pickets downtown.
Benefit Dance on Saturday your
She has lived in
Not only did the major can- Teenagers, true to their new led the
coming the Queen. This affair! ama City. Fla.
few
months
past
During
the
night, Nov. 19
role
of
aggressiveness
in
raMemphis for six years.
didates start casting epithets
the
of
one
is
pro cial expression, were quite the NAACP and citizens groups
and personal aspersions
regular annual Mrs. Sturghill said she still
diligently townd
their
but
supporters vocal in their political views, have worked
and con,
t tr a ed can't figure out why the sales
a
the ending of segregated lunch
fell into the slough of personali- much to the surprise and often counters in Memphis. Last
tions sponsor- slip and coconut was never
ty plucking . . . talking about discomfort of their elders.
ed by t h e brought up the trial. Sturgweek a 100-man outfit was
heated Negro school teachers found
each other in the
W a lk et- hill did not have benefit of
formed by the NAACP to fight
counsel at the trial,
language of anger and deep, It necessary to re-emphasize
Homesn
make bias all over the city.
j
obs
the
fact
that
their
club
down resentment.
raising
Here in Memphis Negro par- it irregular and out of place
funds to erect
II
II
tisans were more sharply di- for them to express their polithe "W a lk e r V
tical
...
even
preferences
when
vided than per`iaps an; time
Homes C o m
explanations
and
munity C e
In the history of local Negro asked for
a
participation. Negro Democrats views by interested classes of
ter building." A
NEW
YORK
—
(UPI)
—
proiect t h e
found it increasingly difficult adolescents.
Booker
Clothilde Operti Gobbi, 104, beTiller
Memphis
Negro
to see how a person of color Yep, the
Moore
area is in dire
lieved to be the only surviving The pictured aspirants for the
could be a Republican. Negro showed definite signs of grow- performer of the Metropolitan title of (Miss) or (Mrs.) Walk- need of.
Republicans were downright ing up during the past cam- Opera's first opening night ?ro- er Homes for the reigning This community building pro- D J. Gerhardt of Sedalia,
outraged to see other Negroes paign. Joint debates by oppos- cluction, died Monday.
period of 1930-61 are Miss De- ject is foremost in the minds Mo recently spent two weeks
being genuinely loyal to any ing partisans were held. SerMrs. Gobbi was a member loise Tiller, daughter of Mr. of the residents of the sub-di- with his two daughters and
party other than their own . . . mons were preached on politics. of the chorus when the Metro- and Mrs. John Tiller, 713 Gil- vision, and the civic club is, their families during his vaca
There were instances of such politan opened its doors. Oct. leas rd. She is a graduate of requesting you, of the Mem- lions
Republican Party.
heated discussion until there 22, 1/83 with a production of B. T. Washington High school. phis area to patronize all ac- Er visited his daughter's famREFUSE TO BUDGE
temptations to revert to Gunoue's "Faust." She later Mrs Ann Moore lives at 322 tivities sponsored by the club. ily, Nfr. and Mrs. Ralph Montwere
standlong
friends
of
Negro
violent in some sang in secondary and leading Flynn rd. She is a beautician For tickets contact the contes- gomery, in Chicago and aning, finding themselves on op- type and get
quarters.
refence,
roles in other opera and light and a member of the National tants of your choice or call other daughter's family, Mr.
the
of
posite sides
But, if these expressions were opera companies in this country Beauty Culturist's League.
EX. 7-7314 Noble Powell is and Ars, Leo Fisher in Gary,
fused to budge an inch in the
president.
club
rewho
Cell "Miss Results" — JA 6-8397
Shadows
Booker
Ind.
On
fellow's
(See
Page
Dark
1)
and
abroad.
Agazine
Mrs.
other
the
direction of

ilK

Negro Jaycees
To Present
Toy festival

41

Memphis-This Week

'Nothing To Do
With Theft,'
Says Memphian

Universal Life Ins.
Expands: Buys Finn

Ill

eMoyne
Day For November 19

Mass Meeting
Planned For
November 10

fi

Predict 1961
Building High

Three Vie For Title
Walker Homes Queen

by NAT D WILLIAMS

*

Opera Star Dies

In N.Y. At 104

•

Isits Kin In
Chicago Area

To Place Your Want Ad.

WINDER
Week of Nov. 12-18, 1960

ion
Elizabeth Taylor Under ExaminatTaylor

Reds Oppose Nixon Trip To Europe

was
BERLIN, — (UPI) — The East German Communists hintLONDON, — (UPI) — Screen star Elizabeth
of
case
suspected
a
for
Vice President Richard M. Nixon might be greeted
examination
that
ed
reported to be under
with rotten eggs, riots or even rockets if he is elected president
Malta fever.
The Daily Mail quoted one of Miss Taylor's doctors as say- and tries to visit eastern Europe.
the star's
The East German Communist newspaper Neues Deutsching he is convinced Malta fever is the source of
final land said in an editorial that Nixon had not asked if he was
a
for
necessary
be
would
tests
more
although
Illness,
wanted in the Communist countries.
diagnosis.
countries
n
Mediterranea
in
contacted
is
usually
fever
Malta
milk. Miss
and results from an infection carried in goat's
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Mrs. Coya Knutson, the only
a holiay
Taylor and her husband Eddie Fisher recently spent
Democrat knocked out of Congress by a Republican in the
In Rome and Greek Islands.
last election, is one of 20 former members of the House and
Senate trying to stage a comeback in Tuesday's election.
maintained
Mrs. Knutson is attempting to win the House seat in MinNEW YORK, — (UPI) — Sen. John F. Kennedy
M. Nixon nesota's 9th district which Republican Odin Langen took from
Richard
President
Vice
over
lead
state
York
his New
her defeat on a "Coya, come home" plea by her husband.
In the New York Daily News presidential poll.
the 23,061 This time he is supporting her candidacy.
Kennedy was credited with 55.9 per cent of
basis. His
were Marilyn Carter, Mary Lynn
SPOOKS ON PARADE — Hal- cream, potato chips, candy the guests. Those present
straws tabulated by the newspaper on a statewide
while
Baldridge, Bennie Ree Kelly,
35.8
Nabors,
Nixon's
Ellis
to
Nabors,
by apples and each guest was AWson
edge in New York City 64.2 per cent
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Dr. Milton Eisenhower, the loween party was given
York
Barbara McKinney, Denise
New
in
45
Ronald
to
Brooks,
cent
Marshall
per
55
ahead
of
was
bag
treat
or
given a trick
the Vice President
President's brother, has resigned from two government posts Allison and Ellis Nabors for
area.
Pearl, Laverne Pearl, Bobbie 0,
Joseph
Brooks,
Tony
Brooks,
A
scramble
resipeanut
goodies.
at
their
friends
their
City suburbs and 50.4 per cent to 49.6 in the upstate
the
for
because a recent back injury will keep him confined
Jean, Bona Cheri Wells, Bren•
ShanSawyer
C.
C.
Shannon,
dence, 1184 )(sayer Pl. All was held for the boys and
next three months.
Wilson, Donna Wilson and
da
Norris
Walters,
Ronald
non,
British
silver
the
Univerfound
on
Norris
Hopkins
were
Ronald
Johns
of
said
of
costumes
kinds
Dr. Eisenhower, who is president
WASHINGTON, — (UPI) — American officials
Gleese. ttapertns
Patricia
AlBrown,
Andrew
Walters,
when he said sity in Baltimore, recently suffered a slipped disc. He is wear- parade, Witches, Gorillas, peanut, winning for him a
Prime Minister Harold MacMillan was wrong
kids
were Miss Matti*
for
the
Gates,
Richard
Tucker.
the
bert
of
reported.
House
film.
White
of
the
waters
roll
bed,
a
his
in
and
Clowns, camera
Indians,
Pirates,
ing a cast and is confined to
U. S. Polaris-equippe dsubmarines based
Young Wilson, Mrs. Gertie Wells, I
Jeffrey
without
be
to
Herron,
asked
Reggie
guests
the
President,
anywhere
to
the
letter
party
the
After
a
missiles
in
Eisenhower,
and
Little
fire
Hound
Dr.
Huckleberry
never
United Kingdom would
Miss Maggie Newsurn, Mrs.
relieved at once as a member of the President's Advisory Com- Old Ladies. The Bunny hop boarded a bus for a spook Evans, Jessie Wilson, Josephfirst consulting London.
Advisory dance was featured for the ride to Fuller Park and back. ine Wilson and girls, Marzee Dorothy Teanrd, Mrs. Otbella
National
commitment.
the
,
Organiaztion
such
no
Government
made
on
had
mittee
States
They said the United
that submarines Committee on InterAmerican Affairs and the Board of Visitors afternoon. Kids enjoyed hot Everyone had a wonderful Gates, Davenia Young, Gwen- Shannon and Mrs. M. Nabors.
A State Department spokesman confirmed
Scottish Clyde of the Naval Academy.
pix by Billy Duncan)
the
in
facilities
Air..erican
floating
dogs, punch, cookies, ice time. Above is just a few of dolyn Young, Thelma Young, (Staff
serviced at
positions in
from
missiles
Estuary might well discharge their
in advance.
International waters without letting the British know
There's too much work to be
weekend to join in the traditionBritish
from
fired
be
UNIFORMS
would
The Negro still has the
He emphasized that no missiles
done.
ally festive FLORIDA A& M
could possibly be
commitment
consultation
no
civil
the
said
g
waters but
Job of implementin
homecoming
UNIVERSITY
seas.
made regarding possible actions on the high
rights promises made by both
events.
Page 1)
From
(Continued
the winning and the losing side.
the
In a precedent move,
total
a
it's time to wait to see
took
Eisenhower
initial phase of the colorful an- signs of the Negroes growing po- Now
NEW YORK, — (UPI) — President
joined Vice
the water hits the wheel
where
He
Wednesday.
campaign
2
ago
weeks
held
was
plunge into the political
ing and Home Finance Agency; nual event
maybe it Will it bring a realization of
By CAROL JOHNSON
maturity,
litical
of
series
dramatic
a
of
President Nixon here for the first
Mr. Don Frye, Director of Per- when Annette Madison of Jackshould be welcomed. It is in- the deep desire so loudly voicDemocratic resurgence Hello there Campus Beaters:
sonnel, HHFA; Mr. Douglas sonville was crowned MISS
side-by-side onslaughts against reported
chatelection.
teresting to note that most Ne- ed during the campaign?
Lets go to press with less
Chaffin, Chief of Placement, Famu.
in the last days before the
votes, already list- ter from me and more about
of this last camelectoral
45
indispensable
York's
New
HIIFA; Mrs. Marian V. Coombs, Gridiron excitement was pro- groes who live in the rural and The winner
straw
independent
work cut out for
one
its
least
has
paign
at
howby
you. Before we go too far,
Director of Student Employ- vided the alumni, students and way-our
ed in the Kennedy column
districts
suburban
163 BEALE STREET
electorate of
most intense campaign ever let me say right here what ment and Graduate Placement,
the
as
far
so
the
it
of
one
of
target
the
Ratwere
favored
their
poll,
friends by
Republican. this nation is concerned. And
mostly
be
to
tended
Eisenhower.
about
learn
to
was
it
a thrill
clashed with
forays ever undertaken by
personality and DELORES BROWN who was Howard University, Washington, tlers when they
Colored folk in towns veered particularly is that work cut out
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buildings pledged earlier last mander equal as well or bet- half of the fellows are i't uni- litical science at Yale univerThe explosive could disfigure week to help find adequate hous- ter. Some of the prospects for formed our unit will not be sity, will offer * comparison
of
For faster, mere complete relief of a person at a range up to 25 ing for non-white embassy per- the job, in my opiniion, are able to participate on Novem- the 1928 and 1960 (presidential'
Capt. Leonzie Strother, Capt. ber 11. So come on in out of elections, the spokesman
sonnel.
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains, feet, Roberts said.
said.
the rain fellows, OK?
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders.
In 1928, Al Smith, former New
Action)
(Synergistic
STANBACK's S. A.
Again may I remind you of York governor and the only
— the combined action of several
the Veteran's Day parade Nov Roman Catholic presidential
ingredients
in
rnedically-approved
11.
candidate before Sen. John F.
one easy-to-take dose—eases anxiety
and tension, starts bringing relief
elli1111111111,1111111111111111111111,1111111111111111111111111 Kennedy, led the Democratic
right away. boo vaat
ticket and was soundly defeated
Test
by Herbert Hoover, the RepubIn
Case
He
Loses
$TANBACK
lican candidate, after a camagainst any
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HEADACHE

Sunday Bomber Outdoes
Famed 'Mad Bomber'

you've over

By BRUCE AGNEW

There Are Many

Ways to bop Cool!

Tea ma have healthful Indoor (*ethic comfort all
simmer long for only a few
cents a day with Carrier
Air CondlekvaIng. Don't
postpone comfort

CONDITIONED
AIR COMPANY
4ff Nor% NeRyweed
FA 7-11‘11
VP'

NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
bombers
Sunday bomber or
who set off six explosive devices here in as many weeks
can claim an accomplishment
New York's original mad bomber never achieved — a human
victim.
The most powerful bomb in
the grim series that started
Oct. 2 exploded Sunday in a
subway train standing with its
doors open in a Harlem subway station. Of the 30 passengers in the car 18 were injured
and one, a 15-year-old girl, was
killed.
At least two of the injured
were reported still in critical
condition today. Edward Wilson,
19, of Brooklyn, had fractures
of both legs and lacerations.
Robert Sawyer, 19, of Brooklyn,
ha'd his left leg blown off by
the blast.
N VICTIMS
The death and the injuries
Sunday-holiday
brought
the
bomb casualty total to nearly

60.
All but one of the car's windows were shattered, a twofoot hole was torn in the steel
floor at the rear where the device was hidden, and chunks
of concrete were gouged from
the platform.
Police Commissioner Stephen
P. Kennedy said the bomb appeared ,n have been dynamite,
and that he was not certain it
was the work of the bomber
who set off the earlier devices.
Five of the previous bombs had
been made of black powder
crudely packed into cardboard
containers.
LEGS BLOWN OFF
The dead girl, identified as
Sandra Breland of Brooklyn,
daughter of a transit authority
worker, was sitting in the seat
under which the explosive was
hidden. Both her legs were
blown off.
Holiday
and
The Sunday
bombs were set off Oct. 2 in
Times Square, injuring a i x
persons; Oct. 9 behind t h e
New York public library on
Fifth ave.; Oct. 12, Columbuil
Day, in the Times Square subway station, injuring 34 per-
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—
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HOME REMODELING
FIBRE GLASS
AWNINGS
CAR PORTS
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
Aluminum Doors $ Windows
NO MONEY DOWN
FHA TERMS
Call or Visit

Soft Lite Fibre Gloss and Construction Co., Inc. of Memphis

WH 8-4079
1211 S. Parkway E.

Nixon Can Team
Up With Sherman

Roy H. Robinson, of the J.
C. Robinson and Son building
construction firm, in commenting on the election campaign and the aspirants to
the presidency said:
"Poor Richard—he has always been such a poor boy
that he has had to grow up
on hamburger and live on
'loads."
"If he is not elected, he and
Sherman Adams should form
a Gift and Loan Association."

sons; Oct. 23, on a city ferry
Manhattan to
bound from
Staten Island, and
Oct. 29,
powder in an
when
black
orange cylindrical pipe hissed
and sputtered, but did not explode in a Time Square subway station.
The original "mad Bomber,"
George Metesky, planted more
than 30 devices around t h e
city from 1940 to 1956 when he
was tracked down. He now is
in a hospital for the criminal
.111HIIIIII11111111111111111111iimuninuminiiiiiiill
insane.

Wife Preservers

neers are working to anticipate
future preferences and to find
the technological answers.
Part of the answer may 'ie
in developments like the pushbutton telephone set. It was
recently customer tested with
enthusiastic reactions in Hamden. Connecticut, and Elgin,
Illinois.
Although experience to date
shows that customers greatly
prefer having pushbuttons on
their telephones and although
the technical feasibility has
been established, the pushbutton set requires considerable
modification of central office
switching
equipment.
Much
work remains to be done before
the system is perfected to the
point where it will have economic system-wide application.

TOOTH
ACHE
Whit YOU are
desperate *Ail
MIS. you can
rely on ORa lEL
Ice fast efitc
tare Wier hat

Squeeze troW
tube
Pala
goes ie ssc•
onds Used by
thousands USS

ORA-JEL*

COLDS
Relieve aches and pains of colds with
STANBACK Tablets or Powders,
Also use as gargle for sore throat
due to colds. STANBACK'S S. A.
(Synergistic Action) reduces fever,
brings faster, more complete relief.
Remember...Snap back with
STANBACK!
"Princess" at left. The pushbutton phone was recently
customer tested with enthusl.
astic reactions in Hamden,
Conn., and Elgin, Ill.

Plan Election
'Post-Mortem'

111,1Wo/
4
,

preparation

What will your telephone IOW(
like in 1975?
Popular conceptions of tomorrow's telephone range from
an unseen wall unit, which will
magically accept and deliver
messages, to telephones which
will enable the user to see the
other party.
Telephone ehgineers are the
first to admit that the telephone
of 2.0 years hence has not yet
been invented. Not only will
the technology advance but customer prefernces and demands
will probably be vastly different
from what they are today. Bell
Telephone Laboratories engi-

Lester NDCC

Find Bomb
Addressed
To
Nixon
INGROMI NAIL

HASTINGS

Now Will YourPhone
Look In Year 1975?

paign in which "the religious
issue" was prominent.

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS SALES
NOW anyone can buy DIRECT
from U 8 OOVERNMENT SURPLUS DEPOTS, by mail for your
self or for resa)ft Cameras. 'binoculars, cars, teem trurcs, boats,
hardware. Mlles
machines and
equipment, tents, tool, and tent
of-thousands of other Itemn at ft
fraction of their
original
cit.
Man. items brand new For list
of hundreds of U. 8. (Internment
Surplus Depots located in every
State and overseas with pamphlet
"How Government Can Shis Otrret
To You," plus procedures. HOW
TO BUY and how to get FREE
SURPLUS, mall $200 to 9TTRPLUS
SALES
INFORMATION
SERVICES. Dept No T05, Room TOL
Albers Bldg. Wash. 5. D. C
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OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
-Everybody Likes 'Em"
Real Hickory Smoked — Size 15 to 30 Pounds
Two Yitar Old Country Horns
98c per Lb
Six Month Old Country Harris
110c por Lb
Ono Year Old Country Horns
90c p•r Lb
Three Year Old Country Hams
$1.10 por Lb
Real Country Hickory Smolt's! Sousa,* (3 to 4 Lb llogs)- Mt POT Lb
Loon Hickory Smoked Bacon IA to 10 Lb Slab)
5Sc par Lb.
Sliced Country Ham
$1.31 and $115 per Lb
(PLUS POSTAGE)
WE SHIP COD OR SEND CHECK—GUARANTEED GOOD ORDER

JIMMIE SIDOENS COUNTRY HAM MOTEL
Motel Phone, sfl 2-0152: Business Phone, VI 24141
On Bypass 31-W Route, 251 let St., Bowling Green, Ky.
Residence Phones, VI 2-0152

Even cm athletic person can get a
severe strain with a muscle he
doesn't use often. So when you'
Start a new exercise, b. suns to
start it gradually, doing a little
siolvi each time.

STARTS NOV. 11
ONE BIG WEEK!

3Aanh
"It's Cheaper

By The Dozen"
BUY ASSORTED CASES AT CASE PRICES
The Mgaikagtjbei7

ALL POPULAR BRANDS • LADIES INVITED

FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 SO. MAIN AT VANCE
OPEN 8 A.M. TILL 11:00 P.M.
Independent Liquor Dealer

"We Don't IVanna Get Rich"
t

Free Parking ,pace

A 11XXICIA
AMY Krieg

DELUXE
COLOR

— PLUS 2nd HIT

—
Blonde Bait...in a murder trap!
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Benevolent
Society In
Big Confab

DEFENDER

Week of Nov. 12-18, 1960

First Baptist Plans
Women's Day Nov.13

WALKER MEMORIAL
ton, a teacher at Ford Road
Loyalty month activities at university,
Nashville, received The Walker Memorial Christ- School, crowned the royolty.
First Baptist Church-Lauderdale her undergraduate
degree from ian Church observed its Fifth The crowns were made by
Hundreds of members and
will be highlighted by Women's that institution
and the Master Annual Dinner and Banquet, re- Mrs. Poston.
well-wishers are expected to be
Day services Sunday, Nov. 13. or Arts degree
on hand Sunday, Nov. 13, when
from Columbia cently. It was held in the Fel- A wonderful program was
The theme for the day is: The university, New
lowship Hall of the church. arranged by Mrs. Lawrence
Christian
the
Benevolent Lodge
York.
Role of Christian Women in the
Society will hold its first annual
She has had varied teaching The Hall was beautifully dec- Bridges, teacher at Ford Road
orated with floral arrangements School. Participants on program
Age of Emerging Freedom, and experience in
celebration in the Tri-State
Tennessee and
by Mrs. Jessie Anderson and other than members include,
the main program is scheduled North Carolina
arca. J. D. Edwards is presiand holds mem- others. Scenic designs
were by Miss Alvertiss Cheatham, Mrs.
for 3:30 p.m., with Mrs. Geral- bership in the
dent.
Alpha Kappa Herbert Lester.
Samuel Peace, Sr and Dewey
"For be looked for a city which One of the most tragic things The meeting will begin at 3
dine B. Fort as guest speaker. Alpha sorority,
Alpha Kappa The banquet was in honor of Carrouthers
.
bad foundations, whose builder to happen to any man is wrap- p. m. at the Mt. Pisgah CME
Mrs. Fort, who holds an as- Mu honor society;
is organizer the Royal church family. James Out of town guests attending
and maker is God."
ped up in the fact that he loses church of Park ave. in Orange
sociate professorship in the de- of Kappa Delta
Pi honor society; L. Kirk is the king and Mrs. the banquets were Mrs. LudesUnrest is the key to human the desire to want to be. Here Mound. Rev. D. Warner Brownpartment of Home Economics is past
president and present G. A. Evans the Queen from sia Smith of Denver, and Mrs.
behavior today. All about us In this book we see men who — ing, pastor, Special invitations MRS. GERALDINE FORT
at Tennessee A. and I. State Teen-Age adviser
for the Nash- the Christian Men Fellowship Irene Welett of Chicago, Ill.
people in all walks of life are against all odds sought to make
churches,
are
being
sent
to
ville Chapter of Jack and Jill, and Christian Women Fellow- Proceeds from this banquet
constantly grumbling about con- a contribution. In a like manorganizations
Inc.; serves in a counselling ship respectively. Jeroy Car will be used toward completion
ditions. Nobody is satisfied. In- ner today if we are ever going clubs and other
circulation
assure
to
of the
-aoacitv at Tenressee State roll, Jr. and Miss Willie Frank of Fellowship Hall.
dividually, locally, nationally, to realize the 'God - designed'
University: is also affiliated Taylor is the Prince and Prin- The affair was sponsored by
and universally men are looking state of affairs we must work meeting plans. Featured on the
paste models.
for a way out. All about us peo- with and through faith. Each program will be Rev. A. E. Musing:
with the A merioan Assoelation cess from the Christian Youth the White House Club of the
Campbell, pastor of Columbia
I thank Thee Lord, that all
Dear Mrs. Watson. I am en- of University Women:
ple are looking for a way out. man living today must have
the NA- Fellowship. Mrs. Lutricia Pos- church.
my
church,
Baptist
joy Is touched with pain; tered in the college my mother ACP.
who
dewill
All about us people are looking some great impulse to make
Elder G. A. Evans is the
YWCA. and former leadThat shadows fall on bright- attended, in spite of my dislike er of
for something to move them him want to see a better day. liver the sermon.
Girl Scouts and junior Universal Life Insurance Com- pastor. Mrs. Pauline Snyder is
hours;
est
That thorns remain of the school. She is determined Red Cross.
Mrs. Bessie Jean McKinsey,
from their dilemma
pany's .Nashville district, and a the church reporter.
This better day will be realized
So that earth's bliss may be that I go there because
she did. Mrs. Fort is the daughter of retired principal of one of Nash- MT. MORIAH
This is not something that only through men of dedication Ezell Hawkins, Mrs. Virginia
Rodgers, a dynamic young my guide., And not my chain! , What can I do? Worried.
the late Mrs. Jennie Smith ville's city schools.
The
Mt. Moriah Baptist
has just happened! Men through and well-meaning.
countless ages and generations Each man of each generation speaker and the Columbus Dear Mrs. Watson I have Dear Worried. Sometimes Bennett and the Late Rev. Am- Mrs. Fort is the mother of two church of 2634 Carnes Avenue
Baptist church choir and other been told by a dentist that my'that is the case and perhaps brose Bennett,
have sought a better way. Many realizes that his contribution
former pastor daughters, Jane Geraldine, who celebrated Annual Young Peoto
ple's Day, Sunday. The guest
times this search has only re- the over-all program of making singing groups will be on hand. teeth require braces. I would your mother showed her hand of Westwood Baptist Church, is presently pursuing the
Ph. D. speaker
was Mrs. Celle StevA0
sulted in frustration. Men in this a better world. We as in- Rev. W. C. Holmes, pastor of have to wear them 2 years. I too vividly. If she hadn't men- Nashville, and for 25 years Su- degree and serves as
Graduate ens; principal of the
spite of their best efforts have dividuals can not do very much Beulah Baptist church, will am a sophomore in high school tioned it, you may very well perintendent of the Sales De- Research
IntermedAssistant in Experi- iate Department
present the speaker.
and can't bear the though. What have chosen it
of Melrose
as the one you'd partment of the Sunday School mental Psychology at
fallen far short of the goals they as individuals but we can
the Uni- High School.
Benevolent
Society, can I do?
most like to attend. This ia the Publishing Boar
have cherished. This is nothing through our small efforts hold The
d, National versity of Massachusetts; and
Miss Mary Johnson Is the
new in the annals of human the line until men's eyes are though still in its infancy, is Dear Soph: It will be easier contrary age, when mother and Baptist Convention, Inc.; and Dorothy
Kathryn, a senior at chairman. Rev. R. W. Norsbehavior. Men historically have opened to the great cause of vibrant in its activities. The to tolerate the idea if you con- -clad are likely to look a little author of the Women's Mission.
Pearl hgh school, Nashville. worthy is the pastor.
longed for goals that would put making this a better world. The Rev. Benjamin Hooks is legal centrate on what the results bossy in your eyes. If your par- ray Society Manual,
which
The general public is invited
is
advisor
the
of
group.
An
will
albe.
For
two
years
of
wear- ents are paying the college tuan end to their difficulties. To- sooner one realizes this the betused as a guide in many Baptist to all of the Women's Day activday is no exception!
ter will be the universal lot. liance of the city's leading ing a mouthful of metal, you ition, why not permit mother churches.
ities and especially to the after- CHOIR ROBES
ministers comprise the advis- may earn a lifetime smile that
The rising tide of men's frus- Each one of us is important.
ory board.
High fashion styling
would be the envy of tooth this whim of which she may Mrs. Fort is the wife of Wil- 3oon service at 3:30. Other antrations down through the years Each one of us is making an
have dreamed all her life. Lots liam H. Fort, past
nouncement
s
will
president
follow.
The
superbly tailored
of
as voiced by the author of the impact upon the life of someof girls would like to be in your the Tennessee Education
- at an economy price'
Con- minister of First Baptist is the
book of Hebrews. In the same one. This impact can be either
shoes when they're trying to gress, of which he is now Execu- Reverend H. Clarke Nabrit,
and
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
token of thinking the evidence negative or positive , The imfigure out where to get a job tive Committee chairman. He general chairman of
UNIFORM COMPANY
Women's 6) S Th.
of men working within the pact we make upon the lives of
,c1 0 yawn
to pay their college tuition.
Jr. o 3641
is
also
Ordinary
Day
is
Supervisor
Mrs.
Hazel
of
Gurley.
framework of faith. Hope people will either make them
against hope has been the better or worse. Each one of
stimulating point for men of us should try to make our imvision. Believing that they had pacts positive.
the answers to their problems The ever reaching out of peomany men have launched out ple to achieve a state of exi- BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA a few years ago were featured
into the darkness moved only stence that will make for the — To brisg back a music that by concert vocalists and choirs.
by faith.
final realization of the dream sustained yesteryears Black The group of works include, I
People, which now lies dusty Want Jesus To Walk With Me;
Maybe unrest is a healthy men have held so long. The only
on
music shelves and shunned The Blind Man Stood on the
state of affairs. Maybe we need path through which the realizaby current
groups is Road and Cried; Nobody Knows
a feeling of insecurity in this tion of a world 'designed by the task of choral
Dr.
Mitchell
B, the Trouble I've Seen; There's
God'
happen
will ever
will be Southall
life. Maybe we need something
associate professor of No Hiding Place Down Here;
to happen to us daily to make wrought through dedication of Musi.! at Southern
university.
Steal Away and Joshua Fit Dcus mindful of our shortcomings. dedicated men.
member
of
A
ASCAP and Battle of jerico.
It is at this point we need Recently I have come in consomething beyond and out- tact with a man who believes noted arranger-composer of The Southern University Piside of ourselves to enable in a purpose for or behind choral and piano music, Dr. anist said that these were chosus realize our fullest potentials. everything. Every movement Southall, now spends his studio en for precision. Reviewers of
It is at this point that the writer one makes he should make that hours grooming Negro spirituals the music, as arranged by Dr.
of Hebrews paints a picture of in interest of being a better per- to put them back in active pro- Southall, in various places
throughout the United States
those faithful down through the son and thereby making a bet- grams of today's choirs.
years who have been motivated ter world. Finally only to the Two years ago, Dr. Southall indicate its usefulness to mixto reach for a state of existence extent
that we - as indivi- introduced "In Silent Night," ed groups, male and female enschool, coldesigned only by God.
duals make ourselves bet- a Christmas Vignette in Pastel. sembles on the high
professional
or
level.
lege
The
ease
of
vocal
the
parts
and
Long years ago the greatest: ter will we be able to make the
aims of men have been the world better. Nothing short of sensitive attractiveness to the
same as we seek to achieve this will ever happen. The sal- performers and the audiences BRIGHTON, ENG. — (UPI)
now. Thinking men have always vation of this world will be convinced him that this kind of — A total of 223 cars, each
sought to have peace — exter- wrapped only when men filled music, though crowded out, more than 50 years old, Sunnally and internally. The only with a zeal to achieve will do speaks over its obstacles and is day' successfully conpleted the
heard with reverance and re- annual 50-mile London-to-Brighway that this can be realized so with all of their hearts.
Yes Madame,
and iced tea. What a feast for your
ton vintage car run. The brand
spect.
Is through working with God.
King!
In
order
didn't.
to
escort
car
new
please
GAINED
dad
FAVOR
and the smallThese men mentioned in the
•••
fry you have to keep up or ahead of
"In Silent Night" has gained
CHOCOLATE FUDGE CAKE
book of Hebrews have always
the weather, holidays and all special
popularity nationally and is WELWYN, ENG. — (UPI) —
sought to make worthwhile con2
cups Jack Sprat enriched wheat flow
events.
available for mixed voices as The 700-member guild of
tributions to their day.
3
Tsp, baking powder
well as female and male lady drivers has vowed to reSince
we
consider
%
badges
desserts
-driving
Tsp. salt
and
groups.
breads
fuse to post safe
the basic of all good meals, why not
Currently Ralph Jusko Pub- on their cars. The ladies say
/
1
2 cup shortening
let Jack Sprat with that wonderful enlications, is no less than eleven the badges, which list the numti cup sugar
riched wheat flour and that uniformly
arrangements by Dr. Southall ber of years of accident-free
2 eggs
ground creamed meal come to your reof the favorite spirituals that driving, give away their ages.
1 tsp. vanilla
scue. Bake that delicious apple pie or
2a cup milk
your favorite chocolate cake on a cool
Fifteen-year-old Joe Ann Ross
Sift flour, measure, add baking powdmorning — freeze it — serve it op a
YOU DON'T HAVE TO "SIT-IN"
of 677 St. Paul is a very busy
er and salt, sift again. Cream shortenhot burner of a day — Pie A La Mode
to get titmice hero
ing and sugar gradually. Add well beatgirl. A ninth-grade student at
— Cake with sherbert. Dad will be
Just "Mail-In" your orders today
Porter high, the young miss is
en eggs and beat thoroughly, add
amazed as to how you do it.
presently working bard toward
vanilla. And dry ingredients alternately
The rest of the meal could consist
with milk, stirring only enough after
a music scholarship and has
of a vegetable salad with meat added,
each addition to blend thoroughly. Do
just cut her first record entitled
JANA PORTER
hot spoon bread or hot cheese biscuits
not beat. Pour into eight-inch layer tins.
"As I Walk With Jesus Day
By Day."
Bake in moderate oven for 20 to 25
Cook first four ingredients to soft
Jo Ann is the daughter of Mr.
minutes.
boil stage. Add butter; remove from
and Mrs. L. C. Ross and is a
heat. When luke warm, add vanilla.
FROST WITH FUDGE FROSTING
very popular singer around her
Beat until it's right to spread, and it's
Fastest
Place
2
Yoe!
cups
sugar
church, Mt. Moriah Baptist
so good.
2 ox. chocolate
church on Orleans. She has
Growing
Order
2 tbsp. white corn sugar
3posial women's medieine see ream appeared on both WDIA and
Bye for now,
114 cup milk
Tbst flashes", voodoos, seroeseees WLOK radio stations. Her idol
Line Of
Today,
Jana Porter
2 this. butter
Whom gel eon selo life fully spiel is Mahalia Jackson, the famous
tsp.
Greeting
I
vanilla
Bas change-of-life left you so gospel singer.
Before
you fed only "half" alive?
Mrs. M. Hawkins Barton, admated by "hot flashes", conCords
In
The Rush
ense ...so you can't be an visor and sponsor of Jo Ann
wife and mother/
says
the youngster has been
America
Season
Don't despair! Lydia Pinkharn's
Compound can relieve both ten- singing since she was nine and
Today!
and Physical distress In doo- her friends and family are exBegins
tests, Pbakham's gave dra- pecting big things from her.
matic help—without costly shots!
Those behind Jo Ann, pushing
Irritability is soothed. "Rot
flashes* outside.Then most women her on along with her mother
can go "smiling through" change- and advisor are her grandmothcd-lifa without suffering!
If change-of-Life has left you er, Mrs. Alice Chester; aunt,
all* a woman. get Lydia I. Mrs. Oneida Watson; and broth's Vegetable Compound
from druggists. nee bow fast you er, Marvin Ross.
Man fall "all woman" again!
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GUIDEPOST

Prof Wants To Bring
Back OW-Time Hvnnis

THANKSGIVING

CAN BE A TREAT
IF YOU
SHOP WHERE T HERE'RE GOOD
THINGS TO EAT!
Shop At Big Star For
The Best — Plus A Big
Bonus — Those
Wonderful Quality Stamps!

15-Year-Old
Is Change-of-Life Singer Waxes
Making You
Only HalfaWoman? Spiritual

CHRISTMAS CARDS

=
Wases
t;

20 Cards
950

20 Cards
$r

=

1

MP I ISIM11-111111 IP Twat
Miss taw to atropin tron-delletenOr asoosis. tato PInkbarn rabble. Rich in iron. tboy start to
streagussu yaw Mood In one day!

NOW YOU BNOW
The largest university building in the world is the Lomonosoy University of Moscow. It
stand 787 feet, has 32 stories and
contains 40,000 rooms.— (UPI).

APPLIANCE REPAIRS

NEGRO GREETING CARDS
•

Radios, Toasters, Percolators, Heaters

EACH SATURDAY the Big Star Stores of Memphis and
the Mid-South are paid back greatly in talent for their

• Also Special Acic —
• New Value-Pacit,
• Imprinted Free V,

Y r,ur Cto,toonor

Namo

• Fvsy To Sell

•';ea; +960 Slim
Bowls Beeptspo
Porto

Vacerutn Boas. Hos*
sod Ports

Fr**
Starring
Parking
You
Open
Since '32
Nites
760 Union Ave. -JA 7-2631-2248 Pork Ave.-FA 3-8507
Itadi• owl IV Turbos Cheeks/ Pm*

AGENTS AND DEALERS WANTED

FASHION GREETING CARDS
6651 MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO 37, ILLINOIS

show heard over radio Station WDIA. These young people,
for whom the show was originated, never fall to compensate for the time and money involved in putting out
a show such as the Big Star Talent Show time. Above

Is a typical group, strong in confidence and rich in

talent. The Big Star show is not nare to get on, for all
you have to do, if you have a talent suitable for radio
listening, is to contact WDIA for an audition and as
quickly as that, you're on the show. If you can sing or
play a musical instrument, you may qualify, so call
them up today. You might be able to loin these stars
of tomorrow.
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SPOTLIGHTING THE ON SCHOOL NDCC

BOOKER T. Westbrooks checks over some
SMARTLY DRESSED NDCC of a male member of the young ladies are a fit cont. school and therefore must be heads high with the air of PRINCIPAL og
J. D. of the "happenings" with
Prof.
Washington,
their
befits
that
confidence
at
deportment
best
their
on
contimale
the
dressed
to
pliment
girl corps march stiffly and outfit. Immaculately
Assis- one of the student's cadet
and
(right)
Springer
their fine organization.
correctly to the called cadence in their white uniforms, these gent of the corps. Girls in the all times. They hold
tant principal, Prof J. W. leaders of the school's NDCC.
squad are the envy of all the

Principals of the schools are
In close touch with the corps
and keep right along, with
pride, with the organization.

Spotlighting
Melrose N

Hamilton NDCC

Hello to all you civilians. Cadt. Capt. Sylvia Williams and
This is the P. 0. I. from Ham- the entire company were lookilton High, Cadt. Capt. Floyd ing good. Eugene Myers is the
Price, with the latest happen- company's 1st Sgt. His voice
ing in our NDCC Battle Group. rang out over the other comThe top five commissioned °fr- pany's first sergeants.
Morris Woods, battle group
SOUND OFF
eers are: Cadt. Lt. Col. Sydney QUESTIONS
commander; Raymond Neal,
New Year
Griffin, Cadt. Capt. Raymond Who Cadt. Maj. Don Brownbattle group executive officer;
By CADET LT.. COL.
Ratliff, Cadt. 2nd Lt. Wade Con- lee has interest in? Will Cadt.
William Holmes, jr., adjutant
RAYMOND NEAL
ner, Cadt. Capt. Harold Smith sponsor Yvonne Jordan get who
The Melrose Battle Group Si; John Cato, S2; Ernest Johnand Cadt. Capt. David Carnes. she wants? Will Cadt. Col. And
division of the National Defense son, S3; George Bradshaw, S4;
The top five noncommissioned Cadt. sponsor Col. Antionette
Cadet Corps leaves behind it a and George Bass assistant Si..
officers are; Eugene Myers; Ar- ever settle down? Will Cadt.
record of which we are justly These are members of the batthur Gross, Archie Scruggs, sponsor Carla Allen ever make
James Hughes and Eddie Adell. up her mind about Lawson
proud to have as we enter our tle group hearquarter's staff.
Our sponsors; Cutest; Carol Rowe? Will Cadt. sponsor Yvonsecond year of military Science. On the company front in the
Jones, Shortest; Sylvia Wil- ne Owens go with Bertrannite
Last year, 1959-60, we were capacity of company commandliams, Tallest; Patsy Veasely, George Jones' Will Cadt. sponcomplimented very highly in ers are Bobby Cole, Co. A.;
Most Studious; Jackie Moon, sor Phyllis Ross ever believe
many areas, which character- Samuel Goodloe, Co. B; and
Most Talented; Fhlllis Rosa, what Cadt. Hughes says? Who
ize a good military organization Johnnie Rutland, Co. C. Last,
Quietest; Lela Sweet and Max- will have the honor company
by the Inspector General, Lieu- but not least. Anthony Jackson
ine Gray, Talkative, Ann Bur- next week?
I will serve as commander of
tenant Fenstemacker.
ford.
HAVE YOU SEEN ...
This year under the capable the drill team, which he has to
THE SPOTLIGHT
The sharp military uniforms
leadership of the Senior IMS, build anew and start from
This week the spotlight falls of Cadt. Locke and Capt. JohnAt
blindfolded.
Captain L. Griffin, whose philos- "scratch."
comes later for these rifles
on Cadt. Col. Denver Terry son? Have you seen our spon- LIVE AMMO
what
they're
least,
is — "From the bottom WE PROUDLY SALUTE
is
ophy
that
zero
they
as
and his sponsor Cadt. Col. An. sors uniforms, and our Drill these "cruits"
imaginary target shooting for. No matter how there is no other way to go — Just as any military organizaan
on
In
tionette Mitchell. They have Team?
M•1 rifle many scientific advancements except up" — we plan to tion should, our battle group
led our Battle Group through OUR HOMECOMING PARADE and get the feel of an
eyes of a the services make with rock- emerge victorious in the battle boasts of having well-rounded
watchful
the
under
a successful year and are head- Our Drill Team is under the
few ets and missiles, the old- for a top military organization. intellectual students of A-1
instructor. A
ed for the on coming one. Cadt capable leadership of Cadt. student
We are now 242 strong as caliber.
fashioned foot soldier will be
men
these
Col. Denver Terry is a mem- Capt. Harold Smith and his weeks from now
to dismantle around for a long time. (All against the 160 elements in the Examples of such students
how
know
will
ber of the Hi-Y Club, and is sponsor Cadt. Capt. Lela Sweet.
Group last year. There are may be seen in the persons of
photos by Withers)
one of
STRATEGY SESSION over What are the ones that are also a member of the A team Our sponsors platoon cadence is and put back together
many seniors returning for their Johnny Rutland and George
what is being done with the obsolete this week in keeping in basketball. We think he is called by Cadt. sponsor 1st Lt.
second year of instruction. Most Bradshaw. In addition to being
Internal organization of the with the latest developments one of the best members of the Joan Hargraves and performed
of these seniors will serve in the members and co-captains of the
BTW NDCC seems to be the of our armed forces? These senior class. His sponsor Cadt. in our Homecoming Parade on
Melrose football squad both
capacity of cadet officers.
Intent of these three leaders are questions for which these Col. Antionette Mitchell is well Oct. 22. The left and right
Among the seniors returning have made meritorious achieveof the group. What tactics men must supply the answer, versed in the art of singing as flanks to the rear march and As we go to press, we are Nov. 11, at 9:30 a.m., units of
ments.
all Hamiltonians well know. to the T were seen throughout scheduled to , establish two the National Defense Cadet
should be gone over further? and then the training.
Both attended Boy's State in
being
they
established
and
She too, is a senior this year. the entire parade. When the "firsts" for Memphis where Corps (NDCC) will lead the
Nashville
this past summer and
served
eliminate
to
of
some
our
down
Parade
They will both leave in June Drill Team reached the stad- parades are concerned. On Veterans' Day
Main at. To the best of my best qualified local military both held offices. Rutland was
who will take their places is ium the color guards marched
personnel. We want no school elected governor of Boy's State,
the question of the year. A half way dawn the field, for Johnson" Capt. Sydney West, knowledge this will mark the
have a legitimate reason for George Bradshaw was recentaly
to
is PRESIDENT of the Student Cadt. Club, THE SABERS, is National Anthem. Immediately
By CADET (MAJOR)
Mehra Holefield, and Samuel first time that a Negro conting- believing one school might have elected president of the senior
the
made
welcoming
Council,
paa
now in the process of being or- after that the game got under Love. Clarinets; Sg. Maj. Ted ent of any type has led
RICHARD ALLEN
class.
address for this committee. The
and I am been favored over another.
Mc Daniel, and Ozell Golden. rade down Main at.,
At the conclusion of the pa- Others, who in addition to bearver's National Defense committee had the privilege of ganized here at Hamilton High. way.
first
the
be
will
it
that
positive
rade, Lewis 0. Twigg, presi- ing leaders in their school, were
Cadet Corp is busy this week watching mass drill Monday I am sure you will hear more Now the happenings swing Trombones; Vernon Davis, and
about this organization and musicwise — the band which George
Featured Main st. parade appearance for, dent of the Union Protective chosen to participate in adSumlars.
preparing for the Vet. Day pa- and was very impressed.
that of the sponsors club THE is under the leadership of Cadt. Drummers: Joseph Gray and the NDCC units.
Insurance Company, will pre- vanced studies this summer.
rade. Last Monday, as on every
Monday, the unit had its mass NDCC spotlights Cadet (Ma- SABERETTES in the near fu- Capt. Sydney West and Cadt, Herbert Isabel, Basses; James We have selected competent sent the trophies to first, sec- They are Samuel Goodloe, PeaJohnson.
Major ture.
Sgt. Maj. Ted Mc Daniel. The Roberts and Cullen Cook.
military men as judges for thel ond and third place winners. body college; Rudolph Cox and
drill period and it was very jor) Robert
in
Officer
HONOR
S4
the
is
who will decide first, sec- These presentations will be Willie Carr, Knoxville college
Johnson
band
COMPANY
event
go
to
promises
places
and
WEEK
CADETS
THE
OF
fnipressive. However we at Carver are far from satisfied and charge of supply in Carver's Each Monday after our Bat- do big things. The senior band On their neatness and sharp- among the seven participating made in front of the Church's and Raymond Nea, Fisk univerof tle Group formation an honor under the direction of Mr. ness they were chosen as the ond and third place winners Park auditorium, in commem- sity.
are constantly striving for per- NDCC. He is past president
is company is selected on the bas- Thomas Doggett realize the re- best dressed cadets of the schools. They will be judged on oration of the companys' found- We also salute the two memand
Hi-Y
club,
science
the
fection. All of the cadets are
of
member
active
is of Leadership and Drill. For sponsibility they have, and week. Lt. Col. Sydney Griffin appearance, alignment and ex- er, Mr. H. David Whalum.
and
currently
Veterans
to
bers of NDCC, who are memforward
looking
the week of Oct. 24, 1960 Com- It promises to become one and Cadt. Ira Brooks were se- ecution of drill movements by DROP INSPECTION
council.
bers of the winning team of the
Day and competition with other the student
questionaire,
event
schools. They feel that they can Hats off to Mr. R. B. Thomp- pany A under the Leadership of the best in the city. Featur- lected as cadets of the week. Drill Platoons. The judges will The Military Department and current
outshine any of the oder schools son our principal and our PTA of Cadt. Capt. David Carnes ing our top twelve bandsmen: Lt. Col. Griffin is also striving review the troops from the re- three NDCC school units; Ham- "Quiz 'em on the Air." They
His sponsor Trumpet; "Richard
Nose to bring the honor award to Ham viewing stands at Court Square. ilton, Booker T. Washington. are Cadet Raymond Neal and
In the city of Memphis, and I president Mrs. M. Turner. Last took the honor.
ilton High "again" this year. They have been selected after and Melrose, underwent a short Cadet Ernest Johnson, who Is
needmost
17
for
order
an
week
know we can. The drill team is
He is also on his way to win- considering the following points: notice inspection by Col. Mil- the anchor man on the team.
working very hard for Veterans ed uniforms for our sponsors
ning awards of his own, such (1) Having had experiences ler from XII USA Corps TuesBecause of the student parit
that
sure
will was made at a cost of approxiDay and I'm
as cadet of the month. So un- which would enable them to day, 1 Nov. 60. Col Miller had ticipation increase in NDCC, we
be tops in that division.
mately $1,0001 We realize that
til next weeks Battle Group judge competently. (2) No conferences with the three are favored with the addition
Last week the sponsors for all this was done with much sacri- This week, being the begin- 'ter, Herman Powells, Tommy formation
this is the POI Cadt. known reason for being biased principals involved, visited the of a much needed instructor in
a
of
weeks,
nin,v,
six
Parker,
new
ThompBranch,
has
Isaac
Mr.
part.
Elwood
their
on
fice
were
selected.
officers
of the
Capt.
Floyd
Price saying stay toward any school.
records the person of Captain W. H.
armories, inspected
and
revealed
Reems,
abilities
the
Nathaniel
skills
and
Lee.
A
THANKS
Turner,
These sponsors go through a son, Mrs.
until
week. Cadt. The above points are very with the aid of his assistants, Brazil. Captain Brazil hails
sharp
next
of the cadets at Manassas. According to their perforthorough drill every afternoon. MILLION!!!
important when a program is Sgt 1-c Cowan and talked with from the Maenolia State and he
Capt. Floyd Price, POI.
s year we have 12 young CADET OF THE WEEK — Many have received commis- mance in the first six weeks,
the instructors (NDCC). Cadet Is an ex -marine. Because of his
es with us from last year M-Sgt. Henry Robinson, Ser- sion as officers. Others have they were chosen to lead and
officers and NCO's, who were training as a marine, we know
failed
show
to
their
strength
to do special jobs needed. They
and they are: Annette Whitaker, geant Robinson serves as Plahe is capable of handling any
conducting training.
fellowship.
and
leadership
in
were good followers. Now they
Marlene Shaw. Gloria Johnson, toon sergeant of the 3rd plaand will he a great
situation
generalseemed
colonel
out
left
The
were
they
Therefore
Thompson,
Our
the
are
best of leaders.
Joyce Grates, Dottie
toon, Company A. He was cited
especially to Cap.
us,
to
saw
asset
he
what
with
pleased
when
given.
was
rank
ly
instructors are Captain Willie
Diane Smith, Lena Shelton, Car- on successive uniform days for
stay in tain Griffin (senior IMS) in the
to
and
pays
It
heard.
Hughwho
received
Cadets
have
Ann
appearance
Willie
personal
outstanding
olyn Spights,
Ware and Captain George Cox. This is you Personnel In- handled.
constant readiness, instruction of our cadets.
ey Dimmie Hibbler, Shirley Hill during the class inspections. He rank this week are as follows: They have watched and chosen formation
Our Battle Group, as whole, a state of
Officer, Sherman
Moore
Cadet
Vance
Captain
Jones.
Linda
organized,
and
thanks
as officers and have been trus- Jordan, bringing you the latest is very well
is president of his homeroom
Douglass a
Because of transfers and re- class, a member of the thespian Company A Commander, Cap- ted with assigned duties.
news around the Douglasi Mili- to the very fine officers who cause of having certain quali- touchdown, giving
locations in other cities it was guild, the national honor soci- tain Robert Williams, Company We are now being instructed tary Department. We had Mass forbid talking and chewing of fications. This week we would lead over Melrose by six points.
B Commander, Captain John In handling and care of the Drill last Monday and the com- gum in ranks. They have found like to recognize the cadets that Other Cadets who are an in:
necessary to add five new spon- ety and the student council.
played an important role in our team are Cadets Willie Martin,
Prince, Company C Commandsors. 'They are: Helen Jennings,
M1 rifle. The manual of arms, pany was "looking good" ac- that being stern yields best
M el- PFC; Charles Henderson, Plavictory over
recent
Hayes.
Isaac
Drill
Captain
er,
Gwendolyn
results.
Barbara Thomas.
stack arms, take arms, and cording to Captain Johnson.
rose: end, Cadet Lt. Wile toon Sergeant; James Weeny.
Team Commander. Cadets on
followingl
charming
color
new
Our
The
staff
is
composLacy, Sally Bowman, and Betty
nomenclature are to be learnyoung ladies are NDCC spon- Kimmons, who scored seven of Squad leader; James Kincade,
the staff who received the rank
Jorden. A very important event
ed before the course is com- ed of Oscar Thomas, Tom Holiof captain are, Terry Edwards,
day, James Kincade and Doug- sors: Annie Bell Braswell, our thirteen points, star tackles Senior Color bearer; James
toek place this week at Carver,
pleted. Cadets will also learn lass Tinnin. We can also be Freddie Rooks, Barbara Acox, Cadet Clyde Griffin a n d Garner, PFC; Robert Johnson,
the school evaluation. Carver's Watch out for the Small Fry John Greene, Don williams,
to
fire the .22 caliber rifle. proud of our very fine NDCC Elaine Harvey, Daisy Parrish, Cadet George Murphy w ho Squad leader; Sherman JorSmith,
Alfred
Phillip,
unit has the distinction, of be- contest coming Nov. 13. s p.m. James
and applicants for band which is directed by Mr. Lou Ella Nibley, Audrey Yates opened up the holes for speedy dan, PIO Officer; George KirkSponsors
ing the only established ND. at the Greater Mt. Sinai Bap- Joe Mabon, Odell Swift, and
met with the ad- Nelson Jackson. Our drum ma- Arline Yates, Bennie Teague halfback Cadet J. P. McClung land, PFC; Joshua Ware, Cpl:
have
sponsors
Billie
Atkins.
CC.unit in Memphis school ac- tist church, 379 Beale on the
and Miss jor is James Smith.
Harvey
Mrs.
visors,
Minnie Tompkins. Of to dash through.
and
Robert Davis PFC; George
tive during an evaluation period. first floor. Rev. W. S. Buford First Lieutenants are: Luthor
will
Cadet James Lee, unable to Murphy, Squad leader; and
sponsors
they, too are "looking
These
his
by
judged
course
is
cadet
A
Caviness.
Joseph
Campbell,
Robinson,
In an assembly program on is pastor.
officers of manner of dress, his actions good." A great job is being go on offense, played a good Julius Goodman, PFC.
Tuesday, Oct. 2.5. Capt. Cuba Contestants a r e Jacqueline Joseph Lye's, Elmer Harrison, be assigned to the
They will and his respect for his senior done by their advisors Mrs. game on defense. Cadet Eddie
Group.
Battle
our
Bowen,
George
Logan,
Elmo
Grover
drill
at;
Paul
the
of
commander
Ward, 776 St.
Johnson,
Hats off to these fellows who
in officers. Most of our cadets are Emma Tom Johnson and Mrs. Bolden and Cadet Clyde Griffin
officers
these
beside
march
James
and
m and vice president of the Hurst, Jr., 894 D. Georgia ave., Milton Reynolds,
help to make the Douglass
goal
the
on
tackles
key
made
Westley.
W.
Nov.
well adjusted and disciplined. Cecelia
parades and ceremonies.
dent Council, was master and Darnell Roberts, 265 Al- Smith.
Melrose. team one of the city's best.
against
In the near future, we shall line stand
Second Lieutenants are, Le- 11, all sponsors will be on pa- We have a minimum of disciceremonies welcoming the ston ave.
That's all for now See you
the
saved
Griffing
Clyde
the
of
"Cadet
spotlight
the
from
Cadet
problems
our
pline
cadets',
Armed
the
*valuating committee. *Hie spon- Mrs. M. H Barton is spon- vester Sledges, Thomas, Er- rade with cadets in
week.
next
second,
the
running
and none that cannot be Week" who will be selected be- day by
win, Elroy Rhodes, Murry Fos- Forces Day Parade.
0r, Miss Gloria Johnson, who sor.
.
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SERVING 1,000,000

Pan-African Freedom Movement

and he has even expressed wilIn the African scramble for Africa, ment;
lingness to hold back Tanganyika's conany move toward unity is useful. The
stitutional advance while the others
delegates to the Pan-African Freedom
up.
Movement for East and Central Africa, catch
hasThe need to keep ahead of his
who met in Mbale, Eastern Uganda, last
apparweek, would have justified themselves tier lieutenants may explain the
and
offer
If they had done no more than trounce ent contradiction between this
that
the Baganda for obstructing the road to the agreement made a while ago
Nations
Uganda independence.
Britain should ask the United
trusteeship.
The route to an East African Fed- to end the anganyika
creating
eration, mapped out at Addis Ababa in
The obstacles in the way of
June by Mr. Julius Nyerere of Tangan- a new Nigeria in East Africa are not
yika, is its myst thorny problem and only political. A special commission is
Colonial Ofits biggest opportunity.
drafting its report for the

WASHINGTON, D. C. — The told the two Southern DemoU. S. Supreme Court will hear crats who conducted the hearthe appeal of Cast Braden, ing. His position was similar
Southern integration worker, to that of two NAACP leaders
on Nov. 16. The case involves in Florida who are under senimportant questions of free tence for contempt of a state
speech and association as they investigating committee.
pertain to civil rights and in- Braden's sentence is the sectegration.
ond he has received in recent
Braden is under a year's sen- years as a resule of his actitence for contempt because he vities in behalf of integration.
refused to cooperate with the He served eight months of a
U. S. House Committee on 15-year sentence imposed in
Un-American Activities at a Kentucky atfer he and his
hearing in Atlanta, Ga., in wife, Anne, helped a Negro
1958.
family buy a home in a soThe hearing was protested called whites uburb of Louisby more than 200 Southern ville.
Negro leaders, who felt that Braden is a former copy
the committee was holding the editor for The Louisville Courhearing for the purpose if dis- ier-Journal, which fired him
called white suburb of Louis- after the house episode. He is
crediting persons working for now a field secretary and editor for the Southern Conference
civil rights.
Braden, a resident of Louis- Educational Fund, New Orville, Ky., told the committee leans, a Southwide organizait was attacking integrationists tion dedicated to ending segrelike himself under the pretext gation and discrimination.
of looking for "subversives." The case of Frank Wilkincivil
Los Angeles
He refused to answer com- son, a
mittee questions under the liberties worker who was senFirst Amendment to the U. S. tenced with Braden, will be
Constitution, which guarantees argued before the Supreme
freedom of speech, press, re- Court on the same day. Wilkligion, assembly, and petition. inson is now secretary of the
"My beliefs and my associa- National Committee to Abolish
tions are none of the business the House Committee on Unof this committee," Braden American Activities.

Brazil Acts To
Halt Walkout

LANGSTON HUGHES

Mr. Nyerere foresees difficulties in fice on the workings of the East Africa
would be
chairman of the
an early Federation which
High Commission. The
may
but
headed by an African nationalist,
commission, Sir Jeremy Raisnman
closer
governed in some of its regions by the suggest ways of bringing about
other
to find
British Colonial Office. On the
economic ties; he is also expected
RIO DE JANERIO, Brazil — was President Arturo Frondithe
Africans
to
East
end
an
the
if
that
putting
fears
(UPI) — President, Juscelino ti's veto of a bill increasing the
hand, he
some means of
administration rate of severance pay from t12
that
Kubitschek's
Kenya,
find
between
were to go slowly, they would
tariff and tax squabbles
acted vigorously Tuesday to to $60 for each year worked.
independent
and most head off an illeeal nation-wide Argentine economy minister She is strange. So are the and Pearl Bailey is, Bing Cros- relation to anyone living or
the Prime Ministers of
which has most of the whites
relinquish
other terri- walkout timed to start as a Alvaro Alsogaray pointed out plays of Brendan Behan, Jean by was and Frank Sinatra is, dead — formerly not Nina Si.
states would be unwilling to
of the industry, and the
24-hour "general strike" in in a speech that the "totally Genet, and Bertold Bretch.
George Walker was and Sam- mone.
a view
nearby Argentina and Chile useless" strike — the govern- She is far out, and at the my Davis is. But Elvis, no! Why should anybody like her
power to join a larger state —
tories.
ment had already granted the same time common. So are raw Ornettte Coleman, no! Barbara because she plafs piano well?
came to an end.
some
keeping mum.
that may have surprised
demands — coincided eggs in Worcestershire and Dane, no!
union's
The Colonial Office is
Jacob Lawrence, So do lots of other people. But
over
The government took
best the National Maritime Union, with Soviet Russia's 43rd anni- THE CONNECTION.
observers.
the
mention Ted she plays piano, FLUIDLY
don't
that
And
never!
learned
has
Perhaps it
versary.
well, SIMPLY well, COMPLIinwas
Billie
groups
So
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She
major
Joans.
different.
three
one
of
Uganagree to
Nyerere believes that Kenya,
of getting A r ic an s to
strike Alsogaray, who had estimat- Holiday, St. Francis, and John Everybody has a right to like CATEDLY well, THEATRICALway
the
threatened
in
volved
and, possibly
well, DRAMATICALLY
they of nationalized industries, and ed the strike Would cost Argen- Donne. So is Mort Sahl. So is who ever he like and whatever LY
da, Tanganyika, Zanzibar
something is to let them believe
lost wages
ce
independen
reach
considered temporary seizure tines $60 million in
and in the arts. well, INDIVIDUALLY well, and
in
life
Banks.
likes
he
Ernie
Nyasaland should
and production, said the gov- She is a club member, a Some folks in religion like the MADLY well. Not just WELL.
themselves first.
of the other two.
the same mo- thought of it
course
and join a Federation at
Why should one like Nina
Army and Navy units in Rio ernment let it run its
judge its colored girl, an Afro-American, Rev. Howard Thurman, some
could
people
the
"so
special
15,000
and
were alerted
because she sings a
Simone
She
preothers
Jones,
Home.
from
Down
like
Prophet
homey
a
cs for
police were mobilized to deal nature and characteristi
the Big Town, the big fer Benjamin Mays and some song differently? Plenty of singhit
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themselves."
with possible strike ,iiolence.
ers sing songs differentlf. But
towns, the LP discs and the Mother Horne.
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terested
read
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many
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spoken.
It's all over. The people have
instructed in Chile Monday when members
some read James to be different, pay arrangers
it
and
Yerby
She
did
were
home.
down
from
they
or
question
this
the elecof rival union groups clashed
In a democracy the voice of
mostly all by herself. Her Baldwin In politics some like so much money to make
that subject too sharply.
push
to
not
during a "general strike" osthe
of
sword
the
Nixon and some like Nasser. their songs sound different, but
name is Nina Simone.
torate is mightier than
tensibly called to mourn the
air.
no
but
flair,
has
a
staShe
g
food some like chitterlings, have JO convictions themselves
In
broadcastin
cothe
opinion
of
The refusal
revolutionist. Again public
deaths of a Communist union
She has class, but does not some caviar. In entertainment about what they are singing,
atti-committal
evaluating
leader and an innocent bystandtions as well as the non
perts will be hard at work
wear it on her shoulders. She some like Jackie Nlabley, some and so seem hollow, artificial,
question er in a riot Friday.
votthe
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the
to
the
of
contributed
tude
unique. You either like her like Jean Cocteau, some like fake, and wrong when they sin
is
that
the factors
In Argentina, the nominal
(UPI)
—
newsN
you don't. If you don't, you Rose Murphy, and some like a song.
Negro
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WASHINGTO
professiona
competent
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inclusion.o
while
of
reason for the "general strike"
ers' final choice,
sucNina Simone is as different
Tuesday
If you do—wheee-ouuu- Nina Simone.
won't.
States
United
The
issue
psychologists will be examining the sub- men on the paneli suggest that the
The reasons to like, if you as beer is from champagne,
cessfully blocked a Cuban effort eu! You do!
hot to be
to win the chairmanship of a Some folks never did learn do like Nina Simone are: She crackers from crepes suzettes,
jective effect of the television debates of equality was adjudged too
Kennedy
committee of the Organization to like Billie Holiday. Some can play piano real good. She Hulan Jack from Adam Powell,
airing.
Mr.
full
between
given
place
that took
folks don't like Eartha Kitt. To can sing a song real different. Houston from Paris — each real
of American States (OAS).
but Oh! how difand Mr. Nixon.
The incident will give rise to a flood
The technical cooperation some Edith Piaf never meant She look like nobody, else on in their way,
Mer- earth. And her name is not ferent—and how fake it is if
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interpretat
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Political analysts
it is not Houston you want but
vote of seven to one, elected cer could come for free, and Nina Simone.
light."
dictions or some prefer to call "projec- its strategic role in Tuesday's elections.
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NEW YORK, — Construction resentative, over Cuban
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Snow swer:
Because she had the as the letters N-i-n-a that spell
var- be doubted. For it is the weight and ef- above year-earlier levels for It was the first time a ballot your mama, and Valaida
and racial identity of the votes in
a your papa. Tastes differ. For nerve to take a name like NINA. As for that word SIsecond month in a row, F. has to be taken to elect
the
ious cit ies and st a t es that turned fect of that vote that has brought a sig- W. Dodge corporation report- chairman of
relatively some tastes, Ethel Waters was Nina Simone which bears no MONE—be cool, Jack, be cool?
the
nificant change in attitude in the leader- ed.
minor technical committee.
the tide.
Sparked once again by sharp
major
both
ihip
of
parties.
gains in non-residential buildThe merits of the television debating
The Negro even in the rural areas in ing and heavy engineering conformat will be argued for a long time.
tracts, the September awards
Opposition to it had begun to form in the South is becoming increasingly more totalled $3,118,775,000, up two
per cent over September, 1959. CLAYTON, Mo.—National and
some quarters after the first offering aware of the political meaning of his Residential
con- state winners in a nation-wide
building
was made. Most newspapers and maga- ballot. This consciousness of political tracts, however, continued well contest among county agents
for the best pest control probelow a year ago.
zines were rather critical of the innova- responsibility together with the organ- Despite the rise over year- gram have been announced by
HOLLYWOOD BEACH, Fla. year and graduate students. cause they don't need them.
tion. T hos e editors who weren't, were ized deves for eligible Negroes to reg- earlier levels, the September the National Association of
Instead, as the National Opin—Medical students pay more $2,000.
figures dapped slightly from the County Agricultural Agents.
a
c.
may
be
most
vote,
enthusiasti
and
ister
ion Research Center Report
significant
mildly
or
silent
either
previous month on a seasonal- The grand prize of a trophy than twice as much as Ph.D. With the majority of the comments 'The American gradin
coming
both
groups
parents
two
for
trip
in America's contemporary political ly adjusted basis with the and an all-expense
On the whole there was general crit- fact
students for their education from the upper middle and uate student characteristically
Dodge Index of construction to the national convention of
history.
and receive only one fourth high income groups, 84 per makes his living by going to
Fla.,
Miami,
at
(1947icism based mostly on the artificial limithe N.A.C.A.A.
contracts reported at 271
cent of medical students re- school'."
In our view the question of equality 49-100) compared with 276 in was won by Don Berry of Med- the financial assistance from ceived parental help in con- "In view of these facts it is
tations placed on the principals and the
Ore..
ford,
July.
in
285
August and
scholarships, fellowships, and trast to 22 per cent of the Ph.- not surprising that there has
will never be solved through iove or relinarrow frame of reference to which the
assistantships, according to a D. students.
been a decline in applicants to
gious exhortation. Only by the concenreport presented before the Forty seven per cent of the the 1957-58, 1958-59 and 1959-60
panelists had to confine their questions.
annual meeting of the Associa- medical students used loans as classes of medical schools."
For instance the much controversial is- trated political power of the Negro vote
tion of American Medical Col- a source of income compared "I should like to submit, "Dr.
sue of civil rights received scant treat- will democracy be driven to support its
with 9 per cent of graduate Whiting foncludes, 'that in
lees,
students, the average value of 1957-58 the students' costs of
ment. Hither the panelists were not in- own premise.
J.
Dr.
to
"Thus." according
the loans being $3,900 for the medical education began to outFrank Whiting, assistant direc- medical student and $2,500 for run the financial resources of
tor of the Division of Operaeven those families in the U.S.
the graduate student.
tional Studies of the AAMC "The medical students," the who are in a fairly comfortand author of the report. "there report states, "pay their bills able financial position. At the
South Africa's reckless disregard of tivity. Architects in many centers have
exists an 8-1 fiscal ratio of is- by lasing their own families' same time in 1957-58 internacome and expenses working to resources, by outside employ- tional events brought about
*
human rights has begun to bear bitter reported that scores of projects have
persuade the college student ment, and by mortgaging their increases in stipends to gradu
reserves
months,
six
last
the
fruits. In
either been cancelled or postponed into enter graduate instead of
future earnings as physicians. ate students in the natural and
medical school"
of foreign exchange have fallen from definitely.
The arts and sciences graduate social sciences with which
Based on a comparative students by and large do not medicine was and is in no po$430 million to $403 million. The fall is
South Africa is losing not only
analysis of the results of an draw upon these resources be- sition to compete."
due to the withdrawal of capital by forAAMC study of medical stubut
money,
men.
When immigration
eign investors who have lost confidence
dents' financial status and a
study by the National Opinion
in South African political stability, fol- figures are published at the end of the
Research Center of arts and
they
probably
year,
will
and
show
that more
lowing the Sharpeville shootings
students,
sciences graduate
the report reveals striking difthe subsequent refusal of Prime Minis- people left the country in 1960 than enferences between medical and
ter Hendrik F. Verwoerd's government tered it. Scores of business and prograduate students in both the
to modify its Apartheid (segregation) fessional men have been selling their
cost of education and the
comfortable homes to migrate to Britmeans of financing it.
policies.
Years-old attacks on reading by would-be censors, especially
Canada
In greater details, these were materials by "Vigilante" type if they can reject books as
ain.
and Australia.
The bank rate has been raised from
the findings:
persons and groups still are af- "trash" or as being on "too adThe Republic of Ghana has placed a,
4 per cent to 44 per cent to help counter
level."
The average direct cost of fecting operations at public and vanced a reading
the economic deterioration. The consid- ban on South African imports. The govmedical school (living costs school libraries in California, Miss Fiske, a social psycholoexcluded) to the medical stu- according to a recently-publish- gist at the University of Calierable net purchases of South African ernment of Malaya has also imposed an
fornia Medical School conducted
dent is about $1,000 a year for ed study.
stocks'by union residents from foreign official boycott of South African goods.
four years compared to $450 a In a volume entitled "Book a two-year study with a grant
investors has absorbed a substantial The Philippines is also considering a
year for four years for the Selection and•Censorship," Mar- from the Fund for the rtepublie.
jorie Fiske estimated that 29 Its results, she said, were simistudent.
Ph.D.
has
and
similar
ban.
savings
domestic
of
amount
Trinidad dockers recently
•
About 50 percent of medical per cent of the state's school lar to those of a less compre•
left smaller amounts available for in- refused to unload a South African carstudents receive some form of librarians habitually avoid so- hensive survey made in New
vestment in new enterprises or for ex- go, and it was brought back to South
stipend income (scholarships, called controversial materials Jersey.
In 10 other states. librarians
fellowships, and teaching and when making new purchases
Africa. Both the East Indies and the
pansion of existing enterprises.
s) com- She said that as many as '40 who read Mis., Fiske's report
assistantship
research
Following the withdrawal of foreign West Indies are refusing to buy South
pared to 61 per cent of Ph.D. per cent of librarians who 1y commented that they had noted
capital there has been a country-wide A f r ire n goods. That's the financial
medical students re- they believe in "freedom o similar suppresnion of ideas ii
students,
ish?"
that
"Wesulot whet channel
in
average of $500 a read" principles are influen d their communities.
ceiving
decli, in building and constructifon ac- price of APartheid.
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Dear Mine Chante: I am in- please do not write. Send photerested in corresponding with to in first letter. Looks do not
a lady weighing not more than matter as long as she is a
155 lbs, 5 feet, 4 inches tail— good person.
complexion
n o t important. Ranzie Vaughns, Jr., Tank
Would like a lady who needs Hill, Waverly, Tenn.
•• •
a good mate and companionPRONT
Dear Mme Chante: I am sure
ship.
you
can
help me. I am a loneAll letters will be answered.
ly widow, intelligent, brown
James Boldin, 220 E. 46th
skin, own my own home, like
St., Chicago 53, 111.
church and some amusements.
•• •
I am 48. Seeking a companion
Dear Mme Chanter You have of the
same caliber. Will
helped others. Will you try to change cities if
necessary. I
help a lonely lady in her 40's? do
not have a picture — will
I am interested in a serious answer all mail.
minded man between 40 and Mrs. Mac Lewis,
513 Brain
56. 1 am 5 feet, 6 inches tall, St., Madison 5,
Wisc.
weigh 189 lbs. If sincere,
•.•
please let me hear from you Dear Mme
Chante: I am tryand learn more about me.
ing to contact a lonely, single,
Mrs. Willie Browne, 1213 Or- gentleman between 55 and 65—
chard St. Greensboro, N. C. object matrimony I am 59, in
•• *
good health, no dependents,
Dear Mme Chante: I have brownskin, neat and clean. Prebeen keeping up with your col- fer a Christian—faith does not
umn for some time. Would matter.
0/111..•••••••05;'d.‘‘......aumr
Mrs. Wilma Jordan,
like very much for you to help
2039 Temple St., Apt. 12,
me find some one to correspond
Detroit 16, Mich.
with for a while before we
think of marriage. I am brownskin, 120 lbs, very neat and
nice to get along with. Would
like a nice tall, hardworking
man who would like to go to
Des Moines, Iowa where I have
a home. There we can progress
and make a happy home together.
Please send picture in first
letter.
Mae Connor, 1211 Lindenwood, Winnetka,
•••
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
widower, 48 years old and have
a daughter 8 years old. Acdren under 15 who expect their providing about two-thirds of 20 per cent of the families tively employed in the automoBy LOUIS CASSELS
( United Press International
children to attend college, have the annual outlay for the aver- which have children In col- bile repair business for the
American parents are begin- already begun setting aside age student.
lege at present. Interviews last 20 years and making a
ning to be a little more realis- money for the purpose.
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE with parents whose children good living. I am interested
tic about the financial planning "There seems little question," Scholarships are available for will be going to college in in finding a wife who will also
researchers
concluded only one student out of four, future years
that is necessary to put their the
indicated that be a mother to my daughter.
"that parents are now making and in most cases they cover
weigh 190 lbs, 5 feet, 8 inchildren through college.
this is "an increasingly acThat is the hopeful finding of more adequate provision for only a relatively small frac- elided pattern of behavior." ches tall, medium brown complexion. Will correspond with
a University of Michigan re- the future than did the parents tion of the total expense. Only
One interesting finding of the anyone who is interested.
search team which conducted of children who have recently nine per cent of the students
survey is that a large majority
a nationwide survey for the been in college."
now in college have scholarS. W.
of American families are ex- John Randolph, 203
$1,550 A YEAR
ships of $500 a year or more.
U. S. Office of Education.
Oak
St.,
Portland,
Oregon.
tremely reluctant
to borrow
TO THE WINNER GOES THE ceives his prize from Dr. John Charles Guidry, third place;
•••
Interviewing
parents who The University of Michigan How do families which alSPOILS. Hethre Currie, first Lash, chairman, Division of Paraiee Pettroan, third place:
money to finance the education
college
budgets
children
to
study
underscores the import- ready are on tight
have sent
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
of
their
children.
place winner in the recent Humanities at the Houston Anna Walters, fourth place;
"Borrowing,"
d ring the past five years, the ance of long-range advance scratch up the extra funds needworking woman, 45 years old, oratorical contest held at Tex- school. Other winners were: Mary Hordge, fifth place.
the
researchers
report,
"is
rearchers learned that only planning by every family which ed to keep a child in college?
garded by most people as some- religious and very lonely. Wish
as Southern university, re- Edith Traylor, second place; (Evans Photo.)
per cent had endowment hopes to put one or more chil- The survey disclosed two soluthing to be done only when the very much that I could meet
policies which helped them ab- dren through college.
tions which are becoming inneed is acute and no other a nice, respectable man besorb the financial blow.
It shows that college expenses creasingly popular:
funds are readily available." tween 45 and 60. Will answer
about $1,550 a
now average
32 PER CENT
1. The student himself pays
all mail. Please send photo in
But endowment policies have year. The price tag is smaller part of his expenses through
first letter. I am brown skin,
been taken out be 32 per cent for students who live at home a part-time or summer job.
weigh 160 lbs, with no bad habits. I like sports and traveling.
of the parents who are looking or attend public institutions; Over half of the nation's colforward to sending a chill to it is considerable higher for lege students are now makIda Harvey, 7729 S. Langley
Ave., Chicago 19, Ili.
college within the next 6 to 11 those who go to elite private ing some contribution toward
•• •
colleges. But for three-fourths the cost of their own educayears.
When bank accounts, stock of all students, the range is tion. Thirty per cent of them
Dear Mme Chante: I am definitely disgusted with myself
purchase programs and cAlaer between $950 and $2,450 a year. are earning between $500 and
NEW YORK — The first 28 for not being able to go out A college president and two Harvard University in Cam- Paul Boswell of Chicago and
forms of savings are taken into It also shows that the paren- $1,500 a year.
deans received University of bridge, Mass., and is currently Mrs. Eleanor Gillard of Louisapproximately tal pocketbook is still the pri2. The mother takes a job. degree day, marking the start and find romance as others do.
consideration,
Minnesota Outstanding Achieve- on leve from the Atlanta school
half of the parents with chil- mary sources of college funds, This has happened in about of the anti-freeze season, is I have been told to go out and ment Awards at the recent for the interim. He, his wife, ville, Ky.
predicted soon. This year the get married again it will give
Margaret and two daughters Dean Young is a principal
introduction of new products in me a new set of social values. annual meeting of the college
Marsia and Lauren are living spokesman for a program of
and
Arts
Science,
Literature
of
the anti-freeze field has made I am interested in meeting
until the dean re-education in eliminating disit more difficult than ever for gentlemen between the ages and the University Alumni As- in Cambridge
completes the advanced course criminatory racial practices
sociation.
a car owner to decide on the of 38 and 42 who would be inand opening employment opporof study.
product best for his car.
terested in coming to Canada Included among the recipients
He is
His wife also received her tunities for Negroes.
dean of
This checklist, prepared by in the near future. Is there a is Whitney Young, jr.,
credited with the solution of
Unithe
from
degree
master's
Social
automotive engineering experts sincere, kind gentleman who the Atlanta School of
many inter-racial problems in
Work in Atlanta, Ga. The Rt. versity of Minnesota and taught this direction. As recently as
at the "Prestone" anti-freeze can answer this plea?
College
Spelman
psychology
at
James P. Shanlaboratories, indicates what Corine Nurse, 1495 Dutrisac, Rev. Monsignor
1959, he was the recipient of
in Atlanta.
should be done to your car Apt. 2, St. Laurent 2AE, Can- non, president of the College of INTEGRATION ADVOCATE
the Florine Lasker Award for
John
St. Thomas, and Dean
before the first freeze arrives. ada.
outstanding contributions to soYoung
is
the
son
of
Dean
Ely Burchard of the Massa* ••
1. Test entire electrical sysDr. and Mrs. Whitney Young cial work.
tem; clean, adjust or replace Dear Mme Chante: I am
of Lincoln Institute in Ken- Dean Young is a board memhoping that through your colitems when needed.
tucky. He has two sisters, Mrs. ber of many organizations.
2. Check fuel system; clean umn I can find friendship. I
man living a life
and service
gasoline filters, am a young
strainers, carburetor, air clean- of solitude and realize by now
to
er. Add fuel line anti-freeze. that this world is too big
live in alone. I am self educat3. Check engine for possible ed, affectionate and conservaloss of compression due to faul- tive kind. I love children and
ty rings and valves.
handsome.
considered
am
4. Drain and flush cooling Please help me in my search
system; remove rust and for friendship with a young
DURHAM, N. C. — as some scholarly and research grants
grease.
lady. I am a newcomer to
of
the nation's leading figures as the Ford, Fulbright, DanChicago.
5. Check cooling system for
t n education, business, bovernleaks;
replace
deteriorated Carl Pitts, 359 E. 60th St.,
forth and Southern Education
ment and industry gather to
hoses and faulty gaskets; check Chicago 37, III., Apt. 1.
honor North Carolina College Fellowship, NCC faculty mem•••
fan belt tension; replace worn
at Durham this week (Nov. 8- ber are also in demand as visitthermostat and heater opera- Dear Mme Chante: You have
institu12, the situation's chitf execu- ing professors at other
COL. ARTHUR W. FERGU- Col. Furgerson, a retired tribution to the reconstruc- tions; check pressure cap; in- helped so many people, I pray
ain
own tions.
his
pride
in
tive
can
take
that you will help me in this
N, of Springfield, III., dem- Army officer, isan architect tion of Seoul as a modern stall all-winter anti-freeze.
contributions to the college's From their ranks in recent
6. Have chassis creased and boor of loneliness. I want an
Wstrates his ability to eirite in the economic and techni- city from a bombed-out ruin.
years have come college presiprogress.
Korean to Miss Cha Kwang cal assistance mission to Ko- The mission requires all its tire pressure checked. Check understanding wife between 21
dents, deans, a United States
Alfonso
Elder
has
President
WHITNEY YOUNG, JR.
rea of the International Co- American advisors to take crankcase, transmission and dif- and 33 I am 32, true, of the
Hi an instructor of Yonsel
spent most of his professional ambassador, and information
Administration. the intensive language course, ferential. changing to winter Methodist faith, fair complexversity in Seoul Korea, where operation
S. governcareer
at North Carolina col- specialists for the U.
he has just completed an ge. Sharing the rebuilding of im• which includes learning to grade oils and greases where ioned, sandy hair, brown eyes, chusetts Institute of Technolment.
as
years
including
13
necessary. Inspect exhaust sys- 5 feet, 6 inches tall, good job. ogy's school of humanities and lege,
hour course in the language. portant public buildings, he read and write Korean.
time, In addition to building a notatem.
If not interested in marriage, social science, will also receive president. Prior to that
has made an important conhe was professor of mathemat- ble faculty, President Elder has
the award.
ics and dean at NCC for more directed the institution's amazThe Outstanding Achievement than 20 years.
ing physical growth from an
Award, consisting of a gold
Golden Anni- estimated value of $2,000,000
Celebrating
its
medal and a citation, is given
versary this week, the college when he became president in
to University alumni who have
modern
is
known in educational circles 1947 to the present
distinguished
themselves in
ever
36
buildings
of
facility
The
school."
quality
as "a
their chosen fields.
label testifies to the caliber with an estimated value in exLEAGUE BACKGROUND
Elder, who has cess of $15,000,000.
Dean Young received a mas- of President
enitre administra- This year, the college has a
ter's degree from the Univer- devoted his
of nearly
pursuit of excel- record enrollment
"the
tion
to
sity of Minnesota in 1947, and
2,500 students, more than three
lence."
was director of industrial relatimes the number enrolled at
tions and vocational guidance DOCTORATE DEGREES
the beginning of the Elder adpredominfirst
the
NCC
was
for the St. Paul Urban league
ministration.
from 1947 until 1950 Before antly Negro college in America
FATHER
FAMOUS
degrees.
doctorate
to
award
over
his
present
taking
post in
Atlanta, Dean Young was di- More than 50 per cent of the Dr. Elder is a native of Sanrector of the Omaha, Neb. Ur- faculty members at NCC hold dersville, Ga., where his father,
ban League during the early doctorate degrees from leading the late Thomas J. Elder, sere.
universities in the United States ed as principal of the Thomas
1950's.
J. Elder High and Industrial
Recently he received a fellow- and abroad.
ahip to study for his Ph.D. at Frequent recipienli of such School from 180 to 1942.
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Suit Your Own Personality!
tion from the traditional Spanish polka dot. But he took it
silk
much much farther in
marquisette with each dot ruched in a different color. A n d
eac'a dot eventually was outlined in gold thread, right in the
fee:my by craftsmen.
A car top to suit your own New York fashion consultant. lawn. Typically Connolly, this HOUNDSTOOTH
personality! It's a fashion idea, In Dublin, Rome, Madrid, fine, fine linen has been pleated Sheer simplicity is Harty
Londo
as joyous as flying your owni London and Paris, she put her so delicately it looks as though Amies' theme from
stanlara. That was certainly idea:. to five leading designers lepri.chauns had gone to work. From his silk suit in baL„
how it looked to stylists when and couturiers and asked each HARLEQUINADE
houndstooth, he took the idea of
they first entertained
the to take inspiration from his In Rome, Emilio Pucci was a top in a giant version, dapper
thought of couturier convertible or-Ler • own particular concep- in his element. He designs his as a morning in St. James.'
tops.
What do Couturier Convertitioz. of fe.shion.
own fabrics, and came up with
It's an exotic thought but As a result, for the first time a blue harlequinade which be ble 7cips mean to us? First of
here men who deal with steel she ls showing at the Astor repeated in glades of pink for all, they're PRETTY. What
and aluminum had the vision Hotel in New York a collection a trim lounging suit and in fun, on a gray day to dress up
to see this utterly feminine as individual as it is unusual. shades of green-through-tur- you: car and go off to a party.
idea thrcugh the eyes of fashion PLEATED TOP
quoi.e for a draped silk jersey Suet custom•tailored tops as
desigtiers.
these designers suggest are
From Sybil Connolly in Dub- dress.
So an international assign- lin zomes a convertible car top Pedro Rodriguez of Madrid really easy to manipulate. You
ment began for Joie Harrison, of
rippling,
apricot-colored took his convertible-top inspire- can snap them on or off simply,
without even risking your nail
they'll
pollsh. What's more,
stay on at driving speeds up
to 55 miles per hour.
Nt.w the family convertible
can take on a new lease of life
. . . chance from his to hers
at the touch of a fingertip. The
thickest-skinned husband, r
fint:ing his car dressed in
new bonnet, might take the hint
and realize that this is a wife's
new and delicate way of asking
for the car for the whole day.
Buic.. may be opening up a
new and brighter world for the
woman driver with these sugbeautiful
of
gessions
and
feminine couture for the automobil industry.

SHOCKING PINK. With a
sureness of touch which is

breathtaking to the world,
Pierre Cardin chose shocking

pink for Lis models gown, and
the same Oriental color for

her matching convertible top.

Let's Grow A Garden
By
out of the ground by freezing
MAUDELLE B. BOUSFIELD I advise you to mulch them
By INEZ KISER
i with shining threads, and galwell with leaves or grass clipAs I look out of doors, I see pingh,
plenty of them. Grass The election is over! Every- axies of paillets and beads.
the wind blowing gustily, the clippings tend to be
sour, and one is in a celebrating mood. Many fabrics are embroidered
rain falling and leaves spiraling since chrysanthemums
like a There will be all types of so- sumptuously with silk floss in
swiftly downward from the sour soil, grass
makes a good cial affairs from now until In. interesting motifs of flowers,
trees. The fact is that in the mulch.
auguration Day — cocktail animals and abstract figures.
last 24 hours the trees out ow By the same token, do
not parties, luncheons, banquets, Satins and tafettas have a jewway hafe been stripped al- use grass clippings
el-tone luster. Sequins are used
to mulch formal dinners and dances.
most bare. If peonies, iris, columbine or del- Clothes that will be worn lavishly on all types of fabrics.
the wind keeps phinium all of which resent from twilight on will shimmer, COLORS
up all night, sour soils.
glimmer, glitter and glow.
the trees will PROTECT ROSES
American designers must have Colors run the gamut. The
have shed so One more very necessary job thought of the gaiety of our soft, delicate shades are popmany
leaves to get done before freezing times when they designed this ular, as well as the deeper
tones. In keeping with the pace
that soon our weather is protecting your year's partyline.
of fashions, purple in all hues
interesting
silhouraking jobs for roses, especially
are
There
the hybrid
this year will teas. Climbers and pillar roses etts to chose from this season.' will float here and there. Pinks, HARLEQUIN TOP. A woman
head carries her own Roman
be just abodt such as Paul's Scarlet, for in- The slim, slink sheath remains greens, tangerines, and taupes driver with Pucci's harlequin
Holiday with her. The top
dominate
many
will
social
finished.
converstible top over her
design is in blues no one
las one of the favorite styles
stance, need no protection.
functions. White combined with
Folks,
we But the hybrid teas are ten.,of many women. It is flatter- gold is a new color theme.
revealing.
and
figure.
to
the
ing
must clean der. They should be cut down
Bousfield
Of course, the famous black,
The new, covered-up look at
them off our to about 8 or 10 inches from
lawn: those grass ylants would the ground and then banked the top with a bell-shaped skirt is as before, bewitching and
smother under a blanket of up all around with fresh soil. is the latest look that has been sexy. Flaming red will catch
Consumers are eating twice butec. to its use as a protein
cling to the body of as much cottage cheese as they'
leaves, and when Spring comes Do not dig the
soil from Introduced. It is not snug, nor' fire and
many darling women of taste. did ten years ago, a recent diet food, points out Dr. George
we would have many dead around the roots. Either buy is it full.
J
Shadwick, Meadow Gold's
areas in the lawn.
new soil or take it from your For the women who want st, With such a wide variety of report shows.
quality
control expert, the naadapmodified
the
skirt,
fuller
elegant
for
COMPOST
available
clothes
annual beds. Early in the spring
Cottage cheese consumption"
Unless the leaves are cotton- you can return it to the beds tation will be available. The the dressier wear, there is no has jumped from approximate- tionwide availability now of
wood leaves, save them all. for annuals, with no harm done. trend is definitely away from reason for you not to be dres- ly two and a half pounds per cream - style cottage cheese,
sed appropriately for the lala person per year to five pounds with its delicate, sweet flavor,
Fortunately, just yesterday I But be sure to bank those the bouffant skirt.
FABRICS
days ahead. It is very imporcompletely cleaned out my corn
undoubtedly has increased its
Fabrics are more gorgeous tant to wear the proper dress
post heap, using that good depopularity as a staple food
than ever before. They are that the occasion requires.
cayed vegetable matter for
item.
dark, dramatic, brilliant, light, Careful consideration of the
spreading over the flower beds
bright and bold. Some of the kind and number of social enand filing in a few low areas.
evening brocades are woven gagements that you will attend,
So now I have plenty of room
that they look carved. and the amount of money alfor all the leaves I shall be
14o high
Many soft fabrics such as chif- lowed will help you select one
raking up in the next few days.
fon, sheer crepe or silk are of the stunning firefly dresses
A little fertilizer mixed in
breathtaking. They are ablaze lof the sixties.
with them, a depression made
in the center of the heap to
catch th.! rain and snow of win
ter and the decomposition during the winter gives me a fine
supply of vegetable matter to
For safety's sake, build and stock
work into the soil when next
a medicine cabinet in the kitchen,
summer comes.
whore accidents ore frequent. 14
I can't imagine gardening
sure to include bum preparations.
without a complete heap.
A few carefully chosen acces- Treat your guests ... and your family ... to a Holiday
FALL GARDENING
sories in the foyer will leave a Fruit Loaf. Ideal for Christmas brunch or an afternoon
Is gardening over for this
good first impression on visi- tea, this loaf is filled with sparkling candied fruit.
year? No indeed. One swallow
Thanks to Carnation Evaporated Milk,the concentrated
tors.
d,esn't make a summer, and
milk that brings you success in all your holiday baking,
one spell of bad weather in earHarry Layton, an accessories
this delicious bread will stay moist until the last crumb
ly November doesn't end gardesigner (for Syracuse Ornahas been eaten.
dening.
mental Co., Inc.) suggests baroWhat about lilies? They love
que accessories for this area as
to be planted in November.
highly decorative and suitable
If you want to keep a spot in
your beds from freezing you get
to almost any decor. These
the lilies planted, just cover
might include a big rectangular
that area with plenty of leaves
mirror framed in wood with a
and place on top all of the
metallic gold finish, perhaps
garden trash you can find.
deeply carved with stylized
This includes
annuals you
scrolls and flanked by a pair
pull up, spent stalk of chryan
of sconces carved in the same
temums, rose branches you cut
ac-oll motif. The three pieces
off—anything and everything.
can be hung on a small wall
Then when your lily bulb come,
or in a recessed niche
or you finl them in the stnps,
Greenery, always attractive
the soil i rider the trash will be
indoors, also provides a nice
easily handled.
touch for the foyer. It can be
When you do plant, leave
set in wall planters with brass
some of the leaves as a cover,
, containers that hold real or art'.
but dispose of the trash. Some
tficiat leaves or flowers. A pair
things do carry disease over
t of the planters, hung on either
the winter, hence they should
side of a door, might also be,
be burned. Especially among
filled with flowers, whet." more
these are peony tops, rose canes
color is desired.
and chrysanthemum stalks.
Artificial lemon and orange
PERENNIALS
trees also make highly decora '
If good warm days do come
tive toyer accessories that re.
again. You can use then well in
quire little space. Their reali•
dividing some perennials, alstic•looking painted metal fruit 1 *99
3 cups biscuit mix
though there are perennials
and leaves form an interesting 1 cup undiluted CARNATION
that prefer to be divided in
1/4 teaspoon baking soda
pattern on the wall.
Spring.
EVAPORATED MILK
1 teaspoon cinnamon
Any efforts to redecorate the 1/4 cup orange juice
Columbine, shasta daisies and
I/2 teaspoon nutmeg
foyer are wasted without the 1 tablespoon grated orange peel % cup chopped nuts
periwinkle do very well if divided in the Fall. It Is almost too
HOLIDAY DRESS in weilidierfol proper lighting, which has in- 3/4 cup sugar
1 cup chopped mixed candied fruits
late to divide irises or peonies,
American woolen in pure white duced at least one lamp manufacturer (Lightolien to come up Best egg slightly. Stir in Car- ly before cutting. Loaf is better
unless you hurry. Nov. 15 is BLUE AND GOLD brocaded by Sil v a no of Rome.
slim
absolutely the deadline for silk for a young cocktail dress sheath has a bateau neckline with architectural translucent netion, orange juice and peel. If it stands overnight.
them.
with shoestring-tied belt for and three rows of fringe panels that fit over fluorescent Add sugar, biscuit mix, arida *Brush warm bread with Icing
made by combining I cup
Mix well. Fold in
Chrysanthemums much pre Fall 1946 by Pauline Trigere. around the sleeves . . nine bulbs. The lamps, available in and spices.
sifted confectioners sugar. 1 to
nuts and fruit. Pour into lightfer to be divided in Spring, Slightly-belled skirt has front rods of fringe aroand the hot. a variety of sizes arid shapes, ly greased loaf pan 9 x 5 x 3
2 tablespoons Carnation Evap
and so do poppies. Roots of slashed pockets. (Photo court- tom of the skirt. (Pboto by can be affixed to ceiling or wall, inchet. Bake in moderate oven
orated Milk, and 1,i teaspoon
chrysanthemums are very shal- esy New York Caviare Group, Woolens and Worsteds of where they look remarkably (350' F.) for 55 to 60 minutes.
vanilla. Decorate with nuts
and candied fruit.
iow, d can be easily heaved:
Frost if desired.'Cool thoroughlike built-in lighting.

i

would dare to mix. The dress
blends beautifully in green.

Quick,apply Moroline!It soothes,
relieves, eases pain fast, protects
akin as it speeds healing. Always
keep a jar of Marc:dine handy in
the kitchen and bathroom.
escular Jar 15t
Got 2,/2 times MOROLINE
as much in
LARGE
JAR 25t

DIRECT FROM PARIS! SAGARDOY'S
BRAVE CAPE-COLLAR TOPS CASUAL

PARIS COMES TO YOU via couturier Sagardoy's dashing,
distinctive casual—its flavor is French, its unlimited "go-ability"
is purely American! The bravado of the shoulder-wide cape
collar counterpoints a sleek silhouette buttoned on the double
from midriff almost to hem. Note the contour-curved belt,
smooth hip pockets, important air. Make your version in sheer
wool, crunchy tweed, jersey, flannel, linen, or cotton—Pattern
M483 is a beautiful basic that leads dozens of lives between
January and June.
Printed Pattern M483 is available in Misses' Sizes 10, 12, 14,
18 and It. Size 16 requires 3 1-8 yards 54-Inch fabric.
Send ONE DOLLAR for Printed Pattern M483 to Chicago
Daily Defender, Pattern Department. P. 0. Box 59, Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, N. Y. Please plainly YOUR NAME,
ADDRESS with ZONE, STYLE NUMBER and SIZE.
FREE! FREE! FREE' Send immediately for our Fall
Winter brochure of Prominent Designer Patterns, Write to arl.
dress above.
Next Week — Watch for a Prominent Designer Patirrn
by Oleg Cassini.

•
Convertible Tops Join Fashions Parade

Glamor Evenings Ahead Loom Gay, Ultra Resplendent
r

•
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• A CAR TOP to suit your own personality. It's a
fashienis idea joyous, exotic and utterly feminine ...
frivAnus, but gay! Giant Houndstooth, picking up the
cue from model's fine baby silk houndstooth suit by
Harty Arnies from London. In the best London tradion — from the home of the rolled umbrella and the

s

stiff upper lip comes the black and white of the conA•r Mekk41447.;AW*44A' r
vertible top story. Pretty, yes! What fun, on a gray Wiiiiit4416000141*
day to dress up your convertible and go off to a party. •SLEEVELESS BASQUE dress of carnation floralSnap the top on or off simply. It'll stay on at driving patterned brocade silk from Herbert Sondheim's Fall
speeds up to 55 miles per hour.
1960 collection sets the holiday mood in the short
skirt trend (photo left). The full skirt is gathered to
, the side-pointed long bodice. Photo right: Red and
pink silk satin are combined for a Gothe Fall 1960

floor length evening gown with shoulder-tied shoe.
string straps. The pink bodice joins the rd skirt with
a pleated red cummerbund ... the "long" of the evening dress story which features, in the main, the nar.
row or mildly full skirt.
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•OVERBLOUSE AND fluid, bias-cut, flared skirt
for a short evening dress of gold lame', designed by
Arilson Folmar for the Fall 1960 collection of Edward
Abbott. The sleeveless overblouse buttons down the
baa. Photo right: Frosty Pink net and silk chiffon
embroidered with pink and silvercrystals — romantic

fip

r

combination for Ceil -Chapman's short dance dress for •RIPPLINC-TOP. Like a summer cloud this couturFall 1960. The net body is built over layers of Silk ier convertible top was inspired by a ruched dress in
chiffon. Silk chiffon forms drapery for both the bodice finest linen lawn. Delicately feminine it is party-pretand skirt. The shorter evening dresses also are shown ty for a faspdious Miss who wants her convertible top
as dresses and as costumes, simple in design; em- to match her personality. The rippling, Aricot-colored
phasis on fabric.,
lawn from Sybil Connolly in Dublin, this fine„linen has

been pleated so delicately it looks as though lepre.
chauns had gone to work. The "Couturier Convertible" custom-tailored tops are easy to manipulate --..
snap on or off without even risking your nail polish.
(Fashions photos courtesy New York Couture Groups
other photos, storyi inside.)
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Queen Of Universal:
Life Company Choseg

DEFENDER

ira:eit of Nov. 12-10, 1960
Fii—i—Til•mo•NME II II
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SOCIETY

Universal Life Insurance
company's annual Founders
Month Contest culminated with
Miss Mildred Jones being
crowned "Miss Universal Life
of 1960-G1."
Miss Jones represented the
company's Northwestern Area
which competed with t h e
Southwestern Area for industrial and ordinary increase
during Founders Month.
Miss Jones is a native Metn•
phian. She is a graduate of
Booker T. Washington high
school and Henderson Business
college and holds membership
QueenIn the Los Quotes Social club
nate; Robert Hardy
Thomas and the YWCA. She joined the
Hampton,
Joan
Meade, Johnnie Lumpkin first
alternate and two unidentified
young Elks. Miss Hampton is
a popular junior at Booker T.
Washington high school. Richard Shann provided music for
the occasion. Frank T. Scott,
director of the junior herd,
crowned the Queen. (Withers
photo)

•
Merry ••••
•
Go-Round •

•
• BY MARJORIE I ULEN

family of Universalities in J•nuary, 1959, and is preselitlY
employed in the Tabulating
Department.
Runner-up to Miss Universal
is Miss Ann Marie Blackmon
of Canton, Mississippi. Miss
Blackmon is a graduate of
Henderson Business College.
She has been employed in
Universal Life's Ordinary
partment since June, 1959.
"Miss Universal" was crowned at a special Coronation
ceremony, followed by "Universal Family Party" on October 28, in the company's recreational facikties.
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At Princeton CME church,
The Golden Anniversary of
Rev. and Mrs. E. S. Johnson gold glittered letters were ens.
JR. ELKS held their first Anof 907 Stafford was a glorious pended across the entire front
niversary Ball at the Elks
event, loaded with surprise ele- of the ehurch, end the honorees
rest on Beale last week and
ments. . .all the engineering of provided with golden-draped
Miss Joan Hampton w a $
their only daughter, Mrs. Geor- chairs set before a white-clothcrowned Queen for the 1960gia V. Harvey and Rev. Johnson ed altar. Between them was
61 year. Above is the honor
church members at Princeton placed a white covered table
table with all the dignitaries
Avenue AME Zion church. The on which was another cake decand the alternates. From left
event was a full day affair, be. orated with yellow roses and a
are Johnny Buford, Barbara
ginning with the festivities at bouquet of golden mums and
Anderson, third alternate;
the early service, a beautiful gladiolus. The Fall season was
Isaac Young, exalted ruler;
reception at home that eve- evidenced by further decorsJoy Reeves, Walter Pollard,
ming and the final surprise of tions of Fall leaves.
Astra Roach, second alterthe momentous day. a return ta The charming couple took all
the evening service under the this surprise in stride, to their
pretext of attending a special utter delight and with tears of
service, only to find that it was joy shed in humility from the
also dedicated to their golden bountiful acclaim of hundreds
of their friends. Gifts were precelebration,
The 50 years of married life sented by Mrs. Genetha Camp.
of this wonderful couple has bell, on behalf of the Trustee
been marked with the generos- Board; Mrs. Young for the SunWASHINGTON, D. C. — ganization's program of "Trainity of their love, care and guid- day School; Mrs. Annie Hudson
Community
For
(CNS) — Creation of a new ing Youth
ance which they have lavished for the Usher Board; and Mrs.
a n d
Training
Leadership
Liberia,
Monrovia,
in
chapter
Choir.
to
rthe
Bland
and
Georgia
on friends and neighbors
West Africa and the appoint- Scholarship Aid in each region.
relatives throughout the long Family gifts were presented
tnent of Mrs. Cleo S. Higgins, Regional directors are Mesby Mrs. Frances M. Hassell for
spew- of years.
Thomas,
Magdalena
first anti-basileus, of Palatka, dames
Err. and Mrs. Johnson were the nieces and nephews; Mrs.
Sylvia Wade,
Ohio;
Cleveland,
and
for
Story
Mrs.
of
Addie
herself
Tenn.,
coordinator
Woodstock,
as
Florida,
at
Mat:Tied
regional youth leadership work- Brooklyn, N. Y.; Lillie Wilkes,
stihe Greenleaf CME church ; Ann Martin, nieces; Mrs. Addie
shops were announced by Dr. Oakland, California; Elizabeth
in 1910, where they lived until•Turner for her family and
herfor
daughter,
Lorraine A. Williams, grand Blackman, Columbia, S. C.;
1932 when they moved to Metre ; Mrs. Harvey,
basileus of Sigma Gamma Rho and A. 0. Davis, Baton Rouge,
phis. Both former Mississippian, self, her husband and their
La, Campus Chapter Coordinachildren.
sorority, here, last week.
Rev, Johnson was born at Senators are Miss Dorothy Richard,
presentation
Fall
her
her
Cold'
in
In
making
at
Dr.
Williams
tobia and Mrs. Johnson
son, Detroit, Mich.; Mesdames
peter, where they lived before Mrs. Harvey said: "I have of- THE NEWLY elected "Miss Company" Miss Mildred communique revealed that five
Annie Lee Neville, Rocky
the
beautiful
Insurance
admires
Life
Jones,
Universal
home,
a
founders,
had
that
I
's
ten
boasted
in
1908.
organization
the
of
Tennessee
slaving to
Mount, N. C.; Veking Tollette,
her
given
watch
gold
white
At Woodstock where their home not just a house; a mother, not
Mesdames Mary Lou Allison Los Angeles, Calif.;
Evelyn
being
and
Company
by
the
was near Woodstock Training just a woman; a father, not Pink . . . and "Black, Brown
Gardner, Los Angeles, Calif.; Hood, Atlanta, Ga.; and Ellen
Miss
by
admired
equally
ebony
—
featuring
Beige"
and
and
am,
I
whatever
School, their house was a haven just a man,
Redford, Vivian H. Foster. Shreveport, La.
Ann Blackmon, runner-up to Hattie Mae
of refuge for the needy, the I can thank my mother and blacks, rich browns and subtle
H. Whiteside Dr. Williams, assistant proDorothy
Marbury,
the Crown.
sick -and anyone in need of en- father. I don't have words to beiges. Following intermission—
all of fessor of social science at
Johnson,
and Nannie M.
tell you how much I love you, features were "Buy Buy" Day
vouragement or guidance.
be Howard University, revealed
will
Ind.,
,
Indianapolis
as long as there is breath —running the gamut from shopAt the beautiful reception at ,ousci
during Founders Day that plans are being completed
honored
the
in
days
ping
school
spree
body, I will love, honor
tleir home, a three tierred cake, in my
celebrations on November 12. to hold the sorority's National
Mrs. Harvey and 'Little Brown Book,' to Deb
decorated with yellow roses and and obey."
international sorority found- Boule in Philadelphia, Pa., Au- TO MARRY — Miss Betty graduate of Douglass high"
The
Ball."
Doll
"Satin
and
a
Days
hon.
the
her family presented
white bells, was further embel.
Butler University on No- gust 14th-19th, 1961 at the Ben- Davis, daughter of Mrs. Mi- 15L•ooi and is a junior at Ten—
at
ed
orees one dollar for each year "Play Day" featured fashion- By DONNA It. COLEMAN
Charles nessee Add State ii..8.verstty.-lished with "50th" spelled out
vember 12, 1922, boasts of jamin Franklin Hotel. Sigma nerva Starnes and
of their married life. Flowers ed cued to "Warm Winds at
In yellow flowers centered in a
Sorority, it was Fred Davis, Cleveland a n d The prospective bride-groom —
to
congoing
Rho
and
we're
week
states
Gamma
This
forty
in
chapters
were presented by Mrs. Estelle Southern shores or winter reT.
white trellis. The reception
an ideal win- two foreign countries.
stated, is an affiliate member Chicago respectively, will is a graduate of Booker
Moody of Mt. Gilliam CME sorts and entertaining at home tinue the tips for
room
the
is
He
high.
Washington
dining
of
alongside
the
in
vows
Council
laid
nupital
say
taible,American
Last week we dechurch, and she electrified the . . . and the finale Wil$ "Pre- ter wardrobe.
The new undergraduate unit of the
was' Overlaid with an exquisite
Rights, the National Willie Green Owens Dec. 3 at god-son of Bishop and Mrs.
Human
and
suit
plaid
brown
was
a
on
Africa,
cided
of
singing
Liberia,
her
at
with
audience
formed
night
featuring
lude
To
AKiss,"
Temple J. D. Smith of Los Angelee'
with a centerpiece
Pentecostal
lac"bloth.
i,
Negro Women and the
'Give Them The Flowers."
named the Gamma Alpha Chap- Council of
gowns and negliges and a glam- a green pleated skirt.
Miss and the grandson of the late-Christ.
llenic
In
God
Pan-He
of Yellow roses, offsetting the
of
Church
National
the
The next thing we'll need are ter. It was stated that Mrs.
er George Owens and Mrs. Metgranddaught
the
garlands of fall leaves enhanced; Among the hundreds of peo- ous wedding at 5 p. m.
is
Davis
skirts and a Higgins will coordinate the or- Council,
more
Go-Round
three
....
Continued
about
Merrypie
who
paid
to
tribute
CalRev.
and
tle Owens. He is a senior at
glitter,
Willie
with -golden
of Mr. and Mrs.
So, we'll get a
Tea was served from silver Mrs. Johnson and shared with Your scribe can't begin to few sweaters.
vin of 1168 Hollywood it., Tennessee State.
seritlee by Miss Ruth Wiggins; them the thrill of this glorious describe the beautiful creations, beige slim-lined skirt, a gold
here in Memphis. She is a
and buffet service provided hors surprise celebration of their nor pick out any one, or any pleated skirt and a black slimlife model, or even any one part of lined skirt. Your sweaters should
d'Ouxres and other delicacies half century of married
the spectacular show. One has be either bulky knit, wool, or
Mrs.
were
anniverMary
Mr.
Murphy,
nthlighted with the
play Mit
siry celebration colors and and Mrs. Leon A. German, Mr. to see it to be able to com- cashmere. The colors should be
the
and
the
beauty,
prehend
D.
and
Mrs.
A.
—
Ellis
Rev.
green.
nsotif.
gold, brown, beige, and
Other hostesses were friends Johnson's former foreman when costliness of the ravishing fash- You'll need also some pants.
of the couple's granddaugh- he was a railroad employee at ions.
They should be tapered brown,
interest
ters, Miss Vaness Harvey, in- Woodstock, Tenn. . . and their The stellar show was promot- beige, or gold.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The nounced that renewed
SLICTRIC CHORD OROAN
"Links Xmas
cluding the Misses Rose Marie daughters, Mrs. Mary Coleman ed under the guilding hand of Now for dress clothes. A "Search for the Academically had begun in the
each
stated
She
Mrs.
chairman,
general
Delta's
Fund."
Card
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
BarHazel
Mansfield;
Caviness, Beatrice Temple,
green basic dress would be a Talented Child," a nation-wide
American
bara Birden, and Mesdames Lillie Belle Shaw and daughter A. W. Willis, jr., Mrs. C. S. wonderful asset because you program of the Links, Inc., chapter and every
the stuhelping
in
Houston
and
Collier
Mrs.
Jones,
Interested
door
next
neighbors
Geraldine,
Frances
and
Martha Mitchell
can either dress it up or down. loomed into sharper focus here
askbeing
is
protest
latter
Vasco
the
Smith,
,Mrs.
sit-in
dent
from their former Woodstock
Davis.
A tangerine suit with a waist- last week at a two-day meeting
one
amount
the
light
the
and
send
president
guiding
to
ed
Brown,
Mrs.
Sarah
Rev,
home,
were
bouquets
floral
Courtesy
length jacket and a slim-lined of the National Project ComChristmas
for
and
spends
of
the
many
committees
usually
sent by Mr. and Mrs. Leon Mrs. Amananda Ballard, Rev,
skirt and a black brocade two- mittee,
NAACP, "Links
German, Mr. and Mrs. Louis D. F. Fisher, Rev .and Mrs. E.1 members who deserve much piece suit, featuring a hip length Bernice Munce, Trenton, N. cards to:
20 West 40th
in
Fund,"
foresight
to
credit
rtheir
Card
j,
B.
Xmas
Mrs.
Scott,
J.
and
Rev.
B. Hcbsore Mr. Hobson, the
top with three-quarter length J. Committee chairman, stated
York.
principal of ManassairHigh Carter and son, Mr. and Mrs. bringing this wonderful feature sleeves, buttons down the back, that sixty-seven of the eighty- Street, New York, New
if
Even
we
Town."
"Our
to
I
T.
Mrs.
Washington
only
John
Mr.
and
Johnson,
couple's
the
Attending
School, where the
no collar, and a pleated skirt. seven chapters of the national
child. Mrs. Harvey is a mem- A. Fuller, Mrs. Rosie Gibson,'can't own these fantabulous Basic accessories to go with women's service organization meeting were: Bessie Hill, Alber of the faculty—an English Mrs. F. W. Hines, Mrs. Bernice clothes, we can dream, can't your wardrobe would be gold had initiated the plan of dis- berta Perry, Bertha Maples and
Bernice Munce of New Jersey;
instructor and guidance coun- Redditte, Mr. and Mrs. T. H. we?
hoop earrings, a gold chain covering and guiding academiBertha Reeder, North Carolina;
selor. Dr. and Mrs. G. W. Franklin and son, Mrs. Ray ARKANSAS A.M. & N
youths.
and
gifted
talented
cally
gold
a
and
bracelet,
charm
Stanley Ish, jr., also sent flow- Parker, Mrs. Audrey McGhee Pine Bluff, Ark. was the mec- necklace or pin. Also the ideal She said, "We adopted the pro- Pauline Weeden, National Presca for many Memphians last
without a single Mason!
and many, many others.
ers to the honorees.
gram in 1958 with the idea of ident, Lynchburg, Va.; Irene
week-end who attended the Ar- accessories for any wardrobe
D. C.;
Washington,
McDuffie,
Guests were registered in a EBONY'S SYMPHONY
to
contribution
our
making
are pearls. Therefore, you will
gold book In the foyer, where On Monday night approxl- kansas horgecoming game with need a pearl neecklace, ear- "Educating For Democracy." Vera Edwards and Vivian BeaOne
College.
Smith
Philander
700
mately
thrilled
artistically
Memphians
Cincinnati, Ohio; Elinita
were
fall leaves
rings, and a bracelet. And for Our local chapters go into their mon,
erranneed on a white mantle, to the annual Memphis Alum- group which had a wonderful that special night out you can communities and seek the aid Stewart, Houston, Texas and
under which was a vase of gold- nae chapter of Delta Sigma time was Miss Velma Lois buy some tiny rhinestone ear- of teachers, students, counse- Josephine Smith, Los Angeles,
en gladiolus and chrysanthe- Theta's preseptation of Ebony's Jones, Miss Erma Laws, Mrs. rings and pin.
lors, administrators, parents California,
mums. Int the living room, two Symphony in Fashions.. .where Zernia Peacock, Willie You will need a pair of black and other selected leaders. The
large vases of golden hued producer and director Freda Lindsey, and Wallace Wilburn and brown flats and the same most commonly used bases are
mums, shading into bronze, lent C. DeKnight held sway as the who motored over and visited for heels, unless you want need and competitive examina. with Mrs. Ivy Foster, with
"woman in the window"
vivid color.
tions."
green.
guest register A gossippy and garrulous corn- whom Miss Jones toured EuSigning the
The twelve member Commitwith
go
well
will
gloves
White
were scores of out of town mentator playing the role of rope last summer, and her any outfit and you can wear tee decided on a comprehenguests . . . Mrs. Hattie Ballard telling what goes on on her daughter and son-in-law, Mr. green and brown gloves with sive informational activity and
and Mrs. Frederick Chambers.
and Mrs. Verneda Wilson, street.
selected from a "brain stormyour wardrobe.
The fashions were indescrib- Mrs. Chambers is a former
nieces of the honorees. from
ing" session several ideas of
are
concerned,
hats
as
far
As
Big Tripie-Action
Chicago, Ill. Mrs. Dilcie Mas- ably outstanding and lavish. . . staff member of the Memphis you will have to buy what action for regional Link conAgitator • Safety
MODE. 17P11
sey and Mrs. Mable Massey, and the array of beautiful mod- Urban League. Also attending looks best on you.
ferences.
Wring•r with
Millington, els displaying creations of the game were Mrs. U. S.
of
sisters-in-law
Lynchburg,
Compact!
Value-packed! It1:Pauline Weeden,
wear
to
—
"Where
week
Next
•
Rolls
Balloon
Tenn.; Jimmie Jones. nephew American, Italian and Parisian Bond of Madison, Ark., Mr. what."
SYLVANIA'S colorful new 17'
Va., National President, antub.
lb.
Full
9
J.
and
Mrs.
Ashton Hayes, Wal:
portable with durable modern
!
of Wynne, Arkansas; Mrs. Cora designers could not be matched
tone metal cabinet. Features •
Sturgill, sister of Rev. Johnson, anywhere in the world. These ter Martin, Frederick Letcher,
fringe-tested, top performance '
with her daughters, Miss Ro- georgeous Negro models, whose and Melvin Conley and "Monk"
chassis, trouble-free lifetime—
berta Sturgill aid. Mrs. Armitte colorations ran the gamut from Simon, the latter two who reengraved circuitry,built-in rotatOther dark to fair beauty, will long fereed the game.
Mosley of Millington.
ing antenna. Convenient, handrelatives present were Mrs. Lil- be the talk of Memphis. Ap- ON THE SICK LIST
size top controls. Three color
lie Pritchard, Mrs. Grace pearing were Corine Huff, Miss Scores of friends of Mrs. Adcombinations, beige and tan,
Echols, cousins; nieces, Mrs. Ohio State in the Miss Universe die D. Jones were shocked to
Deedei
beige and turquoise, beige and
M. Hartis Contest; La Juene Hundley, hear of the accident which
Amelia Wiley.
terra
cotta. lroverall diagonal
of
a
caused
compound
fracture
Stewart and son. Mrs. Eva 1960 Miss Cannes Festival; popmeasurement, 150 sq. in. viewan
Jones
ankle
week.
Mrs.
last
a
long
Springer,
Mrs.
Terri
ular
Butler,
Effie
Sisco, Mrs.
ing area.
Ida Brown—all of Millington Memphis favorite; Judith Davis, has been confined at E. H.
easy-tocan
have
you
Now
also; Mrs. Frances M. Hassell, Sonjia Amar—young Southern Crump hospital after surgery,
manage,easy-to-style straight
the accident,
hair that won't go back even
Mrs. Addie Turner with her University student; Nancy resulting from
in hottest, humid weather.
husband. Aubrey and daughter, Streets, former "Miss Indiana and is now at home. We ex•
Easy-to-follow directions,
tend our best wishes for quick
Alison; Rev. Johnson's sister, University," Ann Porter,
money-back guarantee in
Mrs. Ora Gill with her children en Jones Aginar, Sue Simmons recovery, and assure her that
retry package.
her
at
she
is
really
missed
handsom
and
debonair
and
en.
and grandchildr
Telegrams from Prof. H. F. male models. Hal de Windt and post at Manassas' Guidance
GENTLE growth for &mows oat
Center and by the students and
children's longer, finer hair.
Massey, a nephew of Chatta- Aubrey Tobin.
nooga and his wife and from The program depicted t h e faculty with whom she works.
REGULAR strength for sten's
shorter, evens Mir.
Mrs. Jo Ella Levson of Rock- days of the week, with back- Another well - known Meniford, Ill.,a very close friend ground music by Duke Ming- phian and member of Manassas'
IN TWO OUNCE MR $1121
who adopted the honorees as ton, arranged by Ballard Ed. faculty who is very ill at Crump
aI seebelleir
the
Johnson.
at
is
Rivera
Mr.
B.
T.
Dave
hospital
with
wards
of
death
her parents after the
Om Fed. lee
Ownolde
her own parents when she was piano . . . and was cued to We send our deep concern and
Men. MI
only 16. Scores of gifts gave "Blue Day" . . . a symphony best wishes for a quick con
SILK
$1.10
tangible testimony to the esteem of fashions in blue . . "Good valescence.
in which Rev and Mrs. John- New Days" .. . in bright views Mrs. Noble Owens has also
OTAATE
937 S. Cooper
son are held by their closely of reds, greens and whites . . . been on the sick list, and was
IT ILL
.
.
"Purple
.
to
the
We
hospital.
confined
colors
BR. 6-3986
earth
all
Rushy
countless
4-5140
the
and
BR
family
knit
TELEPHONE
Larry "Th•
COSMETIC
'.
11111
people who have been touched to Pink" — highlighted by "Our hope 'that by this reading that
STallionumi
SPACE
BR. 4-0111
COWMEN
PARKING
FREE
by the warmness of their per- Lady of the Lavender Mist" ... she too is back on the suznlY
from Deep IPurple to Delicate side of health.,
eonalities aisd their hearts.

Create Sigma Gamma
Rho Club In Liberia

•

Fashions

Links Widen Search
For Talented Child

MAGNUS
tonight!
in your
own
home...

•

ONLY $89"

TRADEIN ON

NORGE

Triph-Action Molar

MANNE'S

FOR CLOTHES AND
ACCESSORIES

You Will Love and Your Friends Will
Come To
Admire
Manne's Ladies Shop
• Come in and apply for Chary ac-

count.

• We do not charge for lay away
We Specialize in
LADIES CLOTHES FOR SCHOOL,
OFFICE, SPORTS WEAR, HOME
AND AFTER 5
1727 LAMAR AVENUE

Straighten
your hair
at HOME in one

easy application!

$158"

Yes The House
IS PACKED
WITH BARGAINS
- LIKE THESE .0
JOHNSON
FURNITURE

of the games.
The officers for the year are
Mesdames Ada McNeely, president, Miss Ora Ellington, vice
president; Mrs. Fern Walker,
treasurer; Mrs. Georgia Wisdom, secretary, and Mrs. Mary
Blair, assistant secretary .
The club has already begun
its activities for the year and
hopes to have a successful year
l 4M40111111W Anna C.3Loke
a
in civic work.
HERE AND THERE
This is to be a busy weekend on Brookhaven drive.
Miss Annie L. Springfield,
in-7ackson. With the West Ten- CLUB DOINGS
1960 graduate of Merry high
nessee Educational Cougress The Civic Pride club h a s school, who is
enrolled in Wiland Homecoming for Lane col- been vacationing through the berforce
University has been
age, few winks of sleep will months of July and August, but picked from the
freshman class
be had I know. The Congress the month of September open- to represent in the
"Miss Freshopens on Thursday night, Nov. ed a new year for the club and man" contest by the
"Forcean"
10 when Superintendent of everyone is glad to get back Staff.
Contestants are chosen
Madison County Schools will be into the harness again.
on scholastic ability, leadership,
the main speaker. Beginning The first meetings of the year personality, and personal
apThursday morning the
West were held with Mesdames Geor- pearance. Miss Springfield
is
Tennessee section of the PTA gia Wisdom
and
Savannah the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Congress will be meeting on Randolph. The month of Octo- A. D. Springfield,
formally of
the campus. Friday, Dr. C. A. ber tripped in with Mesdames Jackson and was
one of the
Kirkendoll, president of Lane Florence Ward and Lillie M. participants
in
the "Miss
college will be the main speak- Bell serving as hostesses.
fironze West Tennessee Pageer. A dance for teachers is Each of these four ladies ant" last year.
scheduled for Friday night in served a very pretty and ap- Speaking of
the
pageant,
the Merrry high school gym- petizing menu. Business
of deadline date is drawing near.
nasium as a social function of importance was held at each Applicants must be
senior young
the Congress.
meeting, after which
games ladies, have talent, and a
Saturday, the Dragons meet were conducted by the hostess- reasonable amount of beauty.
Knoxville at 2 p. in. Both teams es and lovely gifts such as pic- Inquiries may be sent to Mrs.
are practically matched on the tures, handerchiefs, and pieces A. L. Cooke — 120 Hale Street,
loSIng side so they both will be of China were given to winners Jackson, Tenn.
ruggling exceptionally hard.
SURPRISE 50th Anniversary at 907 Stafford, Sunday, Oc'ere hoping the victory will
— Rev. and Mrs. E. S. John- tober 30, honoring their 50
be ours. The Coronation Ball
son are seen in their home years of marriage. The afis set for November 8 when
during the grand reception fair was a complete surprise
some lucky young miss will be
given by their daughter, Mrs. and was one part of a full
crowned. The selection had not
George Harvey at their home day's fete given by Mrs. liarbeen made at this writing.
Many out of towners are ex- A Halloween
setting a n d Frances M. Hassell, Mrs. Joyce
pected on the campus for both "Trick or Treats"
readied the J. Pinkston and Miss Elizaevents.
Lilts Bridge club for an even- beth Lewis, in that order.
ii
d
Halloween has come a
ing of fun at the Gay Hawk Guests winning prizes were
gone and was most quiet in where they
met for their Octo- Mrs. Juanita Lewis, and Mrs.
Jackson with many parties be- ber meeting.
The gracious hos- Pearl Gordon.
ing given for the ttids by the tess, Mrs. Wm.
Robinson, had Other members experiencing
City Recreation Department in not only prepared "Trick
or a most relaxing evening were NASHVILLE— Dancing in an schools. Dorothy Fort, an honconjunction with the City Fed- Treat" packages
for
each Mrs. Ethel C. Bell, Mrs. Alice oriental garden some 200 teen- or student,
musician, and
erated Clubs.
member and guest, but had pen- Harris, Mrs. Emily Jackson agers joined Nashville Coettes dynamic youth leader, was misPreceeding the special day ned an appropriate verse to go
Mrs. Janet A. Seymour, Mrs. in a drive to aid the NAACP tress of ceremonies of the
was the Masquerade Ball in the with the "tricks," All were not
Merle Patterson and Mrs. Vera land the United College fund, colorful program.
Merry High School Gymnasium tricks, and the treats
were
inational projects of Coettes, Coette chairmen of the ocSmith.
decoraThe
night.
Friday
on
such lovely and practical novelIn
addition
to those named, Inc. The event marked the casion were Sandra Dixon, Viotions were most beautiful and ties. The tricks were so cute
chapter's first effort la Burley, Yolanda High, Barspooky and so were the per- that even they were warmly guest for the evening of fun Nashville
Membership with bara McAlpin, JoAnn McAlpin,
Life
toward
a
were Mrs. Zernia
sons attending. Some were not received.
Peacock,
the NAACP and other civic Janet Petway, Dorothy Fort
pulled Bridge, which followed
Cleo
Mrs.
Jones,
Mrs.
ighLecognized until they
Annie projects.
a
and Marilynn Wilson. Other
ack their mask. Some special well-planned, delectable dinner Bell Saunders, Mrs. Carlee
and
Mrs. Laverne JoAnn McAlpin, a Pearl high members are Betty Treherne,
nes noticed were Mr. and Mrs. menu was played by sixteen Bodye
school senior, president of the secretary, Paula James, Rita
Robert "Spat" Adams w h o happy ladies competing for the Weathers.
Clevonne Watkins,
came in clown suits. Beatnik gaily wrapped prizes adorned Mrs. Dorothy T. Montgomery Pearl Student Council, honor Claiborne,
Donna
Williams,
corresponding
president
of
the
student
and
Mesdames
by
worn
style was
with pumpkins and black bows. was elected by the members
was
Nashville
Coette
Chapter,
secretary,
and
Ellen
Long.
Rosetta McKissack and Mer- Club prizes were won by Mrs. to fill a club vacancy.
crowned "Miss Coette" during Leading civic
and social
rietta Hughes. There were all
an intermission program. "Miss leaders, and numerous mersorts of rangers, cowboys, aged
Coette's" court attendants were chants aided the Coettes in
persons, gypsies and anything
of. It was
Viola Burley, Yolanda High, their first annual charity ball.
think
you could
Janet Petway, and Betty Tre- Sponsors assisting in this indefinitely an evening of fun.
herne all honor students and itial project were Mrs. W. F.
This affair was given by the
youth leaders from local high B. James, Mrs. Herman Long
Rosette Club which consist of
the following members: Mrs.
Bertha Collens, Mrs. Devernice
Mrs. Joseph P. Kennedy, years.
Bryant, Mrs. Shelly Heeks, mother of Sen. John F. Ken- During her husband's
govMrs.
Miliken,
Mrs. Mattie
nedy, will meet thousands of ernment career. She served as
E.
Mary
Miss
Payne,
Mau
Chicago and North Shore Wom- Through active in public afTaylor, Mrs. Etta D. Walker, en Friday, Oct. 28 at 1 p.m. country as well as London,
and .Mrs. Marie Wisdom.
when she attends a reception England, when he was ambasTwo important personalities in her honor at the home of sador to the Court of St.
ere in Jackson last week to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie L. O'Bry- James.
peak at the District Super- an, 6135 North Knox.
Guests at the affair, which positions of the men in her
visory meeting of the TennesThey is open to the public, will have fairs because of the official
see Valley Authority.
positions of the men n her
were J. H. Daves of Knoxville an opportunity to meet Mrs.
family,
Mrs. Kennedy has
ChattaKennedy in person as well as
and H. W. Taylor of
found time to promote the work
nooga. Their purpose was to listen to her talk about her
ebcpurage local T.V.A. offices son's presidential campaign. of caring for neglected chilto hire Negroes before t h e Loudspeakers will be installed dren and the education of exIssue is forced. While in the in the O'Bryan home to accom- ceptional and handicapped children.
city-II:ley were overnight guests modate the expected crowd.
of ,Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hughes Public life and politics are Her family founded and supnot new to Mrs. Kennedy. Her ports over a dozen major infather published a weekly pa- stitutions, including a Kennedy
ner in Boston, represented a Memorial Hospital in Boston
Boston district in the U. S. and a school for exceptional
Congress for six years, and c'aildren in Chicago and WashMISS COETTE (standing fifth College Fund. L to R standwas mayor of the city for six
from left) and her court of ing, Sandra Dixon, Barbara
the Nashville Chapter high- MeAlpin, Yolanda High, atlighted the group's first ann- tendant, Viola Burley, atten•
The Housewives Community
ual charity ball benefitting dant, JoAnn McAlpin, "Miss
recentfriends
entertained
Club
NAACP and United Negro Coette," Janet Petway, atly at the lovely home of Mrs.
tendant, Betty Treherne, atBeulah Macon on E. Olive. A
presented
was
talent program
with each member of the club
A delicious, moist quick bread
1 cup thinly sliced tart apples
taking part on the affair.
1-2 cup coarsely cut dates
:Mrs. Lucile B. Thompson which is good plain or spread
1-2 cup chopped walnuts
was a very efficient hand enter- with butter or softened cream
In mixing bowl cream sugar,
taining Mistress of Ceremonies. cheese. It can be cut quite thin
The program was an enjoyable. for making finger sandwiches butter or margarine and shorsays Nancy Haven, home econ- tening together. Beat in egg.
one.
Refreshment were served Buf- omist.
Sift dry ingredients together;
fet style and enjoyed by all. The 1 cup sugar
add alternately with milk to
table was beautifully decorated, 1-4 cup butter or margarine
creamed mixture. Stir in apusing Halloween decorations. 1-4 cup shortening
ple, dates and nuts.
present
members
Guests and
1 egg
Even out batter in wellWilliams,
2 1-2 cups sifted all-purpose
were Mesdames Zelma
greased and floured loaf pan
McH.
Thelma
Pritchard,
flour
Ville
(9x5x3 inches). Bake in 350 deEssie Neal. Leona Hicks, 2 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon each salt, baking gree F. oven 1 hour or until
Josephine Fields, Dora Whitson,
toothpick thrust in center comes
powder
Willie McNeeley, C. V. F. Bur1-2 teaspoon cinnamon
out clean. Remove from pan,
row, Lucile B. Thompson, Beucool on cake rack. Makes 1
1-4 teaspoon mace
lah Macon, Emily Jones, Miss
1 cup milk
loaf.
Mattie King, Messers Jake Burrow, R. B. Thompson, sr., and
William Macon.
Mrs. C. V. F. Burrow is president of the club and Mrs. Lu411)cile B. Thompson is secretary.
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Lilts Go Treating
On Halloween Night

Garden Setting For

Coette Charity Ball

w

Senior 'Kennedy Lady'
To Meet Chicagoans

s

llousewiyes
ld Party

Refresh Your Menu
With Apple Date Loaf
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By Marlene L. Young
Best Costume, was so close the,
had to cut one pie into sag
AMERICAN ED. WEEK
pieces.
American Education Week is
Nov. 6-12. Its general theme is. However, La Vern Stevens
Strengthen Schools tor the OO's. edged by with first place. The
Each day there will be a second place winners were Robs
different topic, but all will lean ert Savage. Delores Richmond.
the
towards
main
topic Berry Crutcher, Erma L. Pa.
Strengthen Schools. Some of the tree. James Smith and Willie
topic are Serious Students, Quali- Echols.
ty teachers, Ample funds, Chal- The affair was a tremenroup
success. Some of the distinlenging Curriculum etc.
We, whether student, parent or ouished cuests spotted were:
teacher, should take this week Dorothy Togele, Samella Coleseriously by applying it to every' man, Carl Allen and Joseph
week of the year. We learn iTnimes. all of fleeter,
Many TT tirarilnv and DolsOftly
more, read more, study more,
rtrariinv )nth of Mi
and try to build up our intellecenencer and teals
tual standards, a n d make
of Hamilton.
America a better nation.
Sonic Caplevillians spotted
SPOTLIGHT —
were Lorraine Harris, Barbara
THE JOURNALISM CLINIC
Thomas, Jimmy F. Saulsberry.
The clinic is designed to lend a
vey and the members of the professional newspaper hand to Erma J. White, J. C. Polk and
Princeton %Ye. CME Church, high school students interested Annie B. Dean,
of which Rev. Johnson is the In writing and especially to This affair was sponsored by
the PBLC. The advisor is Mrs.
pastor. (Staff photo by Billy help and
encourace members Z. M.
Holmes.
Duncan)
af Hit school newspaper and
onhlirations staffs.
Ttie elinio will he a one-dav
and Mrs. Neal McAlpin. Board
affair at Manassas high school.
members supporting the program were Mrs. Walter S. Students attending the clific
from Capleville will be Annie J.
Davis, Mrs. Horace Frazier,
Settings for Superb Shares!
Key, ninth grade; Erma J.
Mrs. Charles S. Johnson, Mrs. Faulkner, tenth; and Shirley
Harold D. West, and Mrs. Flemming, the editor of our
Stephen J Wright, Coette ad- papers, eleventh.
visers are Miss Lurelia Hale
Have fun girls, for I wish I
Freeman, and Mrs. Leonard C.
could go.
Archer.
LATEST HAPS —
The fun is over, the crowd has with new
dwindled down to none, but the Slue lardes
Wife Preservers
memory lingers on. Memory of
what? The pre-Masquerade Ball,
of course.
Things started swinging about
7:20 with the introduction of
Raymond Charles portrayed by
Willie L. Echols, and Johnny
Mathis, portrayed by Charles
Keel, music instructor. The
introduction of Harry Bellafonte
Robert Savage
if your luggage is scuffed, you can portrayed by
oame later due to a slight deminimize the mahs by applying
liquid shoe polish of the luggage lay in train schedule.
color. Spray with a sealer so color
The evening was full of stone
won't rub off.
happenings, namely: pies, won
by, 1: Joseph Holmes (Geeter))
LOOK 10 YEARS
2: Barbara Taylor 3: Margaret
YOUNGER
Halloway. Dance contest won
by E. D. Huges and Peggy
EGYPTIAN POMADE
Jackson.
SAY GOOD BICE to gray
A freeze dance contest won hair, with now fragrant
by Irene Butler and Genevar pomade with lanolin. Apply
Butler but the no. 2 contest, the simply as you would your
regular hair dressing. Gray
halro disappear gradual.
Leaves hair beautifully soft
and lustrous. Will not streak
or rub off.
SPECIAL OFFER
Forrest
AKRON, Ohio —
Return this Ad with 82.06
Givens, president of the big
for full results jar.
best local union in the United EGYPTIAN PRODUCTS
Rubber Workers (URW), has
is
8163 N.E. 2nd Ave.
been appointed assistant penMiami 38, Florida
sion director of the union,

iffew/Gillette
Actillstabie Razor
y

NOW
$195

Union Leader
Gets New Job

tendant, Paula James, Rita
L to R:
Claiborne. Seated
Donna Williams, Clevonne
McKissack,
Watkins, Ann
Dorothy Fort, Ellen Long, and
Marilyn Wilson.

For that exciting touch
and enduring aroma

$9.00 PER MONTH

You

A Fin*

HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)
Of All New Furnitur•
HUGE SELECTIONS
COMPLETE — STYLISH
MID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
VALUES

LIMITED TIME no41-Y

SEE THESE CARS & CONVINCE YOURSELF
81795
'59 Choy. Cony.
S1695
'60 Corroir 4-Dr
'58 Choy. Bol-Air 4- Dr.
$1495
'57 Choy. sta. wagon $1495
'56 Choy. 4-Dr....... 5895
3595
'55 Chrysler 4-Dr
54 Choy. 4-Dr. .. $495

8395
'57 DoSoto 4-Dr. .....S995
$995
'57 Ford Spt. Cps.
'56 Pontiac Cony..... $695
1 2 Pickup...$695
'55 Ford /
'54 Chey. 1/2 Pickup $495
. 31595
'59 Ford 2-Dr.
'57 Plymouth 4-Dr. ..$895
'52 Choy. 2-Dr......$ 95
'53 Ford 2-Dr.

Open 9 'Til 9

6S Of These Cleanest & Finest Reconditioned

Fre. Delivery

Cars In Memphis To Chose From!

FURNITURE PY

Union Chevrolet Co.

FLEMING

•

3574 PARK

Two For The
Priee Of One

In every sale of a need car. You just don't stay In bustneee
34 years at th• time location as we basis — (UNLESS YOU
GIVE VOCE CUSTOMERS SATISFACTION!)

155.
Buys

OUR REPUTATION
IS INVOLVED

RICELAND RICE

FA 4-3767

AFTER
SHAVE

1000 Union

BEEF

STEW

HIGH IN ENERGY VALUE...LOW IN COST
lNORDICNYB
sups Niels, from peat alai
carrots plus water
1 lb. can tomatoes and /eke
2 teaspoons Worcestershire saves
1 lb. can netatballs and gravy
(2 cans fer more moat)

1 large onion, coarsely chopped
cup uncook•d Rkeland Rice
tonspean salt
1. teaspoon block pepper
1 lb. can pact and carrots,
drained

WIST140131
1. Put onion, rice, wilt, pepper and Ui cups liquid from peso
and carrots plus water in 2-quart saucepan. 2. Bring to vigorous
boil. 3. Turn heat down, cover, simmer 14 minutes. 4. Stir
in tomatoes (broken in small pieces), add Worcestershire sauce,
meatballs in gravy, peas and carrots. 5. Cover and simmer
15 minutes. 6. Add water if thinner mixture is desired,. Salt
and pepper to taste. Serves 5.

M Erkrg
COLOGNE
Men's After Shave

m...•
Immo... me

c7.461444y
:
IMen's Cologne

"Where Customers Send Their Friends"

BR 4-1400

aefata
j
,/

FRONTIER

RICELAND
RICE

$1.50
From the Laboratoies of .4614,4n,c1 Manufacturer
of firmi Cosmetics
•

%LW

NICE!

Keeps Slate Clean
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Florida Knocks Off A&T,4949

Ernie Banks Trade Talk
More Rumor Than Facts

point.
BY D. C. COLLINGTON
the Cubs the likes of Johnn) 1 ,11ese two Irmo Milwaukee.
; the Braves general manager
BRAGG STADIUM TALLA- The Aggies came back with
Logan, Frank Torre, Don Notneed outfielders.;isn't about to lose any sleep
Cubs
The
The New York Yankees and
HASSEE, FLA. - Florida A & halfback Eugene Cambridge
tebart and assorted champions. There is some indication that over the prospective deal. "WePittsburgh Pirates were entanghi Rattler; extended skein of dancing 10 yards for the A & T
The unanimous opinion was Lee Maye and Wes Covington'have probably got more than
Led in the cat and dog fight
victories to 16 by knocking off first touchdown. The Aggies
that the Braves were offering can be made available but Bil- anybody else to give up for
to settle the issue of who was too
tough A & T college of North marched 80 yards for the sixlittle for too much. Any ly Bruton would be the only him but the Cubs haven't beea
deserving of baseball's world deal on this basis would
Carolina, 49-19. The Rattlers pointer and Cambridge missed
considering.
Yon
worth
prob• one
championship, but sharing equal ably necessitate the
snaked their way into the end the converaion.
Banks
"Ifre"
Ba
shuUer- could consider Hank Aaron too
pnk
liv'istraded it will
verbage, especially in the ing of Wrigley Field.
zone in every period before Collier returned to the scorbut why waste the time.
be is a big deal in whicb the
lobbies of the Pittsburgh Hilton
warm homecoming crowd of ing scene to end the first scorThere is little argument in The Braves don't have a sec Cuba would get the platform
and New York's Roosevelt Honearly 11,000 alumni, former ing with a plunge from the one
shortstop
a
or
baseman
ond
noting the Ernie as Mr. Baseen which to build a new team,"
yard stripe. Tucker ran the twostudents and friends.
tel was the notion that Ernie ball and it is more than diffi- that could do the Cubs any MeHale
said.
Rattthe
chopped
pointer. The half ended witib
Aggies
The
Banks might be beaded toward cult to imagine the Cubs re- good but they have a catcher
Mr. P. K. Wrigley may be
lers scoring average down from FAMU out front, 21-6.
the Milwaukee Braves. The linquishing their
of
person
the
in
uniform
only solid Cubs'
seeking the platform to build
a 71-point game average to 67.3 :tobert Paremore, local halfIdea wasn't given too much
baseball citizen for a bunch of that sure would look good in a a new team but if he trades
points per game. It was the back, was the star of the seecredence at that time but the Brave's
the
in
he's
but
Crandall
Del
castoffs.
Ernie Banks for anything less
setback for A & T this on". half. He ran TD gallops of
second
TALENT
SCOUT Lynn 0. Aggies in workout session. He
as Aaron.
Braves
general
than an assured pennant winmanager same class
North Carolinians have 19, 12, and 24 yards. Collier
The
fall.
Waldorf (left), director of chats with Aggie head Coach
The Cubs have some high ner, the trade better
John McHale has not given up
include personnel
record. The Flori- missed end Bernie Cam with a
season
4-2-1
a
fill
can
Santo
for
the San Fran- Bert Piggott. Waldorf's FortyHe still has some hopes that hopes that Ron
some steel and concrete with
for the current pass for the first PAT after
6-0
are
dians
cisco Forty-Niners of the Na- Niners have one Aggie on its
demands but
!Banks will be wearing a Mil- their third base
Paremore scored. Paremore
campaign.
which to build a new ball park tional Football League,
be
would
experiment
visitroster, .1. D. Smith, fullback,
waukee uniform comes next the Santo
ran two bonus points attempts
combination
of
passing
The
some
place
In
far
removed ed ai AST eollege last week Its leading ground gainer for
Mathews
season. "Sure, were interest- gladly forgotten if Ed
Quarterback Emory Collier to after his scores.
to observe the Vol' college last season.
Mathews has from the Chicagoland area.
ed in landing Ernie," McHale was available.
Clarence Childs hit
All-America
seen better days but aside
said in a recent interview, "if
for two TDs in the first period.
from the surprising Pirates'
The first one went for 40 yards
we could put together a deal Don Hoak and Ken Boyer of the
Childs took the toss on the Agthat would satisfy both sides." St. Louis Cardinals, who's any
gies' 22-yard line and stepped
What kind of deal could better?
the distance for the tally. Halfthere he to entice the Cubs to If the Braves really want
back Nat Tucker was stopped
give up Banks? The faltering Ernie they might try an offer
short of his marker in the pat
Chicagoans, aside from need- that would include Buhl, Bruattempt. The drive went for 47
ing a manager at the moment, ton and Crandall. But since
yards.
have such an all-compassing this is a highly unlikely prosLater in the same period,
need that the possibilities seem pect the feeling is that when
Childs eluded the A & T secondmore than limited.
sea1961
their
open
Cubs
the
ary, pulled Collier's pass out of
By EARL S. CLANTON III
MIAMI - (UPI) - Officials
The Cubs need pitching and son in the 'world's most beautiupset the- Grambling College' Previous GIT champions are:
the air, and raced 45 more seeking to bring the
of the Braves' mound crew, ful ball park' veteran field an- Last season Coach Harold Tigers, 84-79 in the champion- ,1955-Savannah State College
Floyd PatAggies'
zone.
end
yards to the
terson - Ingemar
Bob Buhl seems the most ac- nouncer Pat Pieper will intro- Hunter, in his first year of col- ship finals last year. In the :- on- 11956-Morehouse
Johansson
College
The play went for 83 yards and heavyweight
ceptable. Warren StJahn and duce the shortstop position as lege coaching, posted a 28-5 sea- solittion finals, Kentucky State
championship fight
interception
pass
set
up
University
was
by
ERNIE BANKS
here said they anticipated no
Lew Burdette could be put to being held by one, Ernie son. His Tigers won the Tennes- defeated Clark, 63-46 and North {1956-Florida A&M
1957
Tennessee State U.
by center Harold Scott. FAMU nroblems with integrated
smoke is still noticeable.
see State-sponsored Tip-Off tourgood use by the Chicagoans Banks.
seatCarolina a&T won over Bethune- 1958-Tennessee State U.
linebacker. This time halfback ing if the bout were
The offer at that time had but even the prospect of Banks McHale would like to have
held at the
ney and finished in the third Cookman, 84-58.
1959-Prairie View A&M College Eugene White kicked the extra Orange Bowl.
the Braves offering as bait to at shortstop isn't likely to pry Banks and who wouldn't, but
spot at the Quincy College loll
Patterson has said he would
day tournament, the Mid-westportant part of the delivery. veto Miami as a site unless
ern conference cage tourney
Many bowlers have timing seating was on an integrated
and the NAIA national Kansas
problems that are created by
City-staged dribble derby. In
basis.,V knew of course that was
improper hack-swing.
conference play, Coach Hunter's
a
question on which Patterson
is
what
sight
of
lose
i,on't
hoop-gunners nailed down the
happening when the ball is would have to be satisfied," said
visitation championship with
By EDGAR L. CHEATHAM (mitt,. The scores were 792-895beh:nd you The swing is to W. H. Peeples, who tried and
6-0 in regular season's play.
925-2612 to the Termites 864-812- be iIke that of a pendulum. failed to have the last Patterson.
EBONY
MAJOR NEWS
KANSAS CITY, Mo. -(UPI)
With Tennessee State's threeMel-Aire Lounge swept their 842-2518 The stars of the series Keep the arm tight enough Johansson fight staged here and
-Halfback Herb Sutton of Otyear NAIA championship reign
Wilkerson
1 to the side that a folded news- 1 Is working on the upcoming
series with Four Star Lounge were Rose
tawa (Kan.) University is leadbroken, the pressure is off this
and
Inez
Brown
205-523. Mae paper would not fall out from bout.
?908 to 2543. The totals for Meling the nation's small college'
year's team. Blessed with the .Aire were 941-999-968,
while Gordon 192-514 and Beverly under the armpit yet not have r "Integrated seating worked
football scorers, according to
last season's tourney play s•art- Four Star
racked up scores of /Warns 2°2-537 were tops for the the bal touch the leg on the okay at the . . . pro football
latest figures released by the!
ing five intact, this season 845-880-808.
Termites.
exhibition here last September
awing.
National Association of Interbrightens for Hunter and corn The Rockettes lost the series
Snortaman
Center one win
collegiate Athletics (NAIA).
. A five step approach calls between Baltimore and Pittsto Miller and Major. The Rockpa ny.
burgh," Peeples said.
over .he Bombers with a 2726
a hack-swing that alFlorida A&M leads in total
ettes scores were 660 816-752-2228 for
As the net burning season to 2838
Ernie Seiler. executive -ice
The Center totaled 878most reaches shoulder height
offense, with an average of
while the M. & M. had 778-825gets underway there will be 863-985 as the
president of the Orange Bowl
need
steps
thethree
Bombers
while
456.0 yards per game; in total
rolled 776-2389
nine or ten tournament tested 957-954-927.
committee, said there were no
Thomas Washington
come hip high. The
defense, with an average of 61.4
The box scores for the men only to
veterans in the campaign. Coach 228-603.
complaints or incidents when
comshould
bowler
step
four
yards per contest; and in rushshow the following had "600"
Hooter C.i give his sophomores
Negroes bought higher-priced
Van's Tap added three vicpromise with his ball reaching defense, with an average
aerie.. Wilford James 226-627,
and freshmen a long look withseats for the exhibition game
tories by beating E's Lounge
ing half way between the hip
yield le 7.8 yards per game.
Wilforn Cave 2.34-618, Arthur
out the pressure of scheduled
and said he felt there would be
and the shoulder.
Sutton has scored 103 points
play. However, the loss of Spid- 2608 to 2522. For the Tap 893- Plant 232-616 and Adolph Gary
no trouble if integrated seating
birth"happy
wish
a
Let's
on 14 touchdowns and 19 points
er Ben Warley, 6-7 defensive 882-859 and E's Lounge 868- 221-619
were allowed for the Pattersonafter touchdowns. He is eighth
to
giant, should be felt during the 381-747.
The team scores,- were Ritz dayJohansson fight.
In individual rushing, with a
Metro Insurance with Paul 963-842-925-2730 losing three to
Lena Allen (Detroit) Nov. 3
early part of the season. Senior
"I think we could sell ":100
game average of 112.7 yards.
3 ringside and lower priced ticRobert Wingram
Rossie Johnson, last season's Michaels 231-605 took two from Robin's "8" 994-862-940-2796.
Denois Spurlock of Whitworth
3 kets to anyone without fear of
Bu Palmer
sixth man, moved into the Jackson Funeral Homes 2766
Jackson Funeral Homes 813(Wash.) leads in total offense
4
James F Echols
charmed five for tournament to 2655. The scores for Metro 945-928-2586 winning two f rum
objections," Seiler said.
(198.6 yards) and passing of4
Charles E. O'Kelly
play and won all-tourney honors being 9113-840-1010 with Jackson Van's Tap 874-917-2659,
Peeples said be went to New
fense (197.6 yards). but Austin
6 York to meet with Cus D'Amaat Kansas. Johnson, Gene Werts tetting 843-912-896.
Mt. Glencoe was the win- Clara Wells
(Tex.) College's Charles (KO)
7 to, Patterson's manager. Peeand Porter ideriwetber were
with
941-887-826,- Clarastine Glover
John's Restaurant lost two ner of on
Miller is pressing him in total
8
Tennessee contribution to the to Club Baby Doll 2666 to 2669. 265 frian the Whiz Kids 922- Harry Wilson
ples reported little progress in
offense with an average of 19'7.6
NAIA All-Stars who bounced Cherie, "Chuck" Moore
negotiations but added, "the
899-933-2'54.
led
the
yards.
Ohio State University in the way for the Club with
fact that D'Amato has not said
I'v..etro
203-214Insurance
957-838-821Whitworth lost its lead in two
Olympic tryouts.
no is favorable."
213-630 The team totals f o r 2616 gave them one over the
of the four categories it had
Injury-jinxed George Finley, John's boys were
Peeples said it was "encour865-953-848 Bombers 935-947-866-2748.
been pacing. Whitworth dropHunter's 7-1 pivotman, looks like to the Baby Dolls
881-891-897. the backward "Americans."
BIRMINOHAM,
Ala. - aging" that Patterson had limped to third in aerial offense
giantThe
season.
this
starter
a
It was one for R. B. Clothes' JUNIOR LEAGUERS
(UPI) -- Fred Hatfield, who ited the choice of an outdoor
and its great pass catcher, FLOATING - Detroit Piston the Detroit basket during Na- sized senior has been crippled
Dodgers
against
the
Gene
Louis
Robin's
Shue
(2.1)
and
St.
tional
Basketball
Association
In the Park Manor Junior took a team of league re- bout to Miami or Los Angeles.
John Murio. was injured early
during all or part of a hoop-sea"It seems we are nearer to
in last week 7 0 win over the Hawk Sihuge Green (17) look game at Detroit. St. Louis son since his freshman year. "8. For the Dodgers 885-901- league Harold Mitchell scored; jects to win the Southern As886 2672 o, the Robin's team 231-133 1a1-505 aod
like
floating
as
they
they
are
won
contest,
the fight," Peeples said.
getting
132-117.
(UPI
Marcea Wil- sociation playoffs, was namUniversity of Puget Sound,
"t don't have to worry about 924-824-2690.
Edwin Ahlqvist, adviser to
liams
2C-174-175-469.
didn't catch a pass. and drop- try for ball bouncing under Telephoto)
reHunter
year
in
Coach
starters,"
ed Minager of the
HITS kNO MISSES
heavyweight
world
former
ped from first to third.
Wiliam Cave is the coach the Class AA loop.
vealed, "and I have a group of
Eddie
Goode
had
an
eight
pin
Ray Ronchi of Mansfield
Hatfield, in a close race champion Johansson, said he
and is assisted by Margaret
hustling freshmen and wouldn't
coup. on his last ball rolled in
(Pa.) State is the top pass rewith Les Peden of Shreve- thought the third fight between
Evans and Jim Beaver.
be surprised if one or two of
an
open-play
"friendly"
game
port, was named to the num- the Swede and Patterson would
ceiver with an average of 117,5
C.B.S. MEETING
them break into the charmed
at the Park Manor lanes last
be staged in New York someyards per
game. Whittier
10-man traveling squad."
On Saturday, Nov. 12. there ber one position on seven of time in the middle of next year.
week
The
reason
this
makes
the 16 Dallots cast by repre(Calif.) replaced Whitworth in
Hunter's Gunners open as one
the news is that the 11 balls will be an important Executive sentatives of daily newsAhlqvist said: "It will be up
passing, with an average gain
of the eight collegiate quints in
the
of
meeting
the
C.B.S.
at
leading
up
to
that
were
the Americans, of course, to
strikes.
to
AsSouthern
the
papers
in
of 212.9 yards per game through
seventh annual Atlantathe
So chalk up a "298" for Eddie home of Paul Johnson, 4$33 S. sociation territory. Peden re- decide the time and place for
the air.
staged Georgia Invitational BasWot.otawn All league officers across four lane.
the fight. We are prepared to
ceived six votes.
Westminster (Utah) sets the
ketball Tournament, to be held
will be invited to attend.
Hain
Patterson at any time, any
Bently
had
fight
games
of
Walker
Atlanta ,nanager Al
pace in pass defense, allowing
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
C.B.S. FLASH
208
)90-204-602
- but we want to know
place
in
the
received
Joe
votes
Satellite
and
two
only 24.4 yards per game, while
December 1, 2, 3.
The 'Cl C.B.S. City tourney Schultz if Memphis was nam- 12 weeks in advance where the
league
ce
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M.
BENNIE
Roberta
had
THOMAS
211crew
to
king-sized proportions
Num (S. D.) is the best rushMatching shots in the big
match will be staged."
202-191-604 during the same wiL I* held a the Southshore ed on one ballot.
ing offensive team, gaining an
W. J. Hale Stadium, Nash- here as Southern University's three-day hardwood classic will
lanes, on Jan. 28 and 29.
evening.
He added "I don't think the
Hatfield
a
player-manwas
Jaguars
staved
off
win-hungry be teams from Dillard Univeraverage of 321.0 yards on the ville, Tenn. - Robert "Speedy"
Entry
blanks
will
be
in
your
match will be held early
Little
Rock
Beverly
third
and
took
at
ager
Adams
tolled the bell
ground per game.
Williams' first quarter
PAT Tennessee A & I to win, 7-6. sity, New Orleans, La.; Jackson
part in 114 games with a bat- next year. I think it will be
The Jaguars' Robert Sims College, Jackson, Miss ; Raw- .o the tune of 213-190-193-596 in lanes soon.
BOW LINK Ti?
ting average of .277. He hit staged in New York later in
scored from two-yards out with son C. Smith University, Char- the P. M Mixed league.
The BACK-SWING is an Insthe year."
Jay
14 home rums.
Thomas
of
the
Art-Kraf•
Brown
'.olMorris
4:50 showing an the clock, lotte, N. C.;
ters
league
kicked
the
wood
which had
been
set up by lege, Atlanta; Prairie View down
for totals of 247-182.210
quarterback Cyrus Landcaster A&M College, Savannah. Ga.;
who picked up a fourth down and Winston-Salem Teachers 011
first down with an 181'ard gal- College, Winston-Salem, N. C. RoseMary Morrow had games
of 209-177-189-575 and Dot Brown
lop in the first quarter to set This annual pre-season cage197 166-180-543 in the Woodlawn
Atlanta's
by
sponsored
is
fest
up the score.
Hubert M. Women's league.
Tennessee knocked on the Extra Point Club,
e Newton of the Budland
and the
president,
Jackson,
door for three full quarters be.
team
off to a slow start
selected
were
quints
Competing
fore
quarterback
Eugene
the basis of the outstanding with 16r and came back with
On
Stewart hit end Ed Francois
222-233 for 621.
records compiled in their re- ga n,es
with a 40-yard pass in t h
Mae (hires of Kandy's team
spective conferences last seafourth quarter to make the
tlar'
as7-R05 while his teamson.
mate
F,iche
Goode rolled 214
score 7-6.
selections,
recomfinal
The
Speedy Williams' first quar- mended by the Tournament
ter took on added significance Committee and approved by the ./P MP White of the Indos'rtal
were based on the fol- le-lie rolled 221-603.
when Tennessee's Gloria Gar. Club,
lioawirdn,g23-3;
Handicap league
won-lost records: 1)11- ‘‘'emlawn
diner lofted a high wide kick
1) Corbett 214-606
Jackson, 22-4; John- i_irok were
from placement on the conson C. Smith, 18-4; Morris at- Phillips 258-650.
version attempt.
•les Freeman topoed the
Brown, 72-6; Prairie View, 21- Chs,
Southern's
Jesse
Jackson
Savannah State, 26-4; and Teachers league with 202-205
5;
picked up a fumble by riger Winston-Salem. 19-5.
'10 645
halfback Paul Arnold olth 1:47 Defending Gli champions are K rk ilamaey 196-227-211 616
remaining In the game to all the Prairie View Panthers, who and Jurit Jackson 233-245-201but ice the
639 wer• aces for the Twilight
game
for the
Jaguars from his own 34-yard
Mixed league.
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line.
The Trnadoec lost three to
In the bruising defensive bat- SYRACUSE, N Y. - (UPI
`TI
Scores he
siarirema
tle, Lancaster was shaken up, -The Syracuse Nationals have ti
but managed to limp on and placed Cal Ramsey on the inc -t09e49-740-2,4s for the Torntidoes and 743-790-7961229 for
off the field at regular inter- waiver list.
Nats
to
reduces
the
os-kward "Americans."
the
cut
The
vals, to try and keep the Jaguar
players, including Bob Hop- 'nit Lucky Strikes won two
11
offensive rolling.
kins who is recovering from a • thee se* with the V. I. P.'s.
SELF-PRESERVATION Williams was not so fortunate. knee injury. Ramsey, former Totais vete 763 890 966 2519 for
back during Lakers-Knicks
Loa Angeles Laker's Tom National Basketball Associa- He was hit hard in
third New York university basketball the Lucky Strike' and 767-712Hawkins (20) uses his elbow tion contest at Detroit. The quarter on
HtWAttli UNIVERSITY ball- ty's Gorden Ranks during the StadiLm
defense, and was star. was purchased from the 822-2301 for the V.I.P.'s.
Howard defeated
to effectively keep Johnny Laker% won. 101-94. (UPI
arried from the field oe
New York Knickerbockers just The "Brook Renton" Beavers havk Ware (441 picked upqi se(qed quarter of the Fisk - Flak 21-I2 for their third
Green of the New York Telephoto)
stretcher to return no
more before the start of the training had tw . games added to their yards as this run before be- Howard contest before 5506 tory in six starts.
Knickerbockers •ft h Is
during the game.
wine when they met the Ter-; IL.; halted by Fisk Universi• homecoming fans at Howard
season.
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EATING
By
GRACE WILLIAMS

Haley

Salt to most of es Is just a
minor item on our pantry shelf
We miss it, when it is accidently omitted from our food. We
unhappily aware of it if
I are
the cook tilts the box a little
too much. But certainly salt
Idosen't rate a 12-inch column.
After all, what could you say
about salt?
A lot can be said about plain
every day table-salt. And a lot
should be said about it. In fact,
the home economists in the
What's New Experimental KitSTUDENT COURT
Daniel Brown, prosecuting at- chens have been doing a little
Have you been obeying the torneys; Cynthia Walker and
research on salt, and we'd like
rules, laws, regulations, etc., Yvonne Luster, defense atto share their findings with
of our school? If not, then you torneys; and Vivian Reams and
you
had better try to learn these Drizilla Ingram court room reThese experts say that too
laws and carry them out daily 'porters. So BEWARE of our
people think of salt only
many
lose our Student Court haa Student Court.
n organized and is already
Another of the character as a seasoner giving a salt
penalizing persons for their building organizations f o r taste But these people do not
young men presented its brief moire the true value of salt.
misdemeanors.
The addition of salt to a sineOur Student Court Is compos- devotional program via intered of several students selected com. The organization present- le food or to other ingredients WITCHES rode their broomfor the sake sticks right into the YMCA
because of their affiliation with ing the program was the Gray- In a mixture is not
bring out recently for a party for the
to
but
taste
salt
a
of
Y
the Student Council, fairness
organized for the junior
food or handicapped children of Memand unbiased minds. The Stu- high young men with future the flavor of that sinele
flavor food phis
dominating
the
of
Shelby county
and
hopes,
desires,
etc.,
become
to
dent Council functions some(such as chocolate) among the schools. The kids were enterwhat as an appendage to the members of the High-Y.
ingredients. Used in the correct tained by the Zuber Bynum
Student Council in that the Stu- The Gray-Y program was as
salt gives a firm un- Council
amount,
Handicapped
For
dent Court makes certain that follows: Opening remarks, Melthe regulations handed down vin Davis; prayer, Junior High derpinning or foundation, as it Children. The affair was made
possible through the generous
by our Student Council are car- chorus; scripture, Melvin Da- were, to the flavor of foods.
The moment your taste reac- contributions of the JUGS,
ried out. The Student Court is via; poem, "The Night Has a
Thousand Eyes," by George tion is "salty or saltiness",
as follows:
Leon Walls, chief justice; Taylor; seleetion, Junior High then the salt flavor dominates
Henry Montgomery, first asso- chorus; and closing remarks, and masks the flavor of the
single food or ingredients.
ciate justice; Tyler Gammon Melvin Davis, narrator.
(12th grade) ,ustice; Beverly The program was a great This is salt at an unreasonable
Williams, (12th grade) justice; success due to the hard work level. Salt with reason is salt
Nellie Criglar, (12th grade) and patience of their advisor, used correctly, to sharpen other food flavors.
justice; Elmer Harrison, (11th, Mr. R. Banks.
Of course, you know that salt
Gray-?
the
The
of
officers
Brangrade) justice; Charles
a hang-on to the coattails
has
, (10th grade) justice; Mar- are: Melvin Davis, president;
on the risBledsoe, (9th grade) jus- Samuel Currie, vice president; restraining action
dough, and
yeast
of
rate
ing
Biltice; Fred Townsend, (8th William Hurd, secretary;
important Come with me up the stairpretty
is
itself
in
this
grade) justice; Delores Down- ly Herron, treasurer; and HarSalt acts ways for views on news, hips
texture.
to flavor and
ey, and Janette Hunt, court' ry Dailey, parliamentarian.
and mishaps around the camas a controlling agent on the
clerks; Nova Montgomery andi
pus of Melrose.
for
and
fermentation,
action of
SPECIAL DEDICATIONS
this reason should not be addIn conclusion of the grid seaed to the yeast solution.
and in keeping with the
son
is
it
breads
In making yeast
our most
best to sift salt with the dry in. high standards of
I would
institution,
wonderful
it
add
still,
better
or,
gredients
exto the liquid ingredients and like to dedicate this column
1960 version of
the
to
clusively
dissolved.
is
salt
the
until
stir
The amount of salt to use the Golden Wildeats Football
varies with foods or recipes. squad.
Last season Coach Harold respective conferences last sea- Use one teaspoon of salt to one
pound of ground beef, but add
Hunter, in his first year of col- son.
only just before mixing and
lege basketball coaching, post- FINAL PICKS
The final selections, recom- cooking. No one can establish
ed a 28-5 season, His Tigers
wan the Tennessee State-spon- mended by ..he Tournament how much salt to use with a
sored Tip-off tourney and fin- Committee and approved by given weight of a roast of meat
in the third spot at the the Club, were based on the, for the amount depends not on
cy College Holiday tourna- following won-lost records: Dil- weight but on the surface area
dco t. the Mid-western confer- lard, 23-3; Jackson, 22-4; exposed.
Sodium, one of the two eleence cage tourney and the NA- Johnson C. Smith, 18-4; Morris
IA national Kansas City-staged Brown, 22-6; Prairie View, 2.1- ments found, can be eaten in
dribble derby. In conference 5; Savannah State, 26-4; and too large amounts. Although
sodium is found in other foods,
play, Coach Hunter's hoop-gun- Winston-Salem, 19-5.
ners nailed down the visitation, Defending GIT champions are nutritionists say the oversupply
championship with 6-0 in regu- the Prairie View Panthers, who usually comes from the excess
This
lar season's play.
upset the Grambling College salt we add to our food.
With Tennessee State"s three- Tigers, 84-79 in the champion- large intake of sodium may agyear NA1A championship reign ship finals last year. In the gravate a tendency toward high
broken, the pressure is off this consolation finals, Kentucky blood pressure.
year's team. Blessed with the State defeated Clark, 63-4C and
So the key word for using salt
Hi there all you guys ..nd
last season's tourney play North Carolina A & T won over is moderation for both good
dolls! Here we are again with
starting five intact, this sea- Bethune-Cookman, 84-58.
flavor and good health.
the latest happenings around
son brightens for Hunter and
the big "M" and I do mean
company.
Mitchell High.
As the net burning season
SPOTLIGHT
gets underway there will be
This week the spotlight beams
nine or ten tournament tested
on a very attractive and talveterans in the campaign.
ented freshman, Miss Verna
Coach Hunter can give his sopHamilton. She is the daughter
homores and freshmen a long
of Rev. and Mrs. C. N. Hamillook without the pressure of
ton. In religious life Verna ateduled play. However, the
' of Spider Ben Warley, 6-7
tends
Central Chapel M B
By
church where she is very active
defensive giant, should be felt
Bonnie Little
in the Junior choir.
during the early part of the
and
Here at school she is the
season. Senior Rossie Johnson,
songleader of the Mitchell
last season's sixth man, movHelen King
Chapter of the NHA.
ed into the charmed five for
SENIORS
tournament play and won alllyn Williams, Anita Ware, Bren- The platter party given by
PIGSKIN ACTION
tourney honors at Kansas.
The students of Father Ber- da Sawyer.
the seniors Oct. 28, was a comJohnson, Gene Werts and Porttruly say we have a James Sellars, Charles Hooks, plete success in all aspects.
can
trend
er Meriwether were Tennessee
Edward Harris, Frank Rey- This was a project by the sencontribution to the NAIA All- mighty mighty team. Cheers
Ellis, Hubert Mc- iors to help finance our efforts
stars who bounced Ohio State still are ringing for those vic- nolds, Jimmy
Samuels, Willie in publishing our first yearGerald
Ghee,
"THUNDERBOLTS."
try-Iorious
University in the Olympic
The victorious "THUNDER- Pegues, Arl Williams, Fred Cof- book. Some of those seen doing
outs.
the twist, chain gang and othInjury-jinxed George Finley, BOLTS" defeated the so-called fey.
dances were Samuel James,
er
Hunter's 7-1 pivotman, looks undefeatable Manassas Tigers A Victory dance was given
Margie Jones, Mary
Manassas;
The
THUNDERseason.
victorious
this
starter
Wede
a
like
t h
in a breathtaking game
giant-sized senior has been crip- nesday nite 26 to 19. We are BOLTS for defeating the Tigers. Young, Willie Merrit, Georgia
pled during all or part of a proud of our boys and of our Seen daneing were Malcolm Knowles, Clarence Mitchell,
hoop-season since his freshman fine coaches; W. Porter, L. Weed, Doris Ingram, Frank Barbara Cheatham, Lena Mae
Derden, Carver; Evelyn Ayers
year.
Miller, L. Snell and Father Reynolds, Dorothy Burns, June Geeter; and many, many more.
"I don't have to worry about
Rainey, Lewis Hines, Henrietta
Theodore Wiser 0. F. M.
starter," Coach Hunter revealThe seniors also gave a proWilliam Broadnax, Jana
Hall,
the
keep
say
we
boys
the
To
gram Friday, Nov, 4, in the
"and I have a group of
Minor
Shavers,
Floyd
tling freshmen and wouldn't same snirit and beat Merry Davis,
school cafetorium observing
surprised if one or two of high. Our homecoming game Gharharn, Melvin Little.
Francis E. Willard day.
WilArl
them break into the charmed was truly a homecoming when Did you know that
The seniors also gave a symthe THUNDERBOLTS ctomped liams and Tommy K. Hayes posium. Those who participated
10-man traveling squad."
Hunter's Gunners open as one through the Hamilton Wildcats were Pres. of Bertrand's chap- gave their viewpoints on the
of the eight collegiate quints 33 to 0. Members of the fine ter of the Ice House? Other
Democratic
Republican and
In the seventh annual Atlanta- THUNDERBOLTS are: Mal- members include Maxine Drapfor president. Those
staged Georgia Invitational Bas- colm Weed, James Sellars, er, Kenneth Hayes, Malcolm candidates
participating were: Narrator,
ketball Tournament, to be held Fred Coffey, Kenneth Hayes, L. Wedd, Carole Yates, Frank
Pegues; Republicans,
Linda
Thursday, Friday and Saturday C. Ford, Charles Hooks, Paul Reynolds, Doroothy Burns, MarJoy Patton, Gloria Crawford,
Decemb6- 1, 2, 3.
Hawkins, An Williams, David Gloria Shilkens, Jimmie Ellis, Bernice Gooch, Alice Hewlett,
Matching -shots in the big
Smith, Frank garet Abernathy, Paul Hawkins, Edith Deloach and Sara Crockthree-day hardwood classic will Greene, Lewis
Charlene ett; Democrats, JoAnn Young,
Whitsey,
Jones,
Charles
William
Reynolds,
UniverDillard
from
be teams
sity, New Orleans, La.; Jack- Lyncha Johnson, Romero Mc- Washington, Leo Kilheim.
DURHAM
son College, Jackson, Miss.; Nairy, Lloyd Foater, George BAND
Johnson C. Smith University, Jones, Butch Greene, Cluster The Father Bertrand's hand STEEL FOLDING
CHAIRS
Charlotte, N. C.; Morris Brown Daughtery, Freddie Clarke, Hu- made its first public appeara.
L)• s
College, Atlanta; Prairie View bert McGhee, Jimmy Ellis, ance last Thursday nite at the Modern
Prandsomr AppearA & M College; Savannah, Ga.; Michael Siggers, Lewis Hines, Homecoming game. It was ance Rugt•d Con.
V •rr
and Winston-Salem Teachers Leo Kolhelm, Charles Whitsey, truly a success. We would like structIon
Durable
C.
N.
Winston-Salem,
College,
Otto Sawyer, Willie Peelle*, to thank Sister Mary Evangel$950
This annual pre-season cage(lemons, Horace Denton, ice and our jr. band director
Pete
moo and up
fest is sponsored by Atlanta's
rloyd Shavers and Mr. Horne
TOPS
CONTACT US
Extra Point 'Club, Hubert M.
Tommye K. for dolne such a wonderfud lob
FOR VOLUME PRICES
ckson, president, and the Mary A. Bland,
Dorothy This Is Bonnie T,Ittle and Hel
Howell,
Hayes,
Lynn
selectwere
BERNATSKY BROS.
mpeting quints
KAL M ala it — IA S-Altal
:el on the basis of the outstand•i tlurns. Bettye Laster. Jackie en trine saying stay cool until
AI•an We. Tem'.
theirigesiaden. Gloria Shilkins, Caro- next week.
lag records compiled in

- By
Gwendolyn
Johnson
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DEFENDER

and
Betty Cunigan
Now if you guys and dolls will JIVE LINE
just put yourselves in the avail- Say Walter Richard, why do
able seats at the head of the you type letters in typing class
class, we will attempt to en- beginning with Dear Miss G. J.
lighten you on the phase of the'Nolan? It seems that Carolyn
latest haps, news, ethics and , Thompson prefers young lovers.
latest gossip that is in the , why? atadelle Smith's plea is for
breeze.
the return of Charles Parlier—
MODERN HISTORY
Say Dorothy Taylor do you have
What has happened to the old a stand in while Fred Malone
code of ethics . . Does a mod- is away writing four page letern world call for a change? ters every day?
Young men no longer possess Sarah Rueben, are you and
the identity of young men. Some Johnny Franklin inseparable?
causes that we believe are par- Special Gee Whiz to Joe JohnWe son from someone close by . ..
ents and young people.
feel that life is a loose-fitting Bishop Trotter of Lester, do
garment and that looseness is you have a slight
interest on
shown through over.reaction. Melrose
cainpus?
Edward
The new body movements ex- "Huey" Sheffa, you have a new
Miss Velma erted in many of the fad dances
Inc. Taystee Bread and the Sadie Mahon,
member in your International
Royal Crown Cola company. Tennial and Mrs. M. T, Han- gives exercise in a way, the Fan Club. Claudia Nevels
has
27
children,
cock, Mrs. E. Ware and Mrs. teens refer to it as "shaking finally made up her mind,
Total of 110
right
of troubles away." The new beat
parents and 12 teachers at- A. Williams, members
Floice?
tended the party. Chaperons the council. Miss Eunice Car- for these dances are way out,
Included Mrs. C. L. Pilot, ruthers, teacher at LaRose to speak in a very fanciful de- Walter Bell, is it true that
Miss Wilma Haley, Mrs. Lil- and director of recreation for scription. What has happened your heart beats to the one
lie McDonald, Miss Margaret the handicapped was chair- to the patter of feeet against and only Shirley McCutcheon?
once_
Bland, Mrs. Cozetta Hence, man of the affair. Mrs. the floor and wild and joyful Leroy Strickland says,
had a cold but 1 got over that _ -MN
was cochairman. chuckles that were once a part too,,,
Rev. C. Thomas Paige, Miss Hence
JUNI
so wise up Benetta.
(Photo by Robert Morris)
of youthful dances?
gang this is all time permits...
One person whom we all know don't fret, we'll be back in
very well commented just the
the backbone of the team.
seven days with the best
There were others upon whom other day: ''l think the new, yet. So long....
the
for
for
nice
people
redepended
are
dances
the team
,
about
,S.prW
ouLd
serve power. Among these were who appreciate them but they town,
OK'8
a
enatn
. proudly
lypresm
Jesse Webb, Walter Bell, Or- should possess more class and and Roll at the Handy Theatre
lando Harris, William Chism less movements of the different Wednesday, Nov. 16. This hag
and Dempsey Jackson. A glance parts of the body."
been predicted to be one of
at the reserve power in the pre- There has been freguent ex- the best shows on tap for the
sent Wildcat squad would indi- changing of hands of goods, week. Let's make it on out
cate that they have high hopes misplacini, of property, and and see the fabulous show. Bo ars'
The power-packed Melrose of taking up where they left other reports of missing belong- standing by when we will an- Golden Wildcats completed a off at the end of this season. ings and naturally this has flounce the feature stars. And
successful season of razzle daz- To the up-coming team we say brought a disgrace on the young don't forget it!
zle ball playing. Captain Geor- to you: "In every game you modern Memphians. Don't let
ge Bradshaw, who is rated by play, play it hard but clean. one-fift'l of the young people
some as the best ever to wear "Always practice good sports- today cause bad reflection on
the Golden Wildcat colors went manship which is a "must" of all.
wild on every game in the lea- every true athlete. Respect If you locate any articles,
gue. The co-captain, Johnny your captain and coach to the please return them to the rightRutland was also a vital factor utmost, and by all means play ful owners. Encourage others
t 1
In the success of the team. He not only to win but with every- to do so and let's put a stop to
RECORDS FOR EV/RYON&
4.1 Ze.
performed such great playing thing you have. Determine this. . ,
306 Fotdor At Lauderdata
that he might well be called within yourselves to make a And hurray for the colorful
Phone JA. S-6348
better showing each time out array of designs, plaids and
than the last time. With these styles of the clothes that the
things in mind, you can achieve well groomed gang are sporting
nothing but fame, glory and today. We are going to take
a turn on the Roulette wheel
honor."
Congratulations are sent out of fashion, care to come along?
to all senior players. George If is isn't love it must be the
Bradshaw, Johnny Rutland, El- style of fashion. Why else would
CARS OR
bert Griffin, James Perkins, all the well groomed girls fall
'
Melvin Jones, Walter Perkins, for a furry boyish sweater,
•WV
USED CARS
James Manna, Bboby Cole and low slung, and heather, kissed
Of.P%
Samuel Goodloe Congratula- in soft shaggy wool and moThose who were seen
tions coaches Mitchell, Wilburn hair?
and Evans for a job well done. sporting these are, Clara Smith,
FINANCING TO SUIT
PLAYERS SWING
Tommy Kaye Hayes, Dorothy
41%11
YOUR PURSE
Johnny
Rutland,
James Taylor. Attired in the latest
Manna, Elbert Griffin, James style of suits as if they want
you to say "who's that girl?"
Perkins, Dempsey Jackson.
and you invariably do, when
SWAN SONG
World's Largest Ford Nolen
Willie Frank Taylor, Maggie James Perkins and Nancy they're in sight are Margaret
JunShannon,
Florida
Sherrod,
iNorf
McFarland, Doris Wrushen, Echols (EVERYTHING ABOUT
THIRD & GAYOSO
/ •
Brenda Armstrong and Ida YOU). Dempsey Jackson andi ienne Briscoe and Charlis War6-8871
JA
Freddie Foster (GEE WHIZ), ford.
Nell Robinson.
Ike
Johnny Rutland and Eddie Watch them gasp at your inWHO'S WHO
Seniors: Most studious, Linda Dale Ford (HELLO MY LOV- genuity when you wear your
.1:11h
Pegues; friendliest, Bernice ER), James Manns and Cur- sporty sweaters, Booker T. Cole,
rsrril
Gooch; neatest Steve Johnson; lene Hamilton (THINK), Mel- Thomas Hill, Elmo Logan, Joe
and Willie McNeil . . .
1
quietest, Charles Jackson; best vin Jones and Bobbie Settles Johnson
a craze in the breeze
is
There
William
LOVE),
(WITHOUT
most
dressed, Mary Young;
, • ,971
Johnson for boots and casual styles of
and Ethel
talented, Thomas Townes; most Chism
',16V
shoes, some sporting them are
Taylor:
Frank
popular, Willie
(SOMEDAY), George BradHampton, Brucie Newson
and senior of the week, Bernice shaw and Junienne Briscoe Annie
Shirley Shannon,
and
DOWN
(WHEN YOU'RE
AND
Gooch.
NOTE
OUT).
STUDENT COUNCIL
Be ever mindful that Lester
TRIBUTE
TO
elect
COACH
The Student Council will
now
swings in with the Platter
In The
• Si
its officers for the year '60-'61 Hail to Coach Eldridge Mit- parties. Some seen dancing to
chell,
our
keep
banners
flying.
outThe
9.
Nov.
Wednesday,
Bishop
tunes
were
the swinging
come of this election will be We'll show our loyalty when Trotter, George Collins, Eunice
given next week in this column. we fight for victory. Following
Log a n, Frances Mitchell,
the sons of our dear school, Charles Logan, Beverly JohnWHAT WOULD HAPPEN
If Brenda Armstrong would doing our best will be the rule. son, Shirley Thomas, Mitton
come to school on time just Hail to Coach Mitchell we hon- Burschfield and James Flood,
once? If Archie Branch didn't or thee!! GO MIGHTY WILD- plus many many others.
On
think he was so jazzy? If Lindal CATS, GO MIGHTY WILD- As we came around Melrose
Peques wasn't the president of CATS!!
we glimpsed at the noon sox
Weddings
the senior class? If Clarence SIGN-OFF
George Emma Thomas,
hops,
Mitchell and Carolyn Davis You know how the story Joyce Berry, Joan Payne, BetAnniversaries
could be what's happening goes. Until next week
. . . tye Jeffries, James Perking.
again? If Jo, Joy and Dorothy
Mary Montgomery, Charlene
Churches
were separated?
ATLANTA — (UPI) — Mike Kiner, Shieley Campbell, MarTOP COUPLES
And Ask For
Varner, 10. told police some- guerite Bridgefort, Charles HarJacquelyn Harris and Eddie one broke into his garage and ris and Melvin Jones. Were
Little, Carolyn Lipscomb and stole 200 pounds of weight lift- you there?
Club Events
James Little, Maryland Timms ing equipment.
• ••
and Timmy Beasly, Lula WrusHOUSTON, Tex. — JUPI) —
Banquets
hen and Percel Duckett, Mary BATTLE CREEK, Mich — Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson got so
Young and Clayton Barrett, Di- (UPI) — The committee boost- excited Monday when a partiane Adair and David Exton, ing candidate Ray Turner for san crowd whooped it up that
Timella Daniels and Ishmal the state senate finished the he jammed his own westernThe Picture Editor
Durden, Patsy Payne and Jas. campaign by giving voters the style hat on his head then grabWeary, Jeanette Walker and silent treatment.
bed an aide's hat to wave.
Willie Merrit,
Margie Jones
The committee, deciding that
and Milton Harris.
people are fed up with political
Until next week this is Gloria advertising, bought time for a
Crawford, Bernice Gooch and series of 10-second TV comWillie Frank Taylor saying keep mercials featuring absolute silence.
cool!
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Call: JA. 6-8397

_SALE
AUTO SEAT COVERS

SAVE 8 i , I'under

price of

milk

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
rri CART HOME SAVINGS!

SPECIAL
S1495
WAREHOUSE
PRICE..........
Regular $23.93
ON EASY

TERMS TOO!

NEW 1960 STYLE SARAN PLASTIC
To Fit Every Make and Model Car
BUY DIRECT FROM
SAVE MONEY
BATTERY WAREHOUSE and
SEAT COVER CENTER
2192 LAMAR

GI. 8-6851
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Real Spooky
Affair Given

HAMILTON
Scribbthigs

Week of Nov. 12-18, 1960

StorkStops

By
Brenda Jeffries
and
Joan Williams

Halloween party was given
Oct. 31, by the Lady Alice Day
Care Center with children from
all over the neighborhood entertained with food, games and
to top it off, a visit through tee

community on a "trick or
This is J. W. and B. J. back high team.
treat" juant.
on the scene to bring you the Some of the students who
bye
good
waving
to Colorful costumes were see.
latest hap, around
Wilson were seen
street.
our boys were: Pauline Cox, in full array. Such were ones
TWILIGHT ZONE
Delores Flynn, Marilyn Alex- worn by Denies Suggs, w h
,
In
Twilight
zone
the
ander
and our fine Pep Squad. came as a witch; Joyce Piner,
we
see
Born at John Gaston Hospital Mrs. Bright Bess of 1644 Ilanu- Daughter, Lenora, to Mr and
‘)
graciously standing Miss Erma MEMORY LANE
OCT. 29
Indian girl; Floyd Watson,
er.
Mrs. Islay Lester of 1085 St.,
Jean Clark, who is the daugh- Oliver Ingram and Carlean
Daughter, Mae Alice, to Mr. Daughter, Adrienne. to Mr. Charles.
Gibbson, Gerald Green,
Lucius
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Clint For- Person-Been So Long; Carl
and Mrs. Grant Williams of and Mrs. Thomas McCraven of Daughter, Shelia, to Mr. and;
at
919
bes
S.
Randolph
Delf
Carolyn
Moore-The
McLean.
and
Harmon, all came
1168 St. Charles.
Mrs. Lee E. Snow of 3061 John—
1274 Gill.
Miss
Clark
of
is
Edward
Gift
Love;
a
senior
Sheffa
at
asE
Rabbit."
j
e
ct
s
e
tr
e
r
R
P
a bi
r
Son, Gregg, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Constance, to Mr son.
Hamilton and a member of the (Lester) and J. W.-For your
Oliver Johnson of 1030 ManasDaughter,
and
Dana,
Mr.
Richmond
to
came as
and Mrs. Leslie Armstrong of
1.2-4A class. She is one of the,precious love; Delores Flynn
sas.
Mrs. Arthur Woodson of 305 S.
Hercules,
1251 Driver.
Wayne
Crockett,
most
Booker
outstanding
personalities
and
Jones-Dogging
Son, Major, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter,
Terry. to Mr. and Wellington.
around the campus. Her affila- Around; Antionette Michell and Wayne Massey as Tom Cats;
Tommie Williams of 1366 Elo- Mrs.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Darryl,
to
Michael Dennis of 3212 Son,
tions around the campus are Denver Terry-Hey Little Girl; Kevin Crockett as a
ise.
Pirate,
Willie Lester of 2076 Swift.
Democrat.
N.H.A., president of the Sen- Rose Cooper and Samuel Love
Son, Eugene, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Doris,
and
Mr.
Maurice Johnson
Leonnard,
to
Son,
as
a
Skelto Mr. and
ior
Y-Teens
and
Social
Burning
Science
-Loves
Fire,
Gennie Levston of 437 Simpson. Mrs. Arthur Jones
ton; Daniel Moon as a Space
of 568 Balti- Mrs. Leon Plunkett of 1301
club.
Davis
Betty
and
Barbara
Son, Leslie, to Mr. and Mrs. more.
Kentucky.
Miss Clark attends the An- Hollifield-Maybe; Lois Davis! Man, and others came with
John H. Vassar of 815 Ethlyn. Daughter. Georgia, to Mr.' Son, Vaughn, to Mr. and Mrs.
nesdale First Baptist church and Jamis Sykes-Be Ever Won- different false faces making
the
Son, Garry. to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. James Killion of 283. Jimmie Ingram of 3831 Holand is the Assistant Teacher of derful-Essie Boyd and J. H. Robert Wilson of 1379 Ethlyn. Cynthia.
man.
her Sunday School class, treas- The clock is stendisrg still; Max- party a roaring success. Mrs.
Daughter, Thelma, to Mr. Son, William, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Debris, to Mr.
urer of the youth board, sec- ine Foster and Osbie Howard J. M. Cooper was the spans*
and Mrs. Richard Taylor of William Walker of 10 W. Olive. and Mrs. James Pampley of
retary of the Senior Choir and -Without Love; Shirley Newby
1980 Brooks.
Son, Odell, to Mr. and Mrs., 1212 Capital.
a delegate of the B.T.U.
and Roosevelt Ratliff-Have you
Daughter, Peninsula, to Mr. Erby Reed of 1515 E. Mallory. NOV. 3.
In social life Erma is a ever had the blues.
and Mrs. Jack D. Russell of Daughter, Kathleen, to Mr, Son, Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs.
member of the Union Social DID YOU KNOW
925 Nichson.
and Mrs. Harold Tatum of 20C,6 Modis Brownlee of 860 LeClub where she holds the of- Joyeelyn Lloyd sits a n d
OCT. 30.
Farrington.
Moyne mall.
fice of assistant secretary. She thinks of Charles Thompson
Twins, Madie and Marvin, to NOV. 1.
Daughter. Andrea, to Mr. and
enjoys all types of music and who is away in the Army . • .
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Ford of Daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr. Mrs. Andrew Brown of 1558
movies. After graduation, she Theodore Davidson hasn't got
1610 S. Main.
and Mrs. wo:.,am Harris of Tayner.
plans to enter the School of a girl. Larry Mitchell admires
Daughter, Annie, to Mr. and 161 ',nurch.
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Vocational Nursing in Los An- a certain Sophomore. . . Rich
Mrs. Claude Chatman of 1791 .on, Kelvin, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Foster of 763 Ida.
geles,
Calif.
ard Foster and Erma Clark
Castelia.
Willie Wallace of 629 Mississip- Daughter, Velma, to Mr. and GAME STOPPER —Miss spiration to their team which
Miss Clark was also first al- are in love. . . Gloria Ingram
Addle
M.
Holmes,
senior
and racked up a 5-1 record for the
Son, Hershell, to Mr. and piMrs. Roosevelt Alexander of
ternate to the football Queen. is one of the Most Popular girls
tailback on the
Manassas season to grab the championBALTIMORE — An Election
Mrs. Roger Smith of 543 North
Son, Aron, to Mr. and Mrs. 1465 N. Decatur.
We, as Hamilton Students, on the campus. . . A certain
high
school
Night Rally, sponsored by the
Majorette
squad
Seventh.
ship. Football fans may get a give Miss Erma
Aron Brown of 1465 Ash.
Daughter, Ave, to Mr. and
Clark the girl on the campus is left out Institute
for Political Education,
Son, Milton, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Cathy, to Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Coleman of 857 is only one of the lovely young chance to see Addle in at- heartiest of congratulations.
and doesn't realize it.
ladies stepping to the Cham- tion Friday, Nov. 25 when
Sylvester Woodley of 1303 Mrs. Tom Johnson of 263 Bond. Majestic.
Morgan State College, will be
DEBUTANTE SOCIETY
IN THE SWING
Washington.
Daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. 1 Son, Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs. pionship prep football school's Manassas plays In the Blues
The Debutante Society of Steve Payton Larry Mit- held tonight beginning at 9 p. m.
Son, Lovell, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Thomas Johnson of James W. Nash of 709 Wells. colors. Miss Holmes and the Bowl at Melrose stadium. Hamilton
high is uhder the chell, Denver Terry, Robert Purpose of the rally is to
Alexander Pinkins of 30 W. 2473 Staten.
"Round Out"
the
Daughter, Chana, to Mr. and other members of the Ma- (Photo by Robert Morris)
Election
capable supervision of Mrs. Bolton, Theodore
Davidson,
Fields.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Rice E. Mrs. Jeff Spencer of 2395 Dead- jorette squad lent ample inHelen Waterford and Mrs. Lil- Russell Purnell, Theodore Pic- Year activities of the Institute
Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and Barber of 2948 Hale.
rick.
lian Campbell. With these lad- kett, Pete Wells, Robert Jones by bringing to the campus
Mrs. Timothy Cox of 973 Ran- NOV. 2.
televised election returns and
Son, Vernon, to Mr. and Mrs.
'es as our supervisors, the Deb- and David Carnes.
dle.
special reports.
Son, Kenneth, to Mr. and Elijah Johnson of 1303 Smith.
utante Society has gotten off
Lillie Abron, Patricia Hooks,
OCT. 31.
Mrs. Welton Barbee of 234 Auc- NOV. 4
tsja
to a most successful school Ann Buford, Sandra Dandridge, It will be held in the S,
Daughter, Daphne, to Mr. and tion.
dent Union
Building.
Son, Gerald, to Mr. and
C,,,w
year.
Dorothy Peete, Maurine Allen
Mrs. Robert Adell of 1832
The purpose of the club is to Jackie Moon, Ella Parker, Spring Lane near Hillen rd. 11°
The rally is open to students
Shelby.
promote and encourage culture Mary Gray and Lucy Bell.
and faculty
Daughter, Willise, to Mr. and
members
and poise among young ladies. CITY WIDE
but
tickets must be secured in adMrs. Walter Cox of 2358 MarThe new additions of t h e
Edward
Sheffa
(Lester); vance.
BY' DAVID C. NEELY
ble.
Debutant Society were chosen Booker T. Cole
(Melrose); Centered
Son, Derek, to Mr. and Mrs. THE
around an enlarged
because
of
their ladylike quali- Sampson Briscoe (Hamilton);
ROYAL GENTS
cox; Bradford McClain — DarWillie Alston of 871 LeMoyne
television
screen,
reports will
Edward
The Royal Gentlemen of Doug- thulia Parks; Edmond White — ties and capabilities.
Harris (Bertrand);
mall.
be received from bothW3ALThe new charms are: Sandra Tyrone Smith (B.T.W.)
lass
are
preparing
to
go
to
Lois
Mrs.
Jubirt; Augustus Kelley —
Son, Danny, to Mr. and
TV, with additional teletihonic
Dandridge, Cecelia Mosely, BilRoosevelt Watson of 121 Gaines the homecoming activities of Audrey Yates; Chester Nunnal- lie Gale Baker, Barbara Hamp- B onn i e Little (Betrand): reports from key cities over
Bernastine Pruitt (Melrose);
Tennessee A. & I. State univer- ly — Leslye Cannon; Leo
Jones ton, Maurine Allen, Yvonne
alley.
No
sity on Thanksgiving Day.
Trueman (B.T.W.); the nation being amplified to
— Mary Edwards; Joe Ann
Son, Gordon, to Mr. and Mrs. The Gents
Owens,
Dorothy
Pete,
Phylliss
Gloria
Ingram (Hamilton); the rally participants.
are making plans Hooper
— Fred Coffey (Ber- Ross, Marilyn Alexander and Louise
Harvey Simmons of 384 South
Willett (Lester).
for their induction program
trand); Charlie Delorse Phillips Charlotte Jones.
Fourth.
KRAZY MATES
which will be Wednesday, Dec.
tye Bowen.
—Joe Joyner; William Fleming FOOTBALL TEAM
7 in the Douglass high school
Osbie Howard and Wonda ;Sound of the Week
'
Vertis Wasbash; Willie Phil- The Wildcats of Hamilton left Boggan;
Larry Mitchell; and Spoonful by Howl*
auditorium. New inductees who lips ___,
Catherine McKandres; Memphis November 3, to play Patricia Hooks; Sampson Briswill be brought into the organSAYING
-W.fISE
BY DAVID PORTER
sessions and then act as digniRoosevelt Sykes
Dorothy a game in Nashville, Tenn. They coe and Gloria Haley (Mel- Punctuality and
iration
at
that
time
are
ALUMNI DAY
Willie
taries at our dignified programs.
Preparation
11
I
Seymour.
played against t h e Pearl rose); Archie Scruggs and Bet- are th keynotes to Mecum.
Oler, Fred Johnson, George McOne of the most superb and A Washingtonian has deep
talent packed Homecoming pre- love for his school and will
Kay, John Lynn James Grady
opening programs was held in boast of it whether at home or
McWilliams, John Jones, Charlthe Blair Hunt gym, Nov. 2.
any other place.
es Henderson, Erie Mathena,
A. C. "Moohah" Williams A Washingtonian is proud of
Shermon Yates, Alfonso Wilwas master of ceremonies. He its well qualified faculty and Internationally famed folk liams, Ernest Walton and Charloffer
bad the student body to know feels that his teachers are cap- singer Harry Belafonte will
es Graham.
that he was once a Washington- able of teaching anywhere in the a change of pace on his forth- SPOTLIGHT
ian. He did a marvelous job as world. A Washingtonian is proud coming special for Revlon. This week we are spotlightni.c. Come back and visit us of Prof. J. D. Springer, the en- "Belafonte: New York 19," to ing one of Douglass'
proudest
thusiastic
again, Mr. Williams.
principal of our be seen Sunday, November 20 possessions, James Lee. He is
singby
p.m.),
10-11
(CBS-TV,
The program presented color- school and justly proud of the
one of the captains of the footfilled dances by our pep squad splendid personality in our as- ing popular tunes for the first ball team. A junior
at Dougcareer.
time
his
in
and Majorettes. Among some of sistant principal, Prof. J. W.
lass, James is a member of 11the talented personalities ap- We_nrooks.
"New York 19" refers to a 2 homeroom class. He is a Roypearing on the program were These are just a few of the group of city blocks that make al
Gent, Vice President of the
Kenneth Bryant, Sylvia Buntyn,' traits of a Washingtonian. If up postal zone 19, an area that Glee
Club, and he also plays
Cagey Banks and many others. you have thought our students encompasses every kind of life
basketball
and football. He Ii
Visiting us from Porter jr. to be something other than the found in Manhattan. Included in
hi was the Porter Combo and things
mentioned, you are this zone is the Mark Hettinger the son of Mr. and Mrs. James
band Majorettes. Their per- wrong.
Theatre, where the famed musi- Lee, Sr. James attends the
formance drew applause from You just read a few of the cal "My Fair Lady" has been Travelers Test Baptist Church.
He plans to further his educathe audience.
reasons why we at B.T.W. say holding forth.
at Tennessee A. & I. State
tion
Hats off to Mrs. B. Barbar, "WE'RE TOPS, WE LEAD
"It would be impossible to university, and his ambition is
sponsor and chairman of all the AND OTHERS FOLLOW."
overlook 'My Fair Lady,' when to be a professional baseball
Homecoming festivities.
THE SOPHOMORES
talking about this section of player. When asked how it feels
WASHINGTONIAN???
TOP COUPLES
A Washingtonian first is a Erma Tribble and Herbert Manhattan," said Belafonte. to make so many touchdowns,
student of Booker T. Washing- Bernard, Virginia McClatchey "The music fits into the format James said, "It really feels
ton, 715 S. Lauderdale, Mem- and Clarence Coleman, Joann of the show as part of our docu- great. I have tried in all of my
power to put my best foot forphis, Tenn. He has good quali- Simmons and Tommy Hollis, mentary of New York 19."
ties, is studious, friendly and Floridia Brown and Aubrey Belafonte will offer a medley ward in my efforts to do somehas leadership ability.
Howard Katernia Jenious and of showstopping, tunes from the thing for my school."
The Washingtonian of today is Samuel Woods Debris Thom- musical, as well as music repre- James has finnally revealed
trying to prove to the public as and James Brown (he is sentative of the many racial and his steady who is Annie Brasthat all the bad things heard not affiliated with the Flames, cultural backgrounds of the in- well. As you can see, James is
about the school and its stu- mind you), Mae Frances Ril- habitants of zone 19.
an all around guy.
SPORTS
dent bodies is far from being ley and Russell along with Roy,
true. The blame of most of Jessie Flowers and No Body. PROWLERS SCARE
On Thursday night the Dougthe bad incidents should be, COACH QUOTES
DOROTHY PROVINE
lass Red Devils won the Lesbet is not, laid on the hoodlums, A man is never defeated
HOLLYWOOD —
Dorothy ter game with an everwhelming
who don't even attend school; until be is discouraged
Provine is still shakey from her score of 64-0. This was the
almNIMMME,
who prey on our school's good
— Hosea Alexander scare the other night when she Devils final game of the seasname with their disgraceful HONORARY TOP ONE
thought prowlers were trying on. We want to congratulate the
deeds.
to break into her house.
Roosevelt Brooks.
entire squad for such a wonA Washingtonian supports all TOP FIVE
The vivacious blonde star of derful performance this seasof the school activities and feels Henry K. Hunter, Yumie Kirk, "The Roaring 20's" new Warn- on. The Devils now hold secthat he can never be at ease Bernard Bates, Alvin Robf.rq'ai, er Bros. series on ABC - TV ond place in the city wide footuntil he has done his part. He and Eddie Hughes.
iives alone in her rambling ball Prep League.
supports our football team and TOP FIVE IADIEs
house in the Hollywood
COUPLES
for the victory until his throat Bernice
Yarborough, Dot and was just turning out the Eleanor Rainey — Willie KimIs pounding from pain. Winning Greene, Callie Harmon, Bev. lizhts to retire when a loud mons: James Lee — Annie Brasor losing he faces the battle,erly Buntyn. Essie Lawson.
thumping and jangling in her well; Johnetta Delk — William
front with a smile.
!HINT TO THE WISE
back yard sent her screaming Brown (Manassas); James
A Washingtonian can swing at; STOP!!! Don't sit down, a e her neighbor for help.
Darnell Smith — Bettye Palm;
sock hops, talent shows, pepltack might be in your seat.
The prowlers were there all Oscar COrSS --- Mona Brownlee;
right — three thirsty deer who Odell King — Elaine Elbert;
had come down from the hills Clyde Griffin — Florine Avers;
in search of water.
Joseph Harris — Barbara A-
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236 S. Wellington, Memphis, Tennessee).

PHONE JA. 6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS

1

Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town!!
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks
SISTER SANDRA

SHOP AT BOSS
FOR THE BEST IN INFANT'S
- CHILDREN'S WEAR
SPECIALS

LAYETTES .
67.95
DIAPERS .. &1.57 Doz.
THIS AD WORTH $7.00
CASH FOR PURCHASI
OP MOO OR MORE.

?hese
RE VIM

RR 14192

Bob's Juvenile
Shop

LOCATED AT WRIT MEMPHIS. ARK.

103 BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT CORNER OF 14TH ST.

God Gifted

and love affairs.

U

you have any marriage problems please

bring them to me. I am sure I can help you.

If

yon are sick worried and run down please come to me.

I can help, money is no object If you seem to be carrying an
evil condition

that's holding
you;

Poems to just reach

U

drifting away from you;

U

you down; If your luck never
your loved

ones seem

to

you have any of these problems,

I can most certainly help you.

2-BUSINESS

JAISIIIRSON'S amuse% sow?
3316 park Airenne
PA. 44161

Just 10 minutes from down town Memphis, Get the West

3rd

Union St.

and

Ask the

Bua Dr!Ter to let you off on Broadway corner of

14th street open every day.

OPPORTUNITIES

BRAITTITULLY POLISFIRD baroque mtie
tare of tiesrays, am ettirst, obsidium.
nostwod.
not. Other 13 95 pound
Brubaker, 33111 W L-12, Lancaster, COIL

Memphis, Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the corner

of

MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE
GUARANTIED!
Loom,. rrtntio Forms,
Dates, Omitted. Used

Any State Names
as Ortninals Duplicate, copies or gifts.
63 each /three/ $6. Prompt. Confidential
postpaid Service.

N ATION AL FORMS
P.O. Box 7072. Miami 55, Fla.

4TH STREET
REPAIR SHOP
'hick« woes - at* R•PIlt

H&R GARAGE SERVICE
spode/sift • Megheak ker. F00461
MN PAM
*

Week.
IA 6-4440

947 LINN Avo.

SOO A N. eetll
-.
242 Se. Fourth
JA 74703

3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT
ROOFING, roof, repaired. Ototi
1.,.r.7
work. floors
leak Carrien.er
chimneys
glitters cleaned,
II/Paired.
stucco, concrete, plaster do my DWI) work.
Free set Reasonable Driest
T. K Spencer BR. 6-6663. BR

CLASSIFIED

DEADLINES

Want Ad
RATES

12 Noon Monday

No guarantee can be given as

15e per agate line
3 words to a line
2 tines

to position in column. T. F.

II lines

.30c
.4.5e

4 tines

.tiOe

5 DINS
Ps ?T. SAME

750

RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.
SANS RAT'S as I
Wee Maw,typo.

910pt.

SAME lUtTE M 4
Ihme erdlamy 11.0.

18 PT.

24P1

Miscellaneous

SANS RATS AS
I Elam erdletiN

(Till

forbid) orders subject

36 PT.

Cancellations of want-ads
• can
be given until 12 noon Saturday. Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.

PAUL'S
Fashion
SHOP
h

Featuring

change

in

rate

Tri-State Defender

dancer

with

tho

Solite, its.

box

The

street

or

Burt Lake 1, Mich.

Tri-State

Defender

box

number - will be charged for

The Trt-State
forward

Defender

to out of town

vertisers

mall

dressed to our
the

will

excess

received

ad-

YO 9-4462

BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
-A

World of Values'
• AUTO SCHOOL FuRtile
•
ZRTISING dPI01 ALTON
ellMitOGRAPHING
• PRINTLII0
SEALS
• RUBBER STAMPS
• DECALS CALENDARS
790 Yonkers Ave.
Near Central Ave.) Yonkers, N. Y.
Instruction

13

ad-

CAN YOU USE

ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
+

_cASIII?
CITY FINANCE

Night & Day Classes

Key Punch
Data Processing

CPOUND FLOOR

Typing & Filing

STERICK BUILDING

Shorthand

W04101 SOIKS (MI YOU
611
SFRVICF-

Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.
IA 6-4751
1.10 Linden Ave.

tizens in Quaker City.
•••
Rev. W.
the

Herbert

Brewster,

Memphis, Tenn. minister,

sensational

penned the six new tunes Clara
African troupe, has a
Ballets
Ward's
singers just
gospel
LI-week • old lion cub which
waxed
for
Savoy
Records.
travels with her as a pet.
•••
S's

••

Eartha Kitt went into LonMoors, t h e
Archie
lightThe
heavyweight, is ;Had enough to don, England's Talk of
sue Feature Sports for reneg- Town club for a one - month
ing on a title match he signed engagement,
but was such a
for several months ago.
hit she has been held over for
•••
four months.
Jerry Butler, of "He'll Break
• ••
Your Heart" fame, and AlexW.
Randy
Dixon, the veteran
ander Faucett, a Greensboro,
N.C. nightclub owner, are dis- newsman and radio personality,
cussing plans for a fabulous
switched from the Philly Indemotel in that area.
pendent to the twice-a-week
• ••
Tribune, and
the
T'ribune's
Jackie Wilson, talking about former
managing
editor, Jothe market for single record- seph
Rainey, resigned
to deings, said "The gals buy all of vote full
time to his newscastthe 'Ingle discks, but it's the ing at WDAS.
fellows who walk over to the
•••
jukeboxes and play them."
Savannah
Churchill, whose
•••
"Time Out For Tears" and "I
Mary Dee, the WHAT gospel Want To Be Loved" are being
who
once revived
in Philly
deejay
Records,
on
Jamie
worked at WHOD in Pittsburgn walks with a limp because a
Baltimore,
in
and at WSID
nightclub spectator got so carcelebrated her 12th anniversary ried away with her singing that
is radio by giving out "Mary he tumbled out of a balcony
Dee Awards" to prominent ci- an
landed on the vocalist.

• Accounting
• Secretarial
• Office Machine
• Refresher Course
• Modern Equipment

Day & Evening
Classes

GRIGGS
Business Practical
Art College
492 Vance Ave.• JA 74917

Embossed Business Cards
st $3.99
oe .41 2 fines-1 eolor (Black or Ohm)
lensdneu Cards • Aort Cards
Personal Cards
$7.30 value at the new be prise It
$340 per 1.000.
Write me for santyle sands;M
in
ty%
*hart BUSINE33 CARD SP

FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators
• Washing Machines
• Freezers

Lorstn. Ohio

MEXICAN trilIORCS or marriage. valid.
qtdok. easy Details ofther 1.5
ES.
Box IN 'Moans. SO Megioo.

STOP SUFFERING! !!

FINANCE COMPANY
'We like is say yes te your
loan reesese
Examined and Superviseei by the
Mate Oinsartment el 'Nuts/nos tad
Senblas
I LOCATIONS
141 S. Male
JA 0-13e)
Ill Madison
JA. 1-7111

NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212, Hernando
•meistises in lair Styles Of
All KIDD

ChioNe 0.

1.

FEES tel OURST11331 a ANSWIRS TO
pass written UN ter drh,fsrs II
is,
NEW YORK STATE Send 1111 mete le
cover *est m mailing eel headline plus self addressed Al starneed enevelopia
BET _ R PRODUTS CO. DOE 113
eNSOMIA STATION. NEW YORE IIS.
N. Y.
We will aloe !Niue' tree et Name the
Inclosed Ussease Molder erith every girder
veers/vied.

hev. C. W. F. Jefverson
Brings You I Am
MOSEci
CHRIST
ZIA
SINAI
•
ZION
FOR BLESSED A1117LBT, KELP MONET.
UNCR0881K1) RUSH $1,00 DONATION
NOWil JOY PEACE MT PEOPLE:WI
LOVE SO WU= CHICA430 al ILI. ..

Special ServIces

PIANOS TUNED
OFFIQAL UNIVERSITY TUNE

Repairs Estimated Here
14 Tears in Piano Tuning
BREWER
JAckson fiend Rebuilding

Women, 18-55

To Train For
Civil Service Jobs
no experinnre aecessaryi grammar
ec.bool *do/tattoo usually Mlftlelont.
Permanent lobs. no layoffa, short
boors, hien Day. advancements Send
name endress. phone number and
time home. Tritis Defend, P. Cs.
Box 311.

Bleaching

Tinting

GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City 4, Mo.

VALVES VALOR/LI Sales Rook Ne, (RR
fundable/ with Nuron
ALTON
Are yea worried over
tVATUART 41. PA.
moan
matters,
strange unnatural evil influences? Are You
Met
Then write Bishop Baker. tneloise I WAYS TO lc.= M0101/Y AT ROME,
where to buy material and bow to
$1.00 love /Menne. There to help for you
troubled NU You can be sueematta. Witte manufacture chesplE Send $1.00
tacturtg SPeolalties. Stoklerillle. !PI

SPIRITUAL HELP

BISHOP BAKER
1511 Prospect Ave.
Sults 109
Cleveland. Ohio

BEER Se A QUART
Make is scores& We snow roo &pm
Save 00 per soda.e
smah WO& Complete
Oas. tristruottems $LOE ?BBB with ardor,

For Sale Misc.
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"

$2.00
$2.00

104

N.

Dalrymple
Michigan

MXRCHA2TD131/1
BARGAIN
CAT
Huge discounts Low wholesale ones.
Big mooey-earing catalog No
mien
able& II é J CO. Bois 434 Lovittoms
Pa.
ADULTS. OIFTERINSTErre MAIL. Earn
Photos. booklet*, estates& $1 refwld
s. . .
GM with orde
tong Island. S.

MADAM
BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her saw Odes as she
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time et being away and at Lag all Is
back to stay to her new boom
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Rave
you lost tale to your busbated, wife or sweetboartt Are you
In bad 'mettle? Are yes discouraged? If say of these are Ms
problems, eon!. let MADAM BELL advise yea at sass. Obi
will read lib to you lust as sbe would road an epee book.
Tell yea why your Yob or bagmen to sets erreestes it yes have
failed in the rest emit tee MADAM BELL as ones.
Located

en

32

ItesMOogy Many Oces•entences. dutiable
Prof woman.
Osil Of.. 54647 After 4 p.m.
SPOIITUAL Abington,
SISTER KANE. Indian healer and
advisor. V you are suffering, sick
or have bad luck, tf worried or
troubled or need help. is. Sister Kane
today for tomorrow may be too late.
She clan help you on all your problems whatever they may be Open
everyday Including Sunday, from
In Morning to 11:00 at night Located
tn Blytheville. Ark, at state Ilno,
highway St North phone 041 34941.
Sister Kane bas Coed given power to
help.

BUSINESS SERVICE
SHOP AT McSHAHNS
793 MISSISSIPPI
Year Neighberinsed SaNi7 • Groner* •
Notisses - Drip.

Stream Line Beauty Shop. Voltontine et Montgomery.
Telephone BR 4-2841
BUICK
11154
ROADMARTICE-RIVIERA
air Cond-tower equip. New petal-MO
Minn ear for freaks of scot
FINN
IL S. KEITH-PI. MU. MEM
TROUBLE? LOVE? MONTT PROBLEMS,
Solution available. Dool ewe UP. WM.
DON - P. 0 1101 Me Ocala Florida
WANTED--Negro man experienced with
grocery stock end produce. AA penssneer SR 4-0273.
AM 4E1E0. LISTED for ftre for HI& Moe
paying oat dimes' aearters, dollars for
Os dm* Hating. Tour name In our nom
/should keem year bee full of interesting
offers, free aims/lea, Mg mall, eta for
life. Detail* for self-addressed damped
envelope. Andy's Tromso Post. Zoete 3-T,
Emma Mr, N. C.
01)
PERSONAL

wow=
es.
EAST
RE Al3T-cITI
Wrap-A-Hound
Aprons
Row.. Earn
Doeen-Soere
Time
Writs *MURAT'S SCPOR'S
icezPour. KEW YORK
SALIM PERSONWIN - HEAT 174 Am
illaralle0. Over te pears of age. NI
nalsertence needed. Baru from $60 to $100
WITIKLY
Great Otrportuntties for ern
vaneement Call for appointment.
JA. 0-3743 - $:311 a. m. Ill I p.

Neu. wawrite

IIEN-WONEN

Make Big Money
Selling

to look for the RED BRUM HOUSE and mill Mud her Owe

N•gro Christmas

Cards

in your spare-time.
Send for free samples and
selling kit.
No experience

Memphis.)

Catch yellow bus marked Willuthave• Stab Line and got

and who MADAM

necessary. Costs you nothing
to try.

SILL'S

HAND SliSFL

Write to.
Fashion *tooting Cards
6651 Miehisen A
Chicago 37, Illinois

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Sours e ass. be 9 p.m.
es Sundays

Li

Agents Wanted

Reading Daily Opon

I don't maks any horn* calls or answer any lathers. Kt MIN
be look tor the tight gigs and tho right

same.

De yea experience haste and
Can't enjoy a long marital rolation, you should usa formula
M-67. A cream to prolong your
power first time used. Smell hJito
$1.93. Lore. $2.U. Mailed in
plain wrapper.
T. C. LARORATORIES
P.O. Iles 7342, Lee Stelae
Memphis, Tenn.
BUSINESS senores
N. cease PIXT17311 CO
Equipment Installed and fiend
TM Vane* Ave.
JA. 11-1133
APARTMENT FOR RENT
Furnished apartment for rent Gag
Heat, 3 rooms, near bus Moe in new
brick building Reasonable rent-Call
after 430
WTI. 3-6674.
SUS. SERV.
VISIT
Vance Avenue Sundry More
226 Vance Avenue at SO. Third
FtiSPITTURE FOR SALE
MODERN NEW Triple dresser With
mirror: Beautiful boudolr Chair; Floor
Lamp: Lady's beautiful desk, dining
room set: I H P. Outboard Valor
Boat - Cheap and numerous other
Items. BR. 2-2301.
BUS. SERVICE
OPERATORS NEEDED - Charmore
Beauty Salon. 334 Hernando. Work dons
with or without applmts. JA. 74056.
MIKE C &OLLIE STORE
Used Furniture - Bought A Sold
2A. s-tssii
ratt vase, Ave
Boos LIGHT STUDIOS
Quick Service - IdentificaUon Work
JA. 114627
1.30 Scale Ave.
EPSTEIN& LOAN OPTICE
A friendly Service - LII Beale Avo.
?hone J4. 6-14311
COLETTA TAILORS
Tuxedo Rentals
129 Beale Ave. - Memphis, Teem
!hen. - JA. I43141

Female Help Wanted

where she used to stay right aside the DoSoto Motel. So sure

eft at State Line and walk $ blocks

For Men Over 21
Only

idtf

efistrissfetl Stats
Rentando. Bet Wine ii blocks below

Is Weis

125 Beale Ave. &
1221 Thomas

SKILLED BEAUTICIANS
Strewn Lies Swart Shim 1214 Valleetine. Scalp Treatments - Sanitation . Mrs hm
and M rs.
el*
FMK
"Terlers. Owen'.

Highway SI South, joie ever

at all times. ins serer had as attics

Furnished Rooms

Room for rent furnished or unfurniga
ed. WEltehall 114218 1343 Latham Street
Call after 5:30 es before 2:00 L M.

MODERN BOOTHS

SPECIAL SERMONS
4 for $1.00
10 for
tester Series - 9 for

Post Office Box 311

MISCELLANEOUS

Tees any eske head or tans as ress 1.000.000 J10010111 10e Zeck, PrN Col.obeeson-Aar send Asytiniel Any ?lame toga manes,. Hes 134-T, WT04.
-A Martinis statement, a so Wee sta,4 carload of other interesting offers. WO.
hag perfarmanoo. This easily mastered llans Brown. Cress 0ountrY Publications,
teohniciu• In a eopyrionted manual eent IN Reel 3016 St, New York 111, IL Y.
yogi immodiatay for $1
AFRO-FLIP.
caarr, Bev 1166-0, aridemers I. cens. REBUTLT LEIN. emeriti typewriter dill
In factory erste $70.00 Guaranteed.
Senthaide Printing. Box ISOL DT. Nunn
tngton 3. Weal Va.

HIGH
QUALITY
LOW PRICE

Dept. Store

secure

We pay up to $IM
a same. No daisy. Write to.
day.

IBRIGG'S FLORIST
Let Us Tell Your Flower Story
Corsages, Floral Dalin & Sprays
1626 Arkansas
WM 6-2200

236 South Wellington

counts

service.

FLORA'S FLOWER SHOP
Address
Chess
713 Vote
JA 7.4170
ay Flare & S. C. Cechrene
City Wide Delivery

Tri-State
Defender

FREE! be

lists of slow pay sofrom doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitariums, lumber
companies, garages, vb. All
you do is seed them to us
for our experienced collection

SUSINESS SERVICE

BERT'S

U Business Opportunities

We show you bow

Club

Mail In Your News
Stories To The

soothe rev Rant
A geed business In downtowe
Naas
OW* Walker
JA. 641157
.. PA 4-11001

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START

For Rent

CP YOU WANT TO SS BEAUTIFUL
not IPALINULT 111A13TY SHOltea
Great Mer. ••••
Thomas, Addle
LOMAT. promos.
•

HANDY HOUSE
141.10Melpf. At Welker
1115
Juicet - Replier DIM*?
Sandwiches
IRIAKFAST SPECIALS
Met Biscuits • Syrup • Salt Perk

Apia

PO* RENT
UN Sunsel-Douglas Sub-divides, ON
side of Duplex I rms. A bath-bet-dell
water Gas beater in front room. Pricat
$36 month
Phials FL. 44171

ART tortes, NOW 111 YOUR MANCE
TO 001.111,01 UNU50111, POSTO11104, 111
FOR $1.51 START TOUR COLLICTION
NOW SIMILII CARD N GENIE. P. o.
sox us. ANSONIA STATION N. a. Is
N. Y.

DIXIE

TRAY'S MA010 BATTERY /TOWER
AND MOTOR
11
Instant stare ta any weather
batteries/ fully charged 115 00 Wow sersi
You'll play your Indio all
oold
winter with fear of battery failure. More
wtriter nallio Der gallop cm gal.
PROFITS roe
now power. pep 310
aostrrai snot $1 50 tor sample and de30 day Neely
got
num
And
,
tails
of TRAITS (HI Potency Tablets) A Ideavery beet
th.
Btimulant
Fen
te! and
Theo - MIN Vernon Chicago 37, Ill.

5-5151

BIGGEST SLAVA sou ever yok LAM yeas
Same 1 year no. World's man Trod%
76 W Nth.. Radio City 31. K. Y
Mot. Tit

DIXIE FINANCI CO
Hems operated
Homo *wood

SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
1004 Joseph
Service
JA 7-0016

IONIA'S PORO litAUTY 3140P AND
School Competent OPMStOrS sod in..
street/sr' Advanced classes In Hair Sty-Sing 741 Williams Are.

4 Correspondence

Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to I:00

"Open

ALL

GEORGE PALINKUS

Line. on the way to

Mon,

Ilk. to do business with us.
Vey, tee, will like our courteous 'refitment and dish. S.
help you.

AND

1000

National Sermon Supply

11

Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There Is e mason why people

APPLIANCE SERVICE

WA 4-2133

MORE

-Quick Loans-

Center.
BARGAIN
1334
St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send IS cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 115 cent up today.

• Dryers

address, but

charged to the advertiser.

49.

THE

II-SPECIAL SERVICES

OPPOETUNITT TO 'CARPI • I
Per Refined Women • Presenting lesutty
Counsenir. • nationally koftwel product
for cars of Milady's Skim
"TRY armee you BUT"
Write 1113tchell. P 0. Box 311, Mem:MU
TRI-STATE DIIFIGIDER

NEED
EXTRA
MONEY
Men or Wornes Age 21-20 - &ell Family
Group HosiMta/ Insurance. Mats Use ad
Tour ,:ocitenta
W. A Adkins-Di/arise Wm.
OoDtluontal Casualty
Ocialisaise
JA. 114314
IUSINESS SERVICE

Are.

Smith

449 Beale Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
Telephone IA 5-9111
P.?) Terre legion* Sept. I. 1960. A
on
profiteering inatitutlfon• It•AllOOsbi•
tenets - Competent instructor. Cell or
write Modem Cold S. M. Yount FYN

etetiAl1 SA1111111 • IIIAUTY SCP1001.
Hair Celeatew. Profile Cuttien, its&
Treatmest
Wit 2-9241
drit) Williams Aim

163 TO $00 wince:LT
C•lesained lobe to Cleatnnati. northers
KT Male or reosle
Clasaltied
hot
$1.14. Other large citles tet request $3 li
WOMEN $15 00 WISELY AND CT
Must bay. telephone
Pleesant
•4144.
Detail 100 full 'alternation $1.10
CANDY JAMI&ON 1101140Y
$166 Amur, - Met:Utah 14, Oh10

BONDS.

BUSINESS SERVICE

309 E. 47th ST.

postage is to be

Clyde

Se.

Chico,*

BUSINESS SERVICE
GORINE COLLEGE OF
COSMETOLOGY
PHYSIO-THERAPY, INC.

/736A CIMile Ave.

Gil Gabrielli

II

Yee, °NINA

VICTORY SERVICE
77261

or

num-

telephone, or

Stets

Of Play. (No Cheeks Meese).

"V. S 0012DI sonairrSend Coins. Will Send Check ties Mow&
Return Cheek
Bought
rot; SALE, JACKS, TOOLS. AND 0014 001340 Sole
Serious Ma invited
Mete enuipment to rtni a insrsge. Will
einneisod
rent building so reliable Person. hiatuses
PAYATA'S COIN KIECKANCIR
6-02C4.
4346 tittitb St. rubbing_ MI. 1.1.. IL T.
Member Lila.
AND
INQUIRES WANTED RHEA FIRE
burglar alarm syetem. Efficient and in.
THE AMAZING "MAGIC
expensive. Tor home and business. Shelton
POWER"
Distmbutiris Co. 11.99 Linden Office Mo. 106.
NUMBERS!
Phone BR. 6-2948..
lassoing Morel Nagger
ravoreltle
Numbers and Days • Combinatiml Cedes,
3 Moll Fientres. eta. Prieto PAC

the address - whether name
and

STOCKS

Send $2.00 With Ilirtit Dote, Fail
Name And Year FeroHte Method

months

without

What Goes With Stars
In Cafe, TV Spotlight
'Anus" Manure, the shapely

AUTO LIAR/11'TV NOW
AVAILABLI TO ALL
1/34 Mad up. 1-3 down with S
to pay - Telephone:
JA. 6-83111

bers - the words comprising

Nationally ad- I

I PHILADELPHIA - Aissata

MUTUVLS,

BLOMBERG

invriti cast Isre et.

MORTGAGES

NEED CASH?

RACE

Pose 111 00 NOW Seely envelope Minas
6-31/30. POSITIVE enoorr
num% Center. Ade- RNITORB "PIP' TIM extra pee formula
Rumbels. Plumage
laide Road. Dublin. TrelaN ri beim Air. $1 00. Itetundabla
Dale. Aioloresa.
mall).

notice.

vertised Brands of Shoes
for the +tinily.
153 Beale Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.

By MASCO YOUNG

For Any tweet ww CUBA,

VICTORY
to

as part of the advertisement
SAME
RATS 43
Sees
maker,

Will AMAZE Yee With Oar W•Ohr
ty NUMBER Card. Deily VIhretiewe

5 BEDROOM HOUSE IN NICE MOE.
I OM NAME• ADDRESS LABELS 111 00
borhood 01 will buy same. Call Jackson
Pocket Rubber Stamp
111.1110 154397.
SRC Book Company, Box No. 1333
Nesbyttle I, Tenn.

be

LOANS &

Science Of Numerology. RESULTS

•••••••11.•

DEAR JANIO, DID 1013 KNOW THAT
you can get a Summer dress for 51 35,
for '160 and Men's suite
ohildren's d
for $2 98 WHEREI At the junior Leans
Thrift Shop. 4 North Front. Hurryl Nurryl Bargains Osiorel

cesatd.
ir ,

-masters moinwrie. earruses. brambles.
%Maker,

IS

ELECTROWARMTH

your lucky number- advice about Health, Business, Marriage

"
Irtas....i

NUMBER RATIN= Through The

Bed Warmer For
Pains - Aches.

3206 W. Roosevelt Rood
SA. 2-9622
SIN Stamps With Purchase

Power a healer, I give you your luck days,

"BY THE NUMBERS"

CASH TALESI
WILL PAY CASH for properly ee
vacant lot. U priced right.
$R 2.1340
RL 1•77116
6. n 4100Win • COMPANY
INS Meanie Avease

Week of Nev. 12-18, 1960

PHONES lAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS

.70

Misc. For Sale

15

DEFENDER

077ARAITTEZD KOSETWORK
16•11 eat dropehip estalos. Keep le pm
emell be. otters. Preves lettere Do.
tank sample Neale@ $1.04. Palinkna 1437
33rd.. Lerida. oble.

USE
OUR
WANT
ADS
FOR
RESULTS

'
• '11

I

'
t

DEFENDER'

Week of Nov. 12-18, 1960

t

Michael Shayne Gets'
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THURSDAY, Nev. Is
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Drops of
4:00-5:30 p. in., EARLY Water." Assistance is
daunted
MOVIE WITH KITTY KELLY, by hostility when the
two young
"Mad at the World" with Frank adventurers try to
offer help
Millions of readers the na- continues to rub his left ear
Lovejoy, Keefe Brasselle. A to three people being
forced off
tion over of Michael Shayne lobe when thinking through e
father, whose baby was injur- their Utah ranch by a
severe
mysteries received what should tough problem. He still enjoys
ed by a teenage gang, decides drought.
have been a pleasant and wel- his glass of brandy. He carries
to take matters into his own 9:00-9:30, TWILIGH
T ZONE,
come surprise earlier this fat a gun only when there is no
hands.
"The Eye of the Beholder," ATLANTA - (UPI) - Dr.
Their tall red-headed hero took simpler way to handle a sit7:30-8:00, ZANE
GREY starring Janey Tyler.
This Martin Luther King, jr., withon the ruggedly handsome looks uation. He continues to live by
THEATRE, with Dick Powell, stranger-than-fiction
THLTRS., NOV. is
show
ex- out making an actual endorseof Richard Denning in the his wits and with his fists when
host, Claudette Colbert stars in plores the private
7 a. m. - Dave Garroway hour-long television
t
world
in- ment, Sunday praised Demoseries which necessary.
"So Young the Savage Land." habited by a young
cratic presidential candid**,
Today Show.
girl
whose
airs on Fridays, 10-11 p. m. The women Shayne encounA genteel Southern
woman universe is measured by the John F. Kennedy's "understar
12:30 n. m., Life of Riley, (EST), over
the
NBC-TV
Net- ters are the most beautiful Hon
whose husband has been hard- size of the bandages
'Riley (William .Bendix) has the
that cover ing" of the racial problem.
work.
lywood has to offer. Among,
ened and embittered by the her face.
'"World's Greatest Grandson."
"I don't know how much Sen.Television's Shayne retains those who have already appearbrutal struggle for survival in
-.Of course, he wants pictures to much
ator
Kennedy would do about
10:10-11:4
5,
LATE
of the character a n d ed include actresses Julie LonMOVIE,
the post-war West changes her
'prove it - but finds the baby's
"TARZAN and His Mate" Two segregation, but I am sure that
manneris
ms
developed
by
auAlbright,
don,
Lola
Julie
Adams
husband's mind about giving a hunters
nurse, an Amazon of a woman,
soon upset the pleasure he would take a forthright poa big stumbling block for his thor Brett Halliday's fictional and Alexis Smith. The stories
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and
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sleuth
in
the
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publishbooks
course,
exciting
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be
will,
of
photography.
tice.
receiving
in
their
ed
over
tree-top interview.
the
past 20 years. He as those in the books.
1:30 p. m., Loretta Young
8:00-8:30, ANGEL, starring jungle
home,
when one hunter "Kennedy has made it very
Th., In "Big Jim," a 15-year
Annie Farge
and
Marshall tries to force Jane
to leave for clear in the campaign that there
old boy tries to regain the love
1:30 p. m., Loretta Young Th. describing the court action.
Thompson "Angel" becomes England
is a great deal that the Presi-w-B-rae.:3100
with him.
,
16-j' unangelic .when
and companionship of his moth- Loretta Young stars in "Dear 4 p. m., Captain Gallant.,
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dent
can do, and he intends to
SATURD
AY,
er.
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Midge," the story of an idealis- President Martinez disappears
honor is attacked in a freindly
11.1 Natures lirsdkols, he., World rights 1•••rsuL
11:00-11:30 a. m., SKY KING, use the weight of his office to
3 p. m., Purex Special for tic social worker, a pool shark soon after his government is C
game and her husband starring
Women. The second special and a good fairy.
"I wouldn't mind his forgetting how to reaci-he's poker
Kirby Grant and Gloria get behind the struggle for civil
overthrown, but his enemies,
decides on some strategy to
Winters.
documentary program f o r 3 p. m.,
TALK!"
forgotte
"The R ain bird." A rights, and to mobilize forces in
n how to
Make
trace him through the boy, who!
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women, "The Trapped Wom- Daddy. To make Room F o r
"rainbird airplane proves to be the nation for implementation
his mother-in- has joined the Foreign Legion.
temper, until he finds that the the
an" is telecast today, with law happier
solution to an Indian vil- of the Supreme Court's decision
about the idea of The son also vanishes. Buster
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Pauline Fredrick as reporter growing old,
lage suffering from drought. for desegregation," King saiC.
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featuring Don
Porter, Ann Mounted," with
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a co-starring role on a televis- 4:30 p. m., Saturday Prom.
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Birthday." Singer Sam Cooke and the Bill
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volves around the different fa- 3:30 p. m.,
a Northwest disagreement . . . and too mucir
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The film that.
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story
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a
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organized
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When
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"Get
9:30 p. m., Jim Backus events of the 1960 ABC tourney. web of corruption.
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10:45 p. m., Gold Award
Show. Jim Backus creates his SAT., NOV. 12
Mr. and
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William
Theatre. "Highway Dragnet,, of
own news scoop - and does a 11:30 a. m., Charlie Chan
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good deed at the same time - Theatre. "Charlie Chan in ,the
s, Prof. and Mrs. A. P. Nunn, a new healing substance with
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tonishing
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• and Barry Fitzgerald
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'without
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Mary Beth Hughes. The Mary Elise Barnett. Attending marrery. In case after ease, while
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morning after an ex-Marine with the fa,:ulty members were gently relieving pain, actual reducToole, Angler."
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----lice
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end Moureun O'Sullivan
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of color. In addition to the tele- Borgia. Charlie Chan, called in LONDON -(UPI)- Big Ben The Gloxinia Art and Garden counters.
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casts today, others will be to the case, uncovers a sinister i devotees Monday won a partial
scheduled for Sat. and Sun. in plot against the strange couple. victory over the British Broadcolor (including the Pro Foot- 12.30 p.m., Quiz 'Em. The fin- casting Corp. which announce
with Alan Ladd
d
ball Sunday game). With the al match in the first round Pi"-- it would fade out the famous
end Veronica Lake
exception of two filmed series, Central high school, Parkin, clock's chimes
after several
the entire network daytime Ark., against Mt. Pisgah high strokes on
the 10 p.m. news
schedule will be in color today school, Eads, Tenn. The stuSunday, November 13, 10:00 P.M.
instead of stopping after the
starting off with the two cours- dents teams compete in their first
note.
es of Continental Classroom, knowledge of the week's news
•••
with Gary Cooper
continuing with the Dave Gar- with George Sister as master
WOOLFO
RD,
ENG. -(um;
nel Ingrid Bergman
roway Today show, the quiz of ceremonies. The winner of _
A high school girl was repriprograms, daytime serials and to-day's match enters the secending with the Bell Telephone ond round in the elimination manded last week because she
asked her teacher, "Read any
40 YEARS AT FOURTH AND BEALE
Hour.
contest.
Monday, November 14, 10:10 P.M.
12:30 p. m., Life of Riley. 1 p. m , Professional Basket- good books lately?"
The
unappreci
ative
teacehr
Riley tries to talk his way out ball. The Cincinnati Royals
of "Double Double Date" with play the Detroit Pistons in De- was among the jurors who had
with drain Dorilevy
the police when he picks up the troit today, with Bud Palmer just decided "Lady Chatterly's
end Akin+ Toneireff
Lover" was not obscene.
wrong girls for his son's date.
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Humboldt, Tenn.

NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

Kenya Moves
To Ban Troops

Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery

Tri-State
Defender

Enjoy The Channel 3 Movie
Tonight and Every Night!

Stops Itch-Relieves Pain

"Going My Way" #

"Tarzan and His Mate"

MIDWAY
LIQUOR STORE
BOURBON • BRANDY

How Use Of Water May

END YOUR
CONSTIPATION
WORRIES
As you grow older, your system begins to dry out. This is true of your
digestive system. and it may lead to
constipation. Seitivais, taken daily
with plenty of water, produces a
smooth gel that providea the proper
moisture. bulk and peristaltic Mimelation to help sod your constipation
worries.
SERUTAN IS the all-veettable laxative mid that moistens hard, dry food
wastes and forms it for easy, regular
elimination. &ramie is entirely different from harsh chemical pills,
salts, bran or oils. Take Swain-am
daily with water and enjoy regular
alimanatioa or your mossy beck-

HEATING BILLS HIGH??
Don't WAIT For COLD Weath
er
Cleaning and accurately acilucting

your heating plant (Me
water or air) will lower your Nei
bills immediately sad
save costly repairs later.
I will make surveys of Churches,'homes,
etc.
This serviee is not expensive and
is $oon more than repaid is sarings-Plioue .

Associated Southern Industries
"WESTINGHOUSE"

HEATING-AIR

CONDITIONING CONTRACTORS

SERVING SINCE '21
1161 UNION AVE.

BR 4-870

Arthur R. Imes, !tales Representative

"This Gun For Hire"

"For Whom The Bell Tolls
"The Great McGinty"

LIQUOR - GIN • WINE

Tuesday, November 15, 10:10 P.M.

VODKA
Buy by the Case at a Saving

•

"Reap the Wild Wind"

with John Wayne.
end Ray Millansl

Also Mixed Cases At Case Prices
QUICK AND COURTEOUS SERVICE

•
Telephone JA. 6-9963
355 Seale Ave.
LADIES INVITED

r,„

